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0-79 (Rev. 8-30r76) 
TO:> SAC: v 

Albany 
Albuquerque 
Alexandria 
Anchorage 
Atlanta 
Baltimore 
Birmingham 
Boston 
Buffalo 
Butte 
Charlotte 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Columbia 
Dallas 
Denver 
Detroit 
El Paso 
Honolulu 

I | Houston' 
| } Indianapolis 
{ 1 Jackson 
| | Jacksonville 
( | Kansas City 
I | Knoxville 
I 1 Las Vegas 
| | Little Rock 
I | Los Angeles 
| 1 Louisville 
| j Memphis 
I | Miami 
| | Milwaukee 
( | Minneapolis 
I | Mobile 
| j Newark 
□ New Haven 
| | New Orleans 
I | New York City 
I—| Norfolk 

’ TO LEG AT/ 
I i Oklahoma City j / 
□ Omaha □ Bern ^ 
□ Philadelphia ;j—] Bonn 
□ PJfeenix , O Brasilia 
□ Pittsburgh Q Buenos A 
□ Portland □ Caracas 
□ Richmond □ Hong Konj 
I 1 Sacramento □ London 
□ St. Louis □ Madrid 
I I Salt Lake City □ Manila 
□ San Antonio □ Mexico Ci 
□ San Diego □ Ottawa 
I I San Francisco □ Paris 
Q San Juan Q Rome 
1 I Savannah q-j Tokyo 
| 1 Seattle 
I I Springfield 
r~] Tampa_■■■■ 

Washington Field J 
[1 uuanttCo 

1 \ ASAC, Rapid City (*Minin) □ SAC, New Rochelle (MRA) 

□ Bern ^ 
O Bonn 

I I Brasilia y T 
I I Buenos Aires 
I I Caracas 
I 1 Hong Kong 
1 I London 
I I Madrid 
I I Manila 
i I Mexico City 
I I Ottawa 
I I Paris 
1 1 Rome 
I—1 Tokyo 

RE: William Luther Pierce 
Exja^emist Mattef^NYA 
National Youth Alliance 
Extremist Matter-NYA 

1. Re report SA___ 

at_. 

2. r«Washing**™ iMoiri 
Wa^Mff^ton Field ^ y 
at_ 

Rapid Oity r*Mini ) 

5-2-72 

3. Re enclosure to. 
(office) 

. airtel/letter dated. 

^4^ Other LHMt 5—2—7^2 _. 

TheToITowmg dhdWQes in classification have been made in the above 
communication(s). 

a. Declassified 

b. ' ^^Tpjfpd -QUJJ^S^^i^^te'^gemption category- 

by_4,41V . 77_ date of automatic 

4errIndef ixn^Csr-- 

c. Downgraded to_ 

d. Upgraded to_ 

by_, date . 

declassification_ 
Bufile 157-12589- 

Urfile 

, exemption category- 
tB* /5"7-c23?6-/-7: 

FEB 0 91977 Lcaj—i ii griTegiefFiesl over- 
-^FB't/DOJ 



Washington, D. C. 20535 
October 20, 1972 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 

The National Youth Alliance (NYA) is an organi¬ 
zation originally formed from a nucleus of 
Youth For (George C.) Wallace supporters following 
the 1968 presidential election for the purpose 
of countering radical leftist and anarchist 
influences on the campuses of American colleges 
and universities. NYA currently Is controlled 
by individuals who milltantly promote white 
racialism and anti-Zionism and who suggest 
violent revolution ultimately as the means for 
implementing their racial and political Ideas 
in America. 

On October 4, 1972, a confidential informant'who has 
furnished reliable information in the past provided a copy of 
the October, 1972 (Number 15), issue of '‘Attack!**, the tabloid 
newspaper published by the NYA. This publication contains a 
lengthy article concerning the activities of the Western 
Guard. 

The Western Guard Is a Canadian organization which 
succeeded the "far right” Edmund Burke Society and whose , 
program ideologically closely matches that of NYA. It has' 
been reported in “Attack!" that NYA and the Western Guard have 
an agreement, whereby Western Guard activism will be reported in 
"Attack!” and. distribution of "Attack!” will be made in Canada 
by Western Guard members and supporters. 

The above informant advised on September IS,1 1972, 
that - Donald C. Andrews, leader of the Western Guard, was in be 
the Washington, rD. C., area together I Ian b7c 
associate on September 3* 1972. According to the source, the 
associate who accompanied Andrews to the Washington, D. G., area i 

9 - Bureau (157-12589) 
1 - U. S. Secret Service 
2 - Alexandria 

(1- 157-1) (NSWPP) 
1 - Tampa (info) 

c#y- wfo (157-2278) 
T £r«T o o r\ \ /•nTT^mm fiX 157-2396) (PIERCE) 

All. XNFOHJtATTOW CONTAIHEb. 

sffioad 

Sosrcbs3 ________ 
■ - Jterfeiteri __•_ 

'tedaxsd ____ 

EKPrdjw fr--. 

(17) 
/J5 J'iJn 
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NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 

was I (phonetic), who reportedly is connected b 
with Social Credit, 249 Johnson Avenue, Wlllawdale, Ontario, b 
Canada* The source learned that William L. Pierce, Execu- 
tive Director of NIA, was in contact with Andrews and |_ 
on September 3,» 1972. 

It is noted that a second confidential Informant 
who has furnished reliable information in the past advised 
on September 5> 1972, that one Don Andrews from Toronto, 
Canada, attended the Fourth Annual Congress of the National 
Socialist White Pepplejs Party together withl I a 
young man named| |on September 2, 1972* , 

The National Socialist White Peoplers 
Party (NSWPP), also known as The American 
Nazi Party, American Nazis, and the 
George Lincoln Rockwell Party, was or¬ 
ganized on February 26, 1956, at Arlington, 
Virginia, based upon the concept of an 
international "National Socialist” move- • 
ment as espoused by the German Nasi Party 
headed by Adolph Hitler. Tiie organization - 
supports and follows the line of hatred 
against Negroes, Jews and communists 
through various propaganda media seeking 
a legitimate dominant political party in 
the United States and foreign countries» 

' According to the.source last mentioned aboveAndrews 
and I I formerly were active in the Edmund Burke Society in 
Canada and attended the NSWPP Congress as observers, rather, 
than as delegates. Reportedly, they are working together 
with Pierce, a former NSWPP official who is now associated 
with the WYA. ’ 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it 
and Its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency nor duplicated within your 
agency. . . " •. 

- 2* 



10/20/72 ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (157-12589) 

SAC, WO (157-2278) CP) 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EXTREMIST MATTER - HXA 
(00: WO) 

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine copies; for the 
Alexandria Office,, two copiesj and for the Tampa Office, one 
copy for information of an LHM dated and captioned as above. 

Sufficient copies of the enclosure are being furnished 
to the Bureau in order that dissemination may be made to the 
Legat, Ottawa, If desired. 

The fi 
the enclosure is 
to SAf 

iforraant referred to In 
_.who furnished information 
The Second confidential informant is 

J 
who furnished information to SA 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

, One copy of the enclosure Is being disseminated 
by WO locally to United States Secret Service. 

For the information of the Bureau and Alexandria, 
_I advised on 9/19/72, that DONALD C.. ANDREWS 
stayed at the .South Gate Motor Hotel. 1-95 and S. 'Glebe Road 
__,_| ANDREWS occupied RoomI 

U The. source had no information'concerning the 
purpose of the contact between ANDREWand PIERCE. 

is identifiable in ¥F0 Indices. . 

2 - Bureau (Erie. 9) 
2 - Alexandria (Enc. 2) 

(1- 15?~D (RSWPP) 
1 — Tampa (Enc. 1) (Info) 

fV W° 
w Wa 157-2396) (PIERCE) 

'C7W iny-tT rfiqwpp't_ 

a^R(o - W 

EKP:dj w 

">) 
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Serialized 1UI)CV- 
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0-794Rev. 8-30-76) 
TO: S AC: ‘ 

[ | Albany 
□ Albuquerque 
P^SfAlexandria 
M Anchorage 
I 1 Atlanta 
I I Baltimore 
I I Birmingham 
I I Boston 
I I Buffalo 
I I Butte 
I 1 Charlotte 
I I Chicago 
{ I Cincinnati 
I 1 Cleveland 
I I Columbia 
I I Dallas 
\ I Denver 
I 1 Detroit 
1 I El Paso 
I I Honolulu 

I I Houston 
I I Indianapolis * 
[ I Jackson 
I 1 Jacksonville - 
i I Kansas City, 
I I Knoxville 
I I Las Vegas 
[ 1 Little Rock 
I I Los Angeles 
I 1 Louisville 
I 1 Memphis 
I I Miami 
I I Milwaukee 
I I Minneapolis 
□ Mobile 
I j Newark 
I I N'ew Haven 
□/New Orleans 
f7i New York City 
y\ Norfolk 

1 i SAC, New Rochelle (MRA) 

JZ3 Oklahoma City 
j □ Omaha / 

I 1 Philadelphia 
I I Phoenix 
I I Pittsburgh » \ 
I I Portland 
I I Richmond 
t I Sacramento 
I 1 St. Louis 
I 1 Salt Lake City 
[ I San Antonio 
I 1 San Diego 
I I San Francisco 
[ I San Juan 
1 I Savannah 
□ Seattle 
I I Springfield 
□ Tampa 

CTSi Washington Field 
1 I QuanUed 

□ ASAC, Rapid City (“Mini”) 

1-8-77 /V 
(Date) j V 

TO LEG AT:/l . 

.□Beri XJ 
{ I BonnVy 

' □ Brasilia 
□ Buenos Aires 
I | Caracas 
I I Hong Kong 
( I London 
I 1 Madrid 
I I Manila 
I 1 Mexico City 
I I Ottawa 
\ I Paris 
i I Rome 
I 1 Tokyo 

J&tional Youth Alliance / 
Extremist Matter-JJSAr 

1. Re report SA __ 

at___ 

Washington Field 

Washington Field 

3. Re enclosure to . 
(office) 

etteri dated 

. airte 1/letter dated* 

4- other----- lb 
The following changes in classification have been made in the above 
communication(s). 

a. Declassified — / ^—-_„___ 

:asm7—T==ra: .—. exemni/dr^ jjp&eiry *'1 v 1 / _ 

ky —--— - Hafr 1 | of automatic 

——> 
c. Downgraded to-jjA j_ 

d' "rer,ded,°-- 
by --- date-Nj date or automa y&f*- j 
declassification_ 1 — 1 [Is j 

Bufiie 157-12589-145 _ 
U?file ‘ t '* 1— DCRU Kt 'bbi/doj 
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Washington, D, G. 20535 
October 25, 1972 

NAXXUNAL YOUTH Al.t^CE 

a.'S’sStsfflr-•a-rsysa* - 
A£ian“ {NM) ** has collaborated 

&±“ive Direct» «* wf-S 

Revolutions^ Notes" SS MSS 

origlnally^foOTed1?^ *outh Alli®nce ts a“ organisation 

Wal!aS%pSs Sr <?W C.) 

fass"«»-ssfs-sai,sirirM“ 
«ho Sutantiv SLS’SS ^C0?<tr°lle! by i^ividuala 

for SlSiLISS^r^r «£*°***r - the Sans 
AmeriS. 5 ' racial and P<**t£cal ideas in 

i----According to the above source T)-- 

Lmuawtei too - 

I -Jgfro informant disclosed that Pierce consulted 

Notes'* articles which resPe^t to ^Revolutionary 

m nevspaperr>^k”^n“^“ £**. 
readers with instruct-I™*, !L articles purport to provide 

««w. .Msgs'jasraas s assr 

9 - Bureau ' . 77 7-7'<?% - /7S~ 
l - atf ai& mmaa/mm cowMxab - 

i - solrfcr saiBaKSttSLw^^' ~-2E— 
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W:£naCtiVe at that **»«■ in the distri- 
f theN7A newspaper, "Attack!", in the Greenvill, 



10/25/72 

AIRTEL 

10: ACTING DIRECTOR, RBI 

FROM: SAC, WEO 

EXTREMIST MATTER - KLANj NYA b6 
(00:Columbia) b7c 
(Columbia file 157-5223) 
(WFO file 157-NEW) * ' 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE V 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA . , 4 
(QO:WF0) ■ " • 
(Bufile 157-12589) 
(Columbia file 157-5554) 
<WFO file 157-2278) (P) 

Re Columbia let: bearing National Youth Alliance 
caption dated 2/16/72 (inter-office) . 

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine copies* and for 
the Columbia Office* three copies, of an IBM dated and b6 
cautioned as above relating to the activities pf|_| . b7c 

| in bdbalf of the National Youth Alliance (NYA) , 

an extremist 'white youth group at Washington, B. C. 

Copies of the enclosure are being disseminated 
by WFO locally to United States Secret Service and ATF, 
United States Department of the Treasury. 

3 - Bureau (Ene. 9) 
3 - Columbia (Enc. 3) 

€lr - 157-2398) (PIERCE); 
EKP:nsw . ,• 
(10) 

all msosMATKar contaess) 
HEREIN JBUNULAS8XFIED J J O ^ 

b2 
b7D 



WO 157-NEW 

rormant referred to in the enclosure is 
who furnished information to SAI 

For the information of the Bureau, re Columbia 
let reflects that I \ is known to the Columbia Office as 
an active member of the United Klans of America* Knights of 
the Ku Klux Klart, South Carolina Realm. Investigation by 
the Greenville County. Sheriff fs Office* Greenville* S. C. * 
on 10/2/71 disclosed that| | had distributed the NYA 
newspaper, "Attack!”, in Greenville on that date. I 
advised the investigating officer that he was interested 
in "white Christian groups.” 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 
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’ ; d» 9/5/72,T I imta&Bimdk i»fos»atic» 
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RH 157-1673 
WO 157-2396 
JWEsmhh 
-1- 

owing investigation Was conducted by 

On October 2, 1972, a source who is in a position 
to furnish, such, information advised there is no person 
listed as receiving mail on Route 1 or Route 8, Fredericks¬ 
burg, Virginia, which covers the Chancellor, Virginia, area 
by the name of WILLIAM LUTHER FIERCE* 

On October 2, 1972, Mr. ROBERT COBLE, Chief of 
Police, Fredericksburg, Virginia, advised, he. had no infor¬ 
mation concerning the residence of Mr. WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE 

ta, October 2, 1972, 
Mary Washington College, Frederic lL.MUU«!^Ejrl331 

The city telephone direct dericksburg 

Telephone number 373-8885 is listed to the Tower 
Service Station, U. S. Route 1, Fredericksburg, Virginia* 

On October 19,. 1972, ^_ 
~~\ Mary Washington College, 

ATit titK^MATIOBr COffTASIgp 
TISBiTCJLASS 
gf 

L, NOV 081972 
r-office 
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op^onal^o^no. 10 

MAY 1962 ED1TIOM ' * 

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT * 

Memorandum 
to :SAG, WASHINGTON FIELD (157-2396) 

from :SAG, RICHMOND (157-1673) -P- 

subject:WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE, Aka 
EM - NYA 

(00: wfo) 

date: 11/3/72 

Re WO report of dated 9/21/72. 

Enclosed for WFO are two (2) copies of an inves¬ 
tigative insert. One copy of this insert is enclosed for 
Alexandria. 

LEAD: 

b6 
b7C 

RICHMOND AT FRONT ROYAL, VIRGINIA 

Will conduct appropriafra invpsfr-i gation concerning 
Front Royal telephone number 

ARMED AND DANGEROUS 

CD WO (Enc. 2) 
1 - Alexandria (15/-16)(Info)(Enc. 1) 
3 - Richmond 
JWE:mhh 
(6) 

all JHPbmcATKM comimsi 
HERI5QT IS UNCLASSIFIED 

1 
ssajfejaafe 

|cdi NOV 0 81972 
m-WACU rir]LD OFFICE! 

b6 
b7C 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bay roll Savings Flan 
5010-103 



Washington, D. C. 20535 
November 8, 1972 

WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE 

Dr. William Pierce is Executive Director of the 
National Youth Alliance, The National Youth Alliance (NYA) 
is an organization originally formed from a nucleus of Youth 
For (George Cf) Wallace supporters following the 1968 presi¬ 
dential election for the purpose of countering radical leftist 
and anarchist influences on the campuses of American colleges 
and universities, NYA currently is controlled by Individuals 
who militantly promote white racialism and anti-Zionism and 
who suggest violent revolution ultimately as the means for 
implementing their racial and political ideas in America. 

Records of the Federal District Court for the District 
of Columbia, Washington, D. C., revealed on October 31, 1972, 
that case number, CA 651-72 is a civil action by Pierce against 
George Washington University, Washington, D. C. Pierce's 
bomplaint, filed on April 4, 1972, alleges an assault upon 
Pierce when he appeared at George Washington University as an 
invited guest on February 3, 1972, as a result of the negligence 
by officials of the university. Pierce’s suit asks for $10,000 
compensatory damages, and $40,000 punitive damages for injuries 
and damages suffered by Pierce in the alleged assault. 

George. Washington University answered! Pierce’s complaint 
• on May 9 s 1972, and asked for dismissal of the suit after denying 
allegations of negligence. 

It is noted that the details of the Incident alleged 
in Pierce’s suit were reported in the Monday, February, 7, 1972, 
issue (Volume 86, Number 29) of "The Hatchet," a. student publi¬ 
cation of George Washington University. "The Hatchet" article 
stated that Pierce’s- appearance at George Washington University . 
to speak on behalf of the National Youth Alliance was sponsored 
by the University’s Program Board. He was said to have fallen ' 
victim to an egg and stink bomb barrage from Jewish militants 
in a conference room at the University Center. 

5-Bureau 
1-Alexandria (Info) . -. 
"2^WF0 (1-157-5402)1 i 
l^-Unlted States Secret Service 

EKPrbas - . 

-b6 

b7C 
/£7' 

J£k.. 
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DR. WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE 

Included In court records pertaining to Pierce’s 
suit against George Washington Uniaaraitv. was « tetter fpra 

I I dated September 2i. 1972. I Idemanded 
in his letter, that he be given an opportunity to testify In 
the suit, inasmuch as he had Information damaging to Pierce’s 
claim against George Washington University. A notation in 
the case file indicated that the attorney for George Washington 
University declined to used I 1 testimony. 

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions 
of the PBI. It, is the property 
of the PEI.and Is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are 
not to be distributed outside 
your agency nor duplicated 
within your agency. 
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Date received Received from (name or symbol number) 
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11/8/72 
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10/26/72 
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks) ^ 

[3 in person □ by telephone □ by mail [x] orally □ recording device □ written by Informant g 

Tx-__: _3_i__i __l_a_** ~ I DpIa nf Rpnorf. ** b7 C If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent: 
Date 

11/7/72 

Date of Report 

10/26/72 
Date(s) of activity 

Dictated 

Transcribed _ 

Authenticated 
by Informant. ...... 

Brief description of activity or material 

_Information regarding RORF.RT T.T.OYTi,- 

former official NSWPP and NYA and File where original is located if not attached 

I-1 b2 j 
_related matters._  |_|_I—b7D! 
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I I Information recorded on a card index by on date . - — •_ 
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INFORMANT HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE 
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CONTINUING VALUE. 
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October 26, 1972. . 
Alexandria, Virginia 

previously active in the National Socialist White People's 

Party (NSWPP), and the National Youth Alliance (NYA); He is no 

longer active in these organizations. Regarding the NYA- 
- * 

he stated he became discouraged with that organization and that 

it was nothing more than an "ego trip" for the head of the 

organization, William Pierce. He said that Pierce's "self image 

was that of a "revolutionary leader" but was so wrapped up 

in getting personal satisfaction from leading the group that 

they never did anything and doubts "they ever will." Lloyd 

left the NYA in August, 1971, 



Regarding the Nazi Party, Lloyd appears to have no 

more interest in that organization. He does not appear to 

have any contact with the membership or officers. He said 

recently that after 10 years in the Nazi Party, he was regarded 

as the biggest "SOB in its history" except for William Pierce 

who was Information Officer before organizing the NYA. 





Cover .Sheet for Informant Roport or Material 
PD-30$ (Rev. 9-30-69)' _ 

Date prepared 

11/10/72 
Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by 

10/26/72 
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks) 

in person j \ by telephone * | | by mail 

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent: 
Date 

r 
[^7| orally □ recording device □ written by Informant^ 

Dictated 

Transcribed 

11/8/72 Stenol 
Date(s) of activity 

Authenticated 
by Informant_ 

Brief description of activity or material 

Information regarding MATTHIAS KOEHL, JR., 

National Commander, NSWPP, and related 

matters. 

File where original is located ifnotattached 
- - b2 

b7D 

* INDIVIDUALS DESIGNATED BY AN ASTERISK (*) ONLY ATTENDED A MEETING AND DID NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE. 
VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED. 

I I Information recorded on a card index by . _on date 

Remarks: 
Informant has furnished reliable information in the past. 

The information contained herein, if disseminated, should 
be paraphrased to protect sensitive nature of a source of continuing 
value. 

1 - Chicago (157-3)(NSWPP)(Info)(EM) r-, 
2 - Cleveland (1-157-3046)(NSWPP)(1-157-26261_ 
2 - Detroit (1-157-2)(NSWPP)(1-157-1256)1 ] 
3 - Richmond (1 -1 57-93YfNSWPP) (KM) : b6 

(1-157-486)1 11-157-1673) (WILLIAM PIERCE) b7c 
(3)- WFO (1-157-1,) (NSWPP) (By Courier) 1-1 

d7“157-2396)(WILLIAM PIERCE) (1-157-548) 
9 - Alexandra a (1-1 57-1 ) (NSWPP) 

(1-157-17) 
(1-157-20 )|__J / 
(1-157-1 6)(WTT.T.TAM PTPPCF.V_^ be / 
(1-157-281)1 b7c / 
(1-157 —8lT^ Block Stamp ^ 
(1—157-2lCTTl I J  ■ _^ Tp 

WWHh 
(20) 

ALL IHFOBMATION CO$TA] 
HEBJgN 

Block Stamp 

searched'^ ^ 

NOV 141972 
field office! 

~J9topi 



October 26, 1972 

Robert Lloyd, a former official of the National 

Socialist White People's Party (NSWPP), Arlington, Virginia, 

Matthias Koehl, Jr., National Commander,* NSWPP, after a power 

dispute between Koehl and Lloyd, along with Dr. William 

Pierce, former Information Officer, during the summer of 



FBI Field Office Wanted-Flash-Cancell^^n Notice 
FD-165 (Rev. 11-22-71) 

Attention: Identification Division 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-6353) RE: WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE 

FROM: SAC, tfpQ (157-2396)_ 

££] Place, |—[Cancel, stop (wanted or flash) in files of Identification Division. 

If expiration date known, enter here and cancellation will be automatic. 

WANTED 

I | Wanted for_ 

FLASH 
IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH FLASH NOTICE FINGERPRINTS ARE REQUIRED IN FBI FILES 

g adex 
ri Application for Pardon After Completion of Sentence | [_ 

CANCELLATION 

| | Cancel because. 

FURNISH: □ Photograph □ Identification Record 

Name Aliases 

WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE 

In all instances when FBI number is known it should be furnished. When it is not known, furnish following: 

READ INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 



INSTRUCTIONS: 

If an application for pardon after completion of sentence flash is requested, indicate as source to be notified Employees 

Security and Special Inquiry Section, Special Investigative Division. 

If flash is requested for any reason other than those preprinted on this form, utilize block on line provided and indicate 

(except in case of informant flashes) specific type of flash notice desired. 

If subject’s fingerprints are submitted, they should be securely stapled to this form and forwarded to the Identification 

Division. Cover memo not necessary. 



FD-366 (Rev. 2-13-69) 

t t 

Washington, D.C. 20535 

November 22* 1972 

SUBJECT: WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE 

CHARACTER: EXTREMIST MATTER - NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 

reference: Letterhead memorandum dated November 8, 1972 at 

Washington, D.C. 

Referenced communication contained subject’s residence and/or employment 
address. A recent change has been determined and is being set forth below (change 
only specified): 

Residence: 1155 Greengate Road 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 

Employment: 

2 - Bureau (157-6353) 
- Secret Service 

(jj- WFO (157-2396) 
EKR:iem 

AIL BIFORKATIOW' CO^TAltm) 
SERSHI IS UNCLASSIFIED w. I 

Ir.dirS'i 

Filed .— 

-jrr-- 
?si. 

/J/-4JU-//S- 
This document'contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 



FD-376 (Rev, 5-4-72) 

Npvember 22, 1972 

Director 
United States Secret Service 
Department of the Treasury 
Washington, D. C. 20220 

Dear Sir: 

WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE 

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual or organization believed 
to be covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning protective 
responsibilities, and to fall within the category or categories>^checked. 

1. □ Threats or actions against persons protected by Secret Service. 

2. □ Attempts or threats to redress grievances. 

3. □ Threatening or abusive statement about U. S. or foreign official. . 

4. □ Participation in civil disturbances, anti-U. S. demonstrations or hostile 
incidents against foreign diplomatic establishments. «*.'*. v 

5. jZP Illegal bombing, bomlKmaking or other terrorist activity. * / 

6. □ Defector from U. S. or indicates desire to defect. 

Potentially dangerous^because of background, emotional instability or } 
„ activity in groups engaged in activities inimical to U. S. 

Photograph jjp has been furnished Q) enclosed n □ is not available. 

Very truly/yours, 

L. Patrick Gray, III 
Acting Director 

a 

S^rchcd _ 
• • .Jtz. 

1 - Special Agent in Charge .(Enclosur^s)^^ . telexed—_— 

7) Vo®157-239?^shinSton Field Office (KM) Fiied- 
-&rclosure(s)/^p r WpaiMemoval of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form 

A l-OOe-elfeMFUNCLASSIFIED.) C\ 

■..X now co Afifc fimPORJtmOH CXJNTAQJK^ / 5'7- 

^MffimjCLASSIFIED^ .rfK / / ' 



FD-122 (Rev. 5-23-72) 

x 

Director, FBI (Bufile- 157-6353 .) 11/22/72 

sac, WO <157-2396) <F) 

WILLIAM HITHER PIERCE, aka, 
m-im 

Re: . WPG FD-122 dated 9/21/72. 

Recommend: {Z2 ADEX Card [jg] ADEX Card changed (specify change only) Q3 Subject removed (succinct summary attached) 

Name 

Aliases 

| " | Native Bom 

| | Naturalized 

| [Allen, 

Tab 

1 I Category I 

□ Category .H 

I | Category III 

I | Category IV * 

□ Awe □COMMUNIST □ NOI □ PPA 1 | RA 

□ BNT □ JFG □ PLP □ prn □ SDI 

1 1BPP Q] MIN □ Miscellaneous (Spei 

□ SNC 1 ISWP 

1 I SPL . □ WWP 

Date of Birth Place of Birth ‘ Race Sex 

1 I Male 

(~ 1 Female 
_i_ 
Business Address, Name oEEmploying Goncem and Address, 
Nature of Employment, and Union Affiliation, if any. ' 

Residence Address 

1166 Greengafce Road 

Fredericksburg, Virginia 

Key Facility Data 

Geographical Reference Number Responsibility , 

2 - Bureau (Enel. 2) 
- Richmond (157-1673) (Info) 

1^ WFO 

& 

' ALL INFOBMATIOir 
' sehsect is unclassified 

nA3'E_to2eis3-_BY. 

£'3?fCflei- 

fited —-dX^-~ 

/37-JJW- AJ 





NK 157*-6527 

Hams 
Residence s 

Privet's license Numbers 
- , DOB? 

Weights 
Eyes; 
Restrictions; 
Expiration Bate; 

On the following dates, the respective sources 
advised that they had no faiowlecfere of any extremist activities 
on the part of 

b6 
b7C 

Sjg 

10/6/72, 

10/20/72 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

Oft 11/14/72# a search of the Newark Division indices 
revealed no information identifiable with a 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

I.EADB ' b6 
b7C 

Alexandria 

AT TRIANGLE* VIRGINIA: Will determine._. 
connection# if any# with pierce and/or the white Extremist 
Movement« . ‘ •- ' 





OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY lee^EDlTlON 

GSA f^MR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 

4 UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

ft' 

to : SAC, WFO (157-2396) 

SAC, ALEXANDRIA (157-16)(P) 

subject: 
WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE, 
EM - NYA 
(00: WFO) 

aka 

date: H/29/72 

Re Newark letter 11/24/72. 

Prior investigation bv Alexandria on 3/10/71 
established that I I was in the U.S. Marine 
Corps and stationed ini . I 

I Neighborhood 'investigation established 
Ithe house at 18304 Sharon Road, 

Triangle, Virginia, where subject previously resided and 
subject rented Alexandria surmises 

No additional action regarding 
by Alexandria. 

contemplated 

b6 
b7C 

ifzj)- WFO (By Courier) 
- Alexandria 

WWH:asd 
(4) 

ftT.T. MPOHMATION C0N7AME© 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
date1S\^Ho^_by. ' 

<7-^3^ - /'96 

K/.nCHED.^ 
SERIALIZE 

.a_,_IHDEXE 0.jLh_^=d 

NflV 3 0137? 
fELu OFFICE! 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bay roll Savings Blan 

b6 
b7C 

5010-103 



SAC, RICHMOND (157-1673) 11/29/72 

SAC, WFO (157-2396) (P) 

WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA 
(00:WF0) 

Re WFO report of SA 
and WFOlet to AX, dated 10/12 

dated 9/21/72 

Leads are set forth In referenced.communications 
for> Richmond to identify subscriber to telephone number' area 
CQ<^e| _» This number was furnished by a WFO source 
as the home telephone number of the captioned subject, who is 
Executive Director of the National Youth Alliance, Washington* 
D. C. (WDC), an extremist white youth organization.. Recent 
investigation by Richmond has identified PIERCE* s current 
residence as 1166 Greengate Road, Fredericksburg, Virginia. 

For the information of Richmond, the WFO source# 
learned that the subject might subscribe to telephone service 
for his residence in a fictitious name, in order to prevent 
identification of his current residence. It is noted that PIERCE 

- has utilized the names ALAN JOHNSON (phonetic) and WILLIAM 
SMITH as pseudonyms in recent business dealings in behalf of the 
National Youth Alliance. 

LEAD 

RICHMOND . V • “ , 

AT FREDERICKSBURG^,,VIRGINIA. Richmond identify * , b6f 
subscriber to telephone number area code and 
determine whether subscriber is identical with captioned subject. 

ARMED AND DANGEROUS. / ‘ , v 

2- Richmond 
(Q- WFO* . 

EKP:tahrt(r^w 
X3) 

Searched 
Seriafees 
Infeed _ 
Ff'c-d_ 

< n' l IA i Vi I 'ii saL /$ 7- —-/9I 



FD-122 (Rev. 5-23-72) 
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO, 27 •L 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Director, FBI (^1^57_ 5353 

Sc. UFO (157-2396) (P) 

SUBJECT: uiLLIAM LUTHER PIERCE, aka, 
EM-NYA 

)-I22 dated 9/21/72. 

) DATE: 11/22/72 

Corrected APEX cards ^ ^ 
attached. Substitute for ca'rds s 
in file and destroy old cards. 
Place photograph and description 'is 
reverse side of geographical card. 

Recommend: □ ADEX Card ADEX Card changed (specify change only) □ Subject removed (succinct summary attached) 

Aliases 

I I COMMUNIST □ NOI 

□ JPG □ pLP 

□ min 

□ AWC 

I IBNT 

l~|BPP 

Date of Birth 

Business Address, Name of Employing Concern and Address, 
Nature of Employment, and Union Affiliation, if any. 

1 1 Native Bora 

[ | Naturalized 

' [ | Alien 

□ PPA □ RA □ SNC 

□ PRN □ SDS □ SPL 

n Miscellaneous (Specify) _ 

I 1SWP 

I IWWP 

I | Male 

1 | Female 

Residence Address 

1166 Greengate Road 

Fredericksburg, Virginia 

Key Facility Data 

Geographical Reference Number 

KLL mFOFMATKM C02JEMSBD 
HESEHT IS UNCLABSIFtED 1 

v2V Bureau (Enel. 2) \ 
r- Richmond (157-1673) (MokJ, 
1 - UFO ^ ’ 
EKP:jem 

lesponsibiliiy_ j 

/^~7-a3,96-/at y 
[SEARCHED—^—INDEXED 

SERlAL!ZED.fcFILED„ 

DEC 1197; 
mr‘tLD OFFICE 

q>o 
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m STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSQCi 
ERA.L BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION *k 

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION w 

WASHINGTON, D. 0. 20537 

11-28-72 870 VOS 

The following FBI record, NUMBER None Assigned , is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY. 

Information shown on this Identification Record represents data furnished FBI by fingerprint contributors. WHERE 
DISPOSITION IS HOT SHOWN" OR FURTHER EXPLANATION OF CHARGE OR DISPOSITION IS DESIRED, 

COMMUNICATE WITH AGENCY CONTRIBUTING THOSE FINGERPRINTS. 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
«ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION A 
^ IDENTIFICATION DIVISION 

WASHINGTON, q. C. 20537 

None Assigned ' 1 

11-28-72 570 70S 

The following information from FBI record. NUMBER 
is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY._;_1_ 

All descriptive factors (if any) furnished by you match 
those in our identification file unless herein quoted/ 

Description and Related Data: WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE 

Race: 

Height: 

Weight: " 170 

Eyes: 

Date and Place of Birth: 

Scars and Marks: unk 

Address: (in 1955) Box ^+68 Rice Institute Houston Texas 

Occupation:. utlk 

unce neither fingerprints nor an 
. identifying number which is indmfeo 

in our files accompanied your request 
FBI cannot guarantee in any manner 
thst this material concerns the , 
Hsdivhtaj}! in whom you are interested 



identificcJrTon Record Request 
FD^y(Rev. 4-28-65) 

INSTRUCTIONS 

I- This form may be submitted in legible hand printing. 5. j 

2• Use separate form for each individual on whom 
record is requested, 

3, Make effort to furnish FBI identification number, 
law enforcement identification number, or 
military service number, 

4, Furnish descriptive data and fingerprint classification 
only when FBI number not available. 

5. Indicate office for reply in lower right comer 
only. Also list in lower right corner all offices 
which should receive copies of available records. 
Include carbon of FD-9 for each office receiving 
copies and forward with original to Bureau. 

6. Do not fill in block in lower left comer. 

To: DIRECTOR, FBI Attention: Identification Division WWW 
uT \ V.exr \ \ «_vc c.<2- J 

\ fA ooTT ®-‘sr — AJ Y fa > > \ \ ^ , Field File No. 

_Furnish The Known^dentification Record;of the Following: 

”°T W ~ \ +\ O' |FBI No. ' 
V° v \ \\ Q-NA \Other No. 

Aliases , ’ W •© _ . , -r- P . r.\ 
)lj VJv\V«-Nr V \\ \ , hr\tX.KJ '-viioV^AJ^Oj.O W?V^ owe 

Sex Race Birth\ Birthplace* * / Residence W 

MvSfes, QWJ 
Height ^ Weight Build Hair Eyes Complexion ^ 

(o VL\0 \b£ °^<2— 0jVouj/J <3-NrIK \v 

«- \ \ c. 

Residence 

Fingerprint Classification 

Also Furnish: 

f^r^hoto 
Hringerprints 

I I Handwriting Specimens 

Scars, marks and tattoos 

■&-S(£) <S>f 

ft S </& 3 - C 2- 

Vo.. 

Identification Division’s Reply 

I I On basis of information furnished, 

unable to identify: 

All 

| | Files 

Criminal Civil All 

PHFlles | | Files Q Fil 

PT'l^ecord Attached 
fj 

I I Photo Attached 

E^pFffoto Not Available ft 

(3WPi1iqerprints Attached 

I I Handwriting Specimen Attached 

Ax&mstmm 
HEHBQfIS tore 

Return Reply to: 

^ac, _Ul£o 

Send Copies To: 

ic?- as 

QA'gB-StoICg-EY. 

com»A] 
siftso 

searched 
serialize 
:_D? 

^ioo(edZJT~Z 

up72 
LO OFFICE 

|Ov2^> 

GPO 884*934 



oJ-ymnf] 

FOUR FINGERS TAKEN SIMULTANEOUSLY 

mr-mr'f 

.LEFTTHUMB RIGHT THUMB *‘ljoUR FINQRRS TAKEN SIMULTANEOUSLY 

k' W ^ \RfeHT HAND f ’ 

r" * ! .. fek l ; \V 

w&m 

vV«v!i\V' _ 

V"* 

I Si* 

Standard Form 97* Promulgated August 4, 1947, by CivS^crvipi. Commission (Chapter 12, Federal Personnel*! AuiU-d b k'V’OY POLE 

':{•• o' '\s4‘:"r (.•*. //-<?/" ■ .:•:■&$% * " 
L'.’OT FOLD 

2. 
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Washington, B,CU 2G535 
December 4, 1972 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIAITCE 

The National Youth Alliance (NYA) is an organisation 
originally formed from a nucleus of Youth for (George C.) 
Wallace supporters following the 1968 presidential election 
for the purpose of countering .radical leftist and anarchist 
influences on the campuses of American colleges and universities* 
NYA currently is controlled by individuals who militantly 
promote white racialism and anti-Zionism and who suggest 
Violent revolution ultimately as the means for implementing 
their racial and political ideas in America* 

On November 21, 19J2, a confidential informant 
■who has furnished reliable information in the past provided. 
a copy of a 51 Special Issue* (Number 16) of the NYA tabloid 
newspaper, “Attack!n. This issue did not carry the usual 
“Attack!" feature, "Revolutionary Notes"; however, a front-page 
article entitled !!Let5s Take America Back!” revealed that 
“Attack!,r has not abandoned its revolutionary posture* 

A paragraph from the article, “let*s Take America 
Back!1*, captioned “Smash the System!", is quoted as follows* 

“Because the fault does not lie with the rX 
corrupt little men who are offered to us ' 
as headers* but with the System which 
offers them, no election can do for us 
what, must be done* Instead, we must 
use whatever means we can to destroy that 
System,, root and branch." 

The above informant also furnished a copy of "Action", 
internal bulletin of the NYA, (Number 19)» dated December, 
1972* A reproduction of this bulletin is attached hereto. 

It will be noted that "Action" reports a new 
membership policy for the NYA, beginning January 1, 1973* 
The principal criterion for membership in the NYA, according 
to the new policy, will be the candidate * s "willingness to 
engage in activism on a regular basis". It adds that the 
minimum acceptable level of activity for membership in the 
NYA is to be the distribution of ten copies of “Attack!“ each 
month. The new membership dues will be two dollars per month. 

8 - Bureau .(157-12589 757'ached^- l 
Alexandria (157-27) CnfeSba _ gT b2 

[3 r.MEQfe3-L»l£Z»22a£I. fPTEPHii'V_, i*wds;wd _________ b7D 

Fj’»Cd - B-y- 
EKPSnh ITX) 



NfiTIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 

Aa "Official Supporten" designation. is being introduced 
for individuals who pledge at least one dollar per month* 
"Official Supporters** will also receive the NYA newspaper, 
"Attack;!", and the NYA newsletter "Action". 

On November 27 > 1$72> the above informant 
advised that the new NYA membership policy apparently was 
precipitated by a condition of declining membership and 

- income. .' ' • ’ - ‘ ' 

' • THIS PDOUgENT CONTAINS NEITHER . ; 
***-•- RECOMMENDATIONS nor conclusions of 

the FBI. 15? IS THE PROPERTY OF 
THE FBI ARB IS- LOANED TO YOUR AGENCY5 

■: IT- AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE 
distributed outside yqub agency, 
NOR DUPLICATED RUBIN YOUR AGENCY. 



No. 19 December 1972 

ACTION. This bulletin will be issued once each month henceforth to all 
NYA Members and Official Supporters. It will be sent via first-class 
mail and will contain up-to-the-minute news on NYA action, policies, and 
other matters of interest to those involved, in. either an active or sup¬ 
porting role, in our movement to build a better Amerioa:. 

The National.Office has lOngbeen aware.of the•conflicting demands of.'. 
propaganda directed toward the general public and indoctrination di- ' 
rected toward initiates and of the difficulty of reconciling these de¬ 
mands in a single organ. There is always the danger Of becoming boring, 
to the initiates or—worse—too esoteric for the public. - It is hoped 
that this conflict will now find its resolution in twb separate organs, 
ATTACK! and ACTION. 

ATTACK! will continue to report NYA action in a way that will give the. 
general reader .a picture of our organization, its members,’ and its ac- .. 
tivities, with a-view toward recruitment. ACTION will deal-more'with'*./' 
internal matters, special problems, reports from Members, and other 
things primarily of concern to those closely associated with NYA—I.e., 
Members and Official .Supporters. • . .: : ‘ 

MEMBERS! Beginning January 1, 1973* a new membership policy takes ef¬ 
fect. There will be only a single membership category, without age . . 
limits, for all new Members. A principal criterion for becoming a new. . : 
Member of NYA--or for renewing an old membership—will be willingness / 
to engage in .activism on a regular basis. • ' : 

TheT minimum‘acceptable level :of activity for an NYA Member wili be‘the ' 
distribution of 10 copies of ATTACK! each month. These ATTACK!s will :• 
be automatically mailed to each paid-up Member each month, and it 'is 
the responsibility, of the Member to make the best possible use of them,-,v„- 
-either giving them to potential recruits or selling- them. - ' ' . 

. - ■ ^ v 

Membership, dues- for all new Members and renewals will' be $2 per. month 
payable either by the month or any number of-months in advance. Cur-- ' 
rent Members, with either an active or associate status,'may, aftei..* 
notifying the National Office of their intent,, apply the unexpiredvpof.--- 
tion af their dues to the new rate and begin .paying the new dues, in, 
which case they will automatically !be ‘placed in the new membership 
category and begin receiving 10 ATTACK! s. Otherwise, they will be _ : -' 
billed at'the new rate when their current dues expire!-- • / . 

* • !■*,** V ‘ 

Persons who agree with our philosophy and goals and.want to be associ- . ... 
ated with.NYA but who, for any reason, feel they cannot meet -the mini- r 
mum level of activism required of Members are invited ta become Official " 
Supporters of NYA instead. The only requirement is a pledge to make a . ' 
regular contribution to NYA of at least $1 per month. Official Support¬ 
ers, just as Members, will receive both ATTACK! and ACTION. 



'OFFICIAL SUPPORTERS. ^|his is an extremely dimpoi^fcst category-,- since ' 
NYA pays a substantial portion of its regular, mrorthly biflls ^office 
rent, telephone, transportation, postage, envelopes and forms, etc.) 

‘"with contributions from Official Supporters. In addition, a number of 
special organizing expenses are paid from this source. The more Offi¬ 
cial Supporters we have, the more we can do and the faster our movement 
can grow. 

Most Official Supporters have been faithful about sending their pledged 
contributions regularly, but some forget. In order to help keep every¬ 
one on track the National Office will send reminder notices to those 

■who fall behind. "• 

Official Supporters should' always remember that they are a part of the 
...NYA community and, although it is not required of them, they are always 
welcome to participate fully in NYA activities, just as Members, when¬ 
ever they desire. It is hoped that many Official Supporters will con¬ 

tinue, on a voluntary basis, to order extra copies of ATTACK! for dis¬ 
tribution, _ .___. _ .. . _ ^ 

Likewise, Members who are able to give support in addition .to their . 
■dues are urged .to do so. . 

LEGAL DEFENSE FUND. As NYA becomes more and more of a thorn in the 
System's side, we can expect stepped-up harassment. At prhsent NYA is 

•engaged in several expensive civil actions growing out of the activi¬ 
ties of a shady individual it' has beeh discovered is the chief under¬ 
cover operative of the Anti-DefamatioricLeague in the "right wing" (more 

.o.n this later). The National Office will be appealing to the entire 
NYA community in the coming year for contributions for the specific pur¬ 
pose of building our legal defense fund. 

ARMED .FORCES. As more and more young servicemen come to understand what 
is being done to America's armed forces by the System, NYA is making in¬ 
creasing gains in its military recruitment program’. The following let¬ 
ter has been received from a young Military Police sergeant stationed in 

.Germany.. His name cann'ot be revealed for obvious reasons: 
■ * -v ; * r . ' . 

..•"I hope you will continue to press upon the minds of. our civilian 
counterparts the necessity for distributing ATTACK! All the.great- - - 
social-political movements of the last 100 years were built around the, 
effective distribution and utilization of a newspaper. It is truly.an 

.indispensable organizing tool. I sometimes wonder if our civilian 
’workers in the NYA really know what an easy job they have distributing 
ATTACK! compared with our people in "che military. ’’ “. 

‘iv.q "in;the military,- it is illegal to distribute any type of .printed 
matter without the base commander's approval, and severe punishment is 
dealt out to violators. ' Even political discussions (those which aren't 
establishment approved) are suspect. Still, we'll get the job done. 

Prior to my .entering the service, I read the biography of a minor 
Communist Party official in New York. He told how he once stood on a 
.street corner in the middle of a blizzard hoping to sell copies of The 
.Worker. He had the flu with a 101° temperature at the time, 
j... p "If all NYAers could develop only half that man's dedication, we’ 

could build up grass'-rcots support that would make the left's seem, puny 
. in,,.comparison. If I can't work : even (half as hard I shall henceforth be 
ashamed to walk among free- men." ‘ • 



ACOT DIRECTOR, FBI (157-12589) 12/4/72 

SAC, NFO (157-2278) (?) 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA 
(00:WF0) 

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight (8) copies, and 
for the Alexandria Office two (2) copies of ah LHM dated and 
captioned as above, which sets forth information Concerning- two 
recent NIA publications, "Attack!” (Number 16) and "Action” 
(Number 19)* 

Also enclosed for the Bureau are five (5) copies 
of the NYA tabloid newspaper "Attack!11, Special Issue 
(Number 16) * ' ’ ' ’ - - ■ - 

__The informant referred to in the enclosure is 

Agent [ 

Lprmai 
7 who furnished information to Special 

J This informant also furnished on 
11/21/72, the five copies of "Attack!” enclosed for the 
Bureau. 

On II/27/72, 

-b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

advised that the 
than 1001 and of this number, ho current NYA membership is. les 

more than twelve can be considered activists,. He further 
advised that NYA income from subscriptions and contributions 
averages less than $150.00 per week, which is insufficient 
to sustain the current NYA operation. He gave the opinion 
that Dr. WILLIAM. L. BIERCE, Executive Director of NYA, 
makes-up any deficit from personal fluids. 

that PIERCE 
Tjie above informant further disclosed on 11/27/72 

he is 
b7D 

operating a licenseable business without a license. The source 
indicated I 

2 -' Bureau (Enc. 13) 
Alexandria (157-27) (Ene. 2) 

0 
- (PIERCE)_ 

~ /?£> 

EKP:jab 
(7) 

ALL SHFORMATEOlc? WmsmStf . 
HEREIN JS BHCLASSmED^^^ J 

S&arenecf a- 

Serislfesd . obEE 
lludexed 
Hied _ Utr 

b2 
b7D 

m 



x« 

f 

f WO 147-2278 

The above information is got reported In the Liffi.- 
b7D ' 

Copies of the enclosure are being disseminated by 
WFO locally to United States Secret Service and the Bureau 
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms of the United States Department 
of the Treasury« 

LEAD . ' 

; ALEXANDRIA OFFICE.:- \ ‘ . ’ " ; ' .' - 

AT ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA. Will discreetly determine 
the nature and extent of NYA delinquency at the Arlington 
County Department of internal Revenue, Arlington, Virginia, and 
advise the Bureau and WFO. 



„ ■>-* - % 5 ■ **4 ‘wwm tw.™ 

ACZMG mECTOR* SBI <61-10406) 12/7/72 

SAC* TO <157-85) (ilUC) 

J*EL5E FXgRY CB0SS” 
mtm> r&ms of aher2G&» me. 
miam m nm. m mm KLm. <uk&) 
EK~ KLA& ... - 

' Be W. airtal im& 1SK dated end captioned safe' above* ■ -" 
(ITo copy for Co toMa*) ■ . 

-Fox: the Ssifossia'tiosj of Cotmsfeia* to 3&ri^ngmvi lifM 
describes tho recent is sine® of **©*.0 Fiery Cross1* netimpcper 
(Folune 7* Edition 10 and 11)* . Edition 10 carries' £ resdline 
stating devolution Is Underlay” end is followed fey cuticles 
entitled ^evolutional ISqfesM and i7Etiy Revolution^n. The. 
format article deal& v£th t&s &m&tme£ion mid'usabilities 
of' sediit^sised feomfes and the .afefcewJ- presents a thesis; in. ’ '- 
support Of the conclusion' “Hint ref<n&xof1 tae X&yetem* Is no 
longer feasible”* .- - ; ' 

As- the Bureau in. cerate, a series of articles entitled 
Revolutionary Hofeswfeas appeared in- fete national Youfeli.41Xianee. 
pufeHc^fioni.- ”Afcfe8«M-tr# since tfee -Staimef* 1#/1 <Xfegiter ’6) issue* . 

<3feese'.articles'*«seks created and fufelished fey FIERCE* 
' Esecutiye MrCOtor of the Xtetioncl Youtfe Alliance (B&i)* ©RSt*®-" 
aist yfeite youth Organisation*- Tfe<r scries began an article 
on ^iedinsi-Sited Bombs'” xiliicb contained st discussion of the 1 

- cnpafedpLities of tots .type feo«fb.> together tfifco. dingr^as ghosdtag 
construction and firing tecfeniqnes*. Hie language of fliis 
article Is siaiilar to that ^ attSihat^d to- RSm Fiery Cross11 
article* ^tnroJntionsry.&§te&**4 .' . y. • .• ■• "• •-: ^.' 

it-Is ftertlior noted that the J&p&er* i$7i (Eusher 6) 
issue of FAttse&fif contains sn editorial entitled ^SJfey Revolts. ' 
tiont11* nliich appears to contain. Hie- songs isaterial'os *The'Fieay 
Cross*1 article of the saw& otsaa* FIERCE. is s-lno author of 
ediforiiils .appearing in uAtta$M% ■ . 





ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI- 

. ' cr; 
sac, wfo (157-new;) Xfsm 

DR. ROBERT JOHN 
EXTREMIST MATTER 
(00;.NY) 

12/22/72 

by 
The following information was furnished on 12/13/72. 

(protect; reliable in the past): 
b2 
b7D 

• , . Informant advised that Dr. ROBERT JOHN is co-author 
of the book* "Palestine Diary", and a covert National Socialist 
sympathizer. JOHN is In contact with Dr. WILLIAM L. PIERCE, 
Executive Director of the National. Youth Alliance. (NYA), 
an extremist white youth organization at WDC,. and has expressed 
admiration foh ?-P5ERCEfs extremist political philosophy which 
appears in the NYA tabloid newspaper, Attack!" : 

_ According to: the source - JOHN-has a mailing address 
I I A biography of ' 
JOHN reportedly appears in the booh, "Palestine Diary". 
The source said that JOHN is very secretive with respect 
to his contacts with extremist individuals and groups and • 
frequently-uses aliases in order to protect his true identity. 

The above Informant learned that JOHN had shown " _ 
an interest in* the First National European Youth Congress,' 
a meeting of right-wing radicals from Western Europe, the 
U.S., and elsewhere, which was held 9/16 atid 17/72, Munich, 
West Germany; however, JOHN did not expect to attend the 

; Congress. . , '. ' • . ' 1 ' 

■ The informant further ascertained that JOHN had 
proposed the distribution of right-wing extremist literature 
at the annual convention of the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science, in WDC, for the purpose of countering 
the efforts of left-wing radicals who usually attempt to . ‘ 
Influence delegates to the convention-. < 

2- Bureau * • 
2- New York ; • 

f \h WFO ' * 
lD-157-2396)_(PIERCE)- ___. 

"bo 
b7C 
b7D 

b2 . 
b7D- 

KP:Ism 
(8) 9 _ 

1 : MI. . 
HEBREW^ UNCLASSIFIED 
OATE_ ■Jbc*Jb&£H 

' Ir.'-r- . 
Rled 



v/PG indices are negative regarding the subject» 

BEQUEST OF THE BUREAU 

The Bureau is requested to search its indices , 
concerning Br. ROBERT JOHN and furnish pertinent information 
in Bureau files to Uqk? York and WO* 

Hew York conduct appropriate discreet investigation 
to identify Br* EGBERT JOHN and determine the. extent of 
his right-wing exfcrenist activities (if any) in the Hew 
York*'City area*. \ , . ' , .. 

" The above information 13 not furnished in memorandum. 
for disseiainatlod ~. 

| Heir York is - cautioned 
to exercise extreme care for the protection of the .source 
in connection with the requested. investigation and dissemination 
Of the above information. 



to : 

FROM : 

subject: 

OPTIONAL PQftM NO. It 
MKT t«3 IJOITJON 
OMPFMR (<1 cm) HMM t • 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

t - 

SAC (157-16) 

SA 

date: 1/3/73 

b6 
b7C 

NATIONAL^ SOCI ALT ST WHITE PEOPLE’S PARTY (NSWPP) 

♦ 

On 12/26/72, the captioned individual telephonically 
contacted the Alexandria FBI Office and requested information 
concerning one I f subject of Alexandria 
File 157-512. ‘ ' 

PIERCE advised that[ rmw auvxOCu —^_Jwas currently under 
consideration for membership in an organization and that he 
wanted to confirm whether or not_| is being carried in 

b6 
b7C 

waiiueu L.U UUX11.J-J.UI imcuus. ~|_I T, . T , J •. 

a fugitive-deserter status before any consideration could be 
given to his application for membership in the organization. 

and stated he PIERCE gave the number of,_,-#- 
could be r^aah'ed on that phone whe'n information is received 
concerning 

b6 
b7C 

An indices check concerning both| land PIEfcE 
revealed that both are subjects in 157 classifications in the 
Alexandria Division. 

A cross-reference check in the telokey directory 
* I-1 • _1_* T 3 A 

rfivealed that phone number! is subscribed to one b6 
b7C 

The security supervisor was advised of the above* 

b6 
b7C 



4 i 

“V* “■ 

SAC, (157-512) (C) 

_i_ 

SA 

aka 

EM - NSWPP 

12/29/72 

b6 
b7C 

On 12/26/72, Dr. WILLIAM PIERCE, Executive b6 
Director, National Vonhh Alliance (NYA), telephonically b?c 

contacted SA|_|at the Alexandria FBI office, 
and inquired as to whether subject was a deserter or fugitive. 

An inmiirv in NCTC -rAvaal pd that stthla&t la a 

T 
b6 
b7C 

_Dr. PIERCE| was recontacted on 12/26/72, by SA 
land wap advised that subject is a 

PIERCE stated that he had no 
Knowledge ot subject's whereabouts, and only made the inquiry b6 
because he received an anonymous letter in the mail on 12/26/72, b7c 
warning that subject has been known to associate with patriotic 
organizations such as his, the NYA, and that if subject should 
approach the NYA for membership, he should be refused. The 
letter indicated that patriotic organizations, such as PIERCE* s, 
should not become a haven for fugitives and deserters. PIERCE 
advised that if he became aware of subj ect * s whereabouts he would 
consider contacting the FBI. 

1-157-512 
1-42-0 
(P-157-16 (PIERCE) 
1-157-27 (NYA) 
EFM/krl 



KAYtMCHTION 
UAPHIR (n cm) I«|.1I4 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum, 
: SAG, ALEXANDRIA 

: SA 

cr: NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE (157-27) 

WILLIAM PIERCE (157-|4) 
EM -NY A 

b7D date: 12/29/72 

b6 
b7C 

On 12/8/72 and 12/28/72, |__ 
advised that the National Youth Alliance, along with its 
Executive Director, WILLIAM PIERCE, continues to occupy 
Room 2012, Tyler Building, 1022 Wilson Boulevard, 
Arlington, Virginia. 

Source stated that PIERCE visits the office 
on a somewhat irregular basis, and does not have specific 
hours. PIERCE has infrequent visitors, and he is seen 
usually carring a copy of the latest issue of the OTA 
publication "Attack." 

Source is continuing efforts to obtain 
more positive information. 

b2 
b7D 

L 157-16 (PIERCE) 
- 157-27 (NYA) 

'searched. 
SERJA U2H®SjSb^+ 

JAN 1519731 FBt—WAgu 
HELP OFFICE; 

b6 
b7C 

AIL REFORMATION OONeSSBOttf 
HEREIN IS ONCLASSETED . , til 
SATEjg/jgfoj BY 

\ ■■ 1 ||U* — 11,11 .iamrvClV ’ Xr—1 [SIGHED. flUO. 

b2 
b7D a- 

0EC219 m 
mi-* 

■- 13Vto-filarlv on the Payroll Savings Plan 



•mortu. ro*u no. » 
may \m coition 
MAmm (« cm) mmu 

UNITED STATES GOVJ^JMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 

FROM 

: SAG, ALEXANDRIA (157-690) (P) 

: SA 

date: 12/14/72 

b6 
b7C 

subject: |_ 

EM - NSWPP 

Power", |_ 
quarters, 

On 10/16/72.1_ 
_I r.r^-^lr 

advised that subject! 
fnr NSWPP publication "White J at the NSWPP Kead- 

2507 N. Franklin Rd., Arlington, Va, 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

On 11/13/72, source furnished same information 
as above, and stated that subject may be planning to leave 
this area, since he hasnTt been seen on a regular basis. 

On 12/5/72, source stated that subject had 
recently contacted Dr. WILLIAM L. PIERCE, Executive 
Director of the National Youth Al l i arip.p. (NYA*). and advised 
PIEPCE that he was leaving this area|__ 
where he might continue working for the NSWPP. I b6 

b7C 
b7D 

| according to the source. 

Source stated on 12/11/72, that he believed 
subject resided at the NSWPP Headquarters while in this b6 
area, and might have resided I__| ' b7c 

I b7D 

On 11/1/72, the Virginia Department of 
Motor Vehicles, Richmond, Va., was negative regarding a 
motor vehicle or operators license for subject. 

1 - 157-690 
1 - 157-1 (NSVPP)_ 
1 - 157-384| 

- 157-27 (NYA) 
p. 1 6 (PTEPCq) 

[• SEARCHED_//NDEXED.j 
! SERIALI2ED_^FILED. 

f JAN 151973" 
{Fftl —WASH. FIELD OFFICE! 

EFM ALL WFOBMATIOIT COHIi'J 
‘ HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATlS_2(tHSZ_BYWML 

SEARCHED 
[SERIALIZED, 

DEW 1972 
NDRIAl 

b6 
b7C 

—-—7 
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 

F" 



OertONAJL FORM NO. 1* 
WAY !K2 romON 
C,IA rrun («cm) ioi-if.t , * 

-UNITEb STATES-GOV^NMENT 

Memorandum 
TO : SAG, ALEXANDRIA (157-199) (P) date: 12M/72 

from : SA^ 

subject: 

Em - MSwpp 

b6 
b7C 

On 11/27/72 
\ 

advised that V 

subject is unwelcome at the NSWPP Headquarters, 2507 
N# Franklin _EkL_Arlington, Va» Subject continue? to 
reside with 

Source advised that |_ 
NSWPP Headquarters 

1 ^ J.t-T -hVt TxTTT.T T A7vT PTTOPI?. thatl ]wa§ in recent contact with WILLIAM PIERCE, 
at the NY A ( Office, in Arlington. Va. However, source 
stated that! IKYA Office. 

► 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

b6 
b7C 

•oto-P* 

Buy U.S. Savings 

AIL IJIFOHMA.TrOIT 
SEREItT IS IprCLABSlETED Is 

, „ DATS-gMg/O? Wf tQ^cnmh 
Bonds Regularly on the PayroliSavings Pimt 

b6 . 
b7C 

__J»r 



«mONAL FORM Next* 4*Kt\M*Drnon 
<SArPMR(<tCFIl)l4I.tl4 ^ 

NITElTSTaTES government ’ 

Memorandum 
SAG, ALEXANDRIA date: 11/30/72 

FROM 

subject: NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE (157-27) 

WILLIAM PIERCE (157-16) 
EM - NYA 

On 10/18/72 J |stated 
the National Youth Alliance occupies room 2012, Tyler 
Building, 1022 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia, 
and that the office was rented under the name WILLIAM 
PIERCE, around August 1, 1972. 

_Source advised that PIERCE _ 
1 Source further stated, on 

_^_observed PIERCE carrying 
copies of the newspaper "Attack”, in early November, 
1972, from his automobile to his office* 

Source will continue to develop 
information regarding captioned matters. 

LJ£!Lif»n 1 
I MEmj Qrpjed 

6- 157-16(PIERCE) 

SFARP.HFnX WfNnFxm jrx' 
SERIALIZE[022—FILED_ 

. NM3 0 r 
lORIA / 

AIL INFORMATION- CONTAIN!^ 
BEREIN.IS .BNCLASSIPIiSD / 
DATEJUVZWZ BY&2&7AJiSlfiA 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



OPTIONAL FORM NO. tO 
MAY !tCS COITION 
«A FPMR (4| OT) |OMM 

UNITED STATES GO’^blMENT 

Memorandum 
to : SAC, WFO (157-2396) date: mi / 73 

prom : SAC, ALEXANDRIA (157-16)(P) 

subject: WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE, aka 
EM - NYA , 
(00: WFO) \■ 

Re Alexandria letter dated 11/29/72. 

The following 12 enclosures are being furnished 
WFO for information regarding subject and the NYA: 

Two copies of Memo to SAC of SA|_ 
at Alexandria dated 11/30/72, entitled: "NATIONAL YOUTH 
ALLIANCE" and "WILLIAM PIERCE, EM - NYA." 

Two copies of Memo to SAC of SaI 
at Alexandria dated 12/4/72, entitled: *| 
EM - NSWPP." 

Two 
at Alexandria 
NSWPP." 

copies of Memo to SAC of S^[ 
dated 12/14/72, entitled: EM- 

Two copies of Memo to SAC of SA|_ 
at Alexandria dated 12/29/72, entitled: "NATIONAL YOUTH 
ALLIANCE; WILLIAM PIERCE, EM - NYA." 

fcSHINGTON FIELD OFFICE (Enc.l2)(By Courier) 
157-2396) (WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE) 

-•157-2278)(NYA) 
0_A1 pyPTlHT**] 

(1-157-16) (WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE) 
(1-157-27)(nYA) 

WWH:sfc 
(6) 

ALL TSFORlMnoN COSIMKKf 
• &ERETMI8 UNCLASSIFIED / 

DATE J/Sfe_BY 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



AX 157-16 

Two copies of .Memo to SAC of SA 
at Alexandria dated 12/29/72, entitled: f 
aka, EM - NSWPP." L 

Two copies of Memo to SAC of SA at 
Alexandria dated 1/3/72, entitled: "WILLIAM PIERCE, NSWPP." 

b6 
b7C 

2 
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* '' ’ w **¥*■ IVw^v'f ^ ^ ^ -f*& *' - . ~ 
S? * t,t^ S*W,* - »- ✓*■* - >t « f ' -T* * r *J* " ** * v~ ^ r ^ ^ " 

1/16/73 

AIR5EL 

Aemo mreosoi!, m <157-6353) 

m°U: ' SA0* WO (157-2396) <P) 

(oorwa) , K ^rA v_. . . . -/ . - :.- 

“/Si^^5 A” ^ past) 
White youth onL*f ^f11 .*»*<* Alliance r?Tff^CEy Executive 

, Siaitfe ana Vfessfn1?^10^afc tfashinctaru P*nA\-S 0xfe*eGist 

St Pyi.BeadQQsnfcensf Id|o b]m Snub«nose ^ovolyonf^^ * los&Qd 
r^iMton, ¥l7n<>n BonW^- -^\^,,frtr J j 

*a& nemtivif OIie^ on tMs weapon mae by ^o on 1/15/73 ‘- ' ' 

w be -v 

“^e^an^rla (157-16) (rJr^ \ 
^taona (157-1673) $3$ 

" <1-157-2278) (SW) 
_' . V 
EKP:neii.,^v-.a4 
to/ ; 

t2&ifr4&t 

y 



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

' MAY 1«2 EDITION 

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.8 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD (157-2396) date: 1/17/73 

FROM : SA^ RICHMOND (157-1673) -P- 

subject: I-JILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA 

(00 - Washington Field) 

Re Washington Field letter to Richmond, 11/29/72. 

For the information of Washington Field, the 
address of WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE, which has been established 
as 1166 Greengate Road, Fredericksburg, Virginia, is 
physically located in Spotsylvania County, Virginia, in an 
area which is serviced by the First Colony Telephone Company, 
records of which are located at their office in Amherst, 
Virginia. This company has telephone numbers beginning with 
786 and these numbers are usually referred to as Chancellor, 
Virginia area numbers since the First Colony Telephone 
Company formerly had offices at Chancellor, a small community 
in Spotsylvania County near Fredericksburg* 

-It appears very likely that telephone number 
_I is physically located at the subject’s residence at 

1166"Greengate Road, Fredericksburg; however, a call to Ma-rv 
Washington College, Fredericksburg, reveals that_ 

LEAD: 

RICHMOND 

AT AMHERST, VIRGINIA 

Will contact the 
to aRp.P.rta.in th< p subscriber to 

and determine • bhe address at which this 

6)- Washington Field 
3 - Richmond 
JWE:mfh 
(5) 

ALL XNFOKMATTOW comssjassof 
HERETO IS UNCLASSIFIED I* 

BY 

ARMED AND DANGEROUS 

^ I-LpER,ALlZEDl^lrf LED 

JAM 1 01973 
I- -L- OFFICE 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bay roll Savings Flan 



Cover Sheet tor Informant Report or Mat 
FD-306 (Rev. 9-30-69) M 

Date prepared 

Date received t Received from (name or symbol number) 

1/10/73 
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks) 

fX~l in person 1 t by telephone 1 } by mail 

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent: 
Date 

1/15/73 
Received by 

| | orally | | recording device written by Informant 

I Date of Report 

Dictated _Ml 
Date(s) of activity 

Transcribed __ 

Authenticated v-a 
by Informant ~_ 

Brief description of activity or material 

File where original is located if not attached 

157-2278-1A 0 

* ALSDESIGN ATED BY AN ASTERISK (*) ONLY ATTENDED A MEETING AND DID NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE. 
VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED. 

1 I Infonnation recorded on a card index by , .on date 
Remarks: 

INFORMANT HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST. 

(4)WFO 
1-157-2278 (NYA) 
1-157-2278-1A 

^ 157-2396 (PIER! 
b2 I 
b7D - 

INDEX 

EKP/fle 
(4) 

' Block Stamp 

SEARCHED_ 
SERIALIZED_Il^S_F3LED—« 

JAN 1 6 1973 
FSi—WASH.F.O. 

ALL HTORMATIOSy COSO 
HEHJBmiS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE g/2^f0%. BYbOZS: 



ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI <157-12589} 1/16/73 

sac, tegzmmh 057-27) «4ss- 

NATIONAL YOUTH AULXA2KJE 
SXTRSM1ST StATTSR - HTA 
(QG:WFO) 

On. 1/15/73.1 I 
{protect identity by request), | | . 

I I advised that WILLIAH L. PIERCE applied 
for a business license on 9/11/72, at the Arlington County 
Office of the Commissioner’ of Revenue, Department of 
Business and Professional Licenses* Boos 116, Courthouse, 
1403 North Courthouse Bond* Arlington, Virginia, to operate 
KYA Book Sales, Inc«, from Room 2012, Tyler Building, 
1022 Wilson Blvd*., Arlington, Virginia* On 0/19/72;, an 
inspector from the Arlington County Zoning Department, 
attempted to exaaineKae® 2012, Tyler Building, 1022 
Wilson Blvd*, Arlington, Virginia, for the purposeof 
inspection and approving the issuance of a business 
license, but no one was on the premises to admit him. 
The inspector returned on 10/6/72, inspected the premises, 
and authorised the issuance of s business license, for that 
location, since it met the zoning requirement* EOwever,.. 
PIERCE never presented himself, as he is required to do-, 
at the ■ Department of Business and .professional. Licenses, . 
to pay for and obfaih his required license* 

The zoning Department, on m weekly basis, sends 
a completed inspection list to the Depart sent of Business 
and Professional Licenses, When the applicant fails to 
appear there, after a completed zoning inspection, to pay 
for and receive his license, the Department of Business > 
and Professional Licenses routinely sends a summons to 
the applicant requesting his appearance at the Office of 
the Commissioner of Revenue. However, these requests in 
many cases are not followed up as closely as they should 
be, and there is no record to indicate that PIERCE responded 
to the citation requesting his appearance on 11/24/72, at 
10:09 *.s." •. i 

EFM:sw 

PTFQRM&TlOIf001ltA3SE»\ 
SCBEgbt IS .CKGLASBTPTTKO fi \ 

Bureau (By Courier) 
1FO (157-2396> {By Courier) 
Alexandria (1-157-27) (KYA) 
(1-157-16) (PIERCE) . 

"" ' ^ <h~'i 

SO'WIPftTBWfl': * \ t-T CW 7'■c" 

mtELTiXi 

y/&l-439A-m 
| SEARCHED_4^_IHDHXEDa,__J ' 

ERWLIZEttg&}LE0-4&—H b6 

’JAN 171973 j b7 
31 —Wr,Si-i til, ytu OFFICES 
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Transmit in_ Via Airtel 
(Type in plaintext or code) (Priority) 

January 24, 1973 

From: 

SACs, WO (157-2396) 
Alexandria (157-16) 
Richmond (157-1673) 

Acting Director, FBI (157-6353) 

WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE 
EXTREMIST MATTERS - NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE (NYA) 

ReWOairtel dated 1/16/73. 

WO should promptly submit information contained in 
referenced airtel in form suitable for dissemination and the 
LHM should be disseminated to Secret Service on a local level. 

Since subject reportedly keeps a loaded weapon_ 
” Hat NYA headauarters in Arlington. Virginia ' 

Washington Field, Alexandria, and Richmond Offices should advise 
police authorities on a confidential basis m such a manner as to 
protect the source of this information. 

In view of subject's reported possession of a firearm, 
receiving offices should be alert to any possible gun violations 

(Do not type below this lineJ 
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OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1862 EDITION 

VGSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-H.S 

TO 

UNITED STJATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
sac, wfo (157-2396) date: 2/12/73 

FROM : SAO, RICHMOND (l57-1673) -RUC- 

subject: VJILLIAM IAJTHER PIERCE 
EXTREMIST MATTERS - NYA 

(00 - WFO) 

Re Richmond letter to WFO I/17/73 and Bureau 
airtel to WFO 1/24/73. 

Enclosed for WFO are two copies of an investi¬ 
gative insert reflecting investigation conducted by the 
Richmond Division. One copy furnished Alexandria for 
information purposes. 

For the information of WFO, on I/29/73, Chief 
of Police ROBERT COBLE, Fredericksburg, Virginia, and 
Sheriff B. W. DAVIS, Spotsylvania County, Spotsylvania, 
Virginia, were advised of the possibility of subject 
PIERCE carrying a loaded firearm on his person. 

ARMED AND DANGEROUS. 

/ 
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1 - Richmond 
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Washington, P* C, 20535 
February 23, 1973 

proposed nmmmBATLm against gowa mn 
AT WASHINGTON, B* C. , MARCH X, 1973 

37 WHITE POLITICAL AND RACIAL 
$$TREM££TS 

On February 10, 1973, inforraation was deceived fro®, 
the office of the Director, National Capital Parks, National 
Park Service* 1100 Ohio Drive, Southwest* Washington* B.C. <WPC) 
concerning a proposed deasnstration on Harch 1, 1973, in front 
of the White House and the Executive Office Building* WBC to 
protest the Israeli attack ott the U*S.S-w Liberty* June 8* 1967, 
(This demonstration is plumed to coincide with a visit to DBG 
by the Israeli Prixae Minister, Golds Heir,) 

A notice regarding the pr 
February 14, 1973* was submitted b 

as individual sponsors. 

| 1 is a political and racial activist 
formerly associated with activities of the National Socialist 
White People1 s Party and the National States Bights Fatty and 

^for the national 

/ The National Socialist White People1 s Party (NSHFp) , 
also known as The American Nazi Party, American, Nazis, and the 
George Lincoln Rockwell Party, was organized on February 26* 

■IBW-. 
3- Alexandria 
0 11-157- 
3- Newark 

) (PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION BY FOA-AR) 
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PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION AGAINST GOIDA MEHR 
At WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH I, 1973, BY 
NHITB POUXICAL AND RACIAL EXTREMISTS 

1956, at Arlington, Virginia, "based upon the concept of an 
international “National Socialist*1 movement as espoused by 
the German Nazi Party headed by Adolph Hitler, the organization 
supports and follows the line of hatred against Negroes, Jews 
and communists. through various propaganda media seeing a 
legitimate dominant political party in the United States and 
foreign countries, 

A source has described the National States Rights 
Party as an anti-Negro, anti-Semitic, white racist political 
party composed of past menibers of Klan-type organizations 
and other right-wing groups.- ’ * 

Additional participating organization was shown in 
the above notice as the National Renaissance Party, Post Office 
Box 10, New York, New York. James H« Madole is identified as 
the leader of this-organization. 

The National Renaissance Party is characterized in 
the Appendix of this communication. 

■ * " / ’ - • „ ' ' 

, , According to the notice submitted byl ~lon 
February 14, 1973, approximately fifty individuals will picket 
with signs and banners between the hours of 11:00 a-151* and 
6:00 p.m. , on March 1, 1973. The notice states that this b6 
activity is to be conducted in a manner whIOhwill not interfere ^7C 
with an Arab protest demonstration planned for the dame time and 
the same date. (It is noted that the Federated Organizations on 
Arab-Ameri can Relations Is organizing a mass protest march, against 
Golda Meir, Which is to be held in front of the White House and 
inlafayette Park, WDC, on March 1, 1973.) 



w 7* 

PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION AGAINST GOLBA MEIR 
AT WASHINGTON* D.C*, NARCH 1* 1973, BY 
WHITE POUTIOAL AND RACIAL ternmrsr* 

\_| notice to the National Park Service shows 
that he is the individual in charge of the proposed demonstration, b 6 
as well as its organizer. He states tSaSMthere is no reason b7c 
to believe that any individual, group or organization would ; 
seek to disrupt the proposed demonstration* 

On February 20, 1973, a confidential informant * 
who has furnished tellable information in the past advised that 
a recent publication of the National Youth Alliance of WDC 
stated, that this organization had been invited to participate 
in the mass protest march planned by the Arabs oh March 1, 
19731 however, the source Pointed ouththat this ls_in onnfi4*> 
with information allegedly emanating from| 

of the Arab demonstration, that he did not want 

b6 
b7C - 

f 
non-arap, anti-JeWish protestors involved in the Arab 
demons trationonMar chi, 1973. 

. 4 National Youth Alliance (NYA) is an organization 
originally €otm£& fr6ia of Youth Jfor (GeorgeC* )wJJallaG^ 
Supporters following the 1963 presidential election for the 
purpose of countering radical leftist and anarchist influences 
on the campuses of American colleges and universities* NYA 
currently is controlled by individuals who militantly promote 
white racialism and anti-Zionism and who suggest Violent 
revolution ultimately as the means for implementing their 
racial and political ideas in America* 

This a<wgm«nt contains rioIth-‘I 
recommendations nor conclusions 01 

firs FBI.'It is the property ol 
the FBI and is loaned to your agensyi 
it and its contents are not to b* 
distributed outside your agency. 

3* 
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bn April 16, 1370, a source advised^ that the 
National Renaissance Party (NRP) was founded rn 1^49 by 
JAMES H. MrtDOLS, who continues to serve as its National 
Director, and vho completely controls the organisation. 
The source advis^rh.-thnt-^he NR? Is headquarteied in_ 
MAnnr.D's residence at [ 

b6 
■ b7C 

|_f__ 
]where weekly meetings, usuany on 

Sundays, are held. 

• ‘ The source described the NR? as an anti-Negro, 

anti-Semitic, and neo-Fascist organisation. . 

■ ' This source stated that the program of the NRP, 
formulated in 1965, is aimed at the establishment or a 
"Racial Nationalist State" to be accomplished by calling a 
Cor'-°titut■' cnal Convention to ratify necessary amenamenrs <-o 

.the"United States Constitution in order to carry out the NRP 
program. The source advised that as of April it, lJ/u, tne 
NRP orogram remains in effect and includes intentions to. 
enact legislation to- prohibit intermarriage between races, 
restrict "/'trier lean citizenship to mentally and genetically 
sound Caucasians, and hasten the repatriation of American 

• Negroes to independent black African rations. ...... 

■ - -. .. • X.r^'y 

f 

! 

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 

the FBI. It is the property ol 
tho FBI and is loaned to youx agency; 
it and its contents axe not to be * 
distributed outside yaux agency. 
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IKECIOR, FBI 

(157-NEW) (P) 

ON AGAINST 
NGTON, D.C., 

UTICAL AND ' 

BAREST * 

for the Bureau are nine copies, and for the 
and New York Offices., three Copies each, of 

aptioned as above* 

of the enclosure is being disseminated by WFO 
States Secret Service. -; ' 

rroant referred to in the 
who furnished: information to SA 

ion from the office of the Director," National 
ional Bark Service, 1100 Ohio Drive. Southwest, 
BBC), was received, by SA| [ 

(PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION. BY FOA-AR) 



mo 157-mm 

For the information of the Bureau and all offices» 
the proposed mass protest march against GOIBA HEIR sponsored by 
pro-Arab: activists is carried by WO under the caption 
'‘PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION BY FEDERATED ORGANIZATIONS ON ARAB- 
AMERICAN RELATIONS <FQA~AR), IS-MIDDLE EAST". 

On 2/20/73, advised that the latest 
b2 ■ 
b7D 

issue of “Action11, internal bulletin of the National Youth 
Alliance (NYA), extremist white youth organization at EDO, 

invited N2A members and contributors to participate in the 
Arab-sponsored mass protest march against GOIDA HEIR on 
3/1/73 in Washington. Interested persons 'were advised to 
gather at noon on 3/1/73 on the Pennsylvania Avenue side- of 
the Hhite House. Those seeking further information regarding 
the protest demonstration were asked to telephone NYA Headquarters 
(Area Code 703) 525-3223 or the organizer of the Arab mass 
protest march (Area Code 212) 682-1154. The informant 7 disclosed 
previously that individuals who call the lattor nvtfnibar are b7c 
referred to I 

who is associated with the FOA-AR. 

_;_The above < source further advised on 2/20/73 that 
iDr. HIIhlAH h. PIERCE, Executive Director 

of the NIA, that the HYA had been invited to participate in the 

Arab- sponsored mass protest march against GOIDA HEIR on 3/1/73. 
PIERCE,| r 

I I The source was told previously thatl I did not 
wish to have non-Arabs, especially those with anti-Jewish 
viewpoints, participate in the protest march against GOIDA 
HEIR on 3/1/73, and that if other groups wanted todgaortstrate 

against HEIR, they should obtain permits and have their own 

demonstrations elsewhere. 

b6 
' b7C 
- b7D 

2 



_| RECEIVING OFFICES SHOULD CONSIDER SECURITY OF THE ^ 
IWOEMANT ,:; m Gopsmosi WITH MX IHVESTIGATlON COTOCTE&OR 
DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION BASED TJPON INFORMATION FURNISHED \ 
SST THIS SQNRCSE. ' ' ' 



ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (157-27549) 2/28/73 

SAC, WFO (157-5520) (P) 

b6 
I ■''' b7C 

EXTREMIST M OOTER 
(00: H7) 

Re WFO let dated 12/22/72. 

On 2/22/73,1 ^protect; reliable in 
the past) advised that the captioned individual was in Washington 
D.C., on 2/21/73, and contacted Dr. WILLIE L*. PIERCE, Executive 
Director of the Rational Youth Alliance (K7A), an extremist 
white youth organization at Washington. D.C. The source 
indicated that PIERCE | 1- 

\ 

The above Informant advised thatl 
I__ 
Washington. D.C. directories reflect that 1 
for the 1 

[ 

According tol I the subject is supposed 
to be an authority on the Middle East and, reportedly, was in 
Washington, D.G. pn 2/21/73, to see representatives to the 
United States Congress interested in Middle East problems. 

r , i ^ ^ ^ - ,, , * - 

* The source advised he had learned thatl I had 
suggested □ 
2 - Bureau 
2 - Hew York 

C*£> 
/(!> 157-2396) (P1ERCB) 

r 
& 
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WO 157-5520 

---_The informant hud no further information regarding 
__| and he is not identifiable in WO files. 

mt YORK IS CAUXXOKED TO EXERCISE CARE FOR THE 
JROjECTIOS OF THE INFORMANT IK THIS INVESTIGATION. STNCT. 



FD-186 (Rev. 11-22-71) 

To: SAC, WFO ' 

From:., SA 

Subject: WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE 

File No: 157-2396 

Date: Mafcfe/2^ 1973 
bo 
b7C 

Section 87, Manual of Instructions, directs that the description and photo- *■ 
graph should be placed on the reverse side of the ADEX Card. In regard to the 
photograph, the most recent one should be used if there is a choice. A review of the 
subject’s file reflects there (X] is I I is not a photograph of the above-captioned 
subject available for placing with the ADEX Card. (If more than one photograph is 
available, the Agent handling the investigation should indicate the photograph to be 
used.) 

Section 87, Manual of Instructions, requires that ADEX subjects must be 
personally observed and such fact specifically noted in the subjects’ case files. Has 
captioned subject been personally observed? XU Yes □ No. If so, make appropriate 
entries in the following blanks: 

(1) Observed by SAl_I- 

(2) Date observed_.ILt_3=973_ 

(3) Personal observation of subject is indicated in 
serial _ 

Following are descriptive data relating to the subject, which data should be 
placed on the reverse side of the ADEX Card. If subject is already included in the 
ADEX only those entries necessitating changes in the data posted on the ADEX Cards 
should be made in the blanks below. For example, if subject is personally observed 
subsequent to his designation for the ADEX, any additional descriptive data developed 
thereby should be noted in the appropriate spaces to allow their posting on the reverse 
side of the ADEX Cards. 

(1) Name and Aliases: 

(2) Sex: 

(3) Race: 

(4) Birth Date: 

(5) Height: 

(6) Weight: 

/'? /-J 
SEARCHED 
SERIALIZED 

-^fcJNDEXEDj^ 
) FILED __Ji2b=r 

NOVi V id/t, 

■“-lo. 

ALL mp0R15ATE0W CONfAH®®1 
HEREIN IS BITCLASSUTED 
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(7) Build: 

(8) Hair: 

(9) Eyes: 

(10) Complexion: 

(11) Scars and Marks: 

(12) Peculiarities: 

(13) Marital Status: 

(14) Immediate Relatives (including the number of minor children): 

(15) Nationality: 

(16) Birthplace: 

(17) Fingerprint Classification:, •> „ 
”• j 3 

(18) FBI or Police Number-,.,. . . 
' * ,, _ „ ^ 

(19) Social Security Number: 
- >•+ 

(20) Residence: 

(21) Occupation: 

(22) Criminal Record, showing sources: 

(23) Seamen’s Certificate Number: 

Check following, where applicable: 

□ Subject should be tabbed for Category □ I QII CHIU QIV 

[XI The subject is exceedingly dangerous. The following statement should be 
added to the reverse side of geographical card. 

SUBJECT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED: ARMED AND DANGEROUS. 



Washington, D, C. 20535 
Atarch 5, 1973 

PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION AGAINST GOLDA HEIR 
AT WASHINGTON, D. C., MROH 1, 1973., 

BY WHITE POLITICAL AND RACIAL 
EXTREMISTS - - , . - ■ -*»*»«■»■■- ■■■■»■<>— ■■■«.« —«f ->   »««*'— »» ■»■■■■■   lWwi. r     ■ „ ■ ■ 

Information received on February' X6, 1973* from the 
office of the-Director, National Capital Parks, National Park 
Service, 1100 Ohio Drive - Smiths sfc .. WaaMnafentt- n. a - £HQ£Ll_ 
revealed that_ 

demonstration m \wu on riarch 
Israeli attack upon the !,C» S* 

|planned to hold a 
L973* in .order to, protest the 
Liberty” on June 8, 1987* 

(This demonstration' was planned to coincide with a visit to 
WBG' by the Israeli Prime Minister, Go Ida Heir, and with a 
protest march against Heir in WDC on the same date ’ 
sponsored by Federated Organisations on ir^ab-American relations) 

I Iis a political and racial activist , 
formerly associated with activities of the National Socialist 
White People Vs Party and the Mhfclnnfti Sfcafcasl TMght« Party , 
and | _| for . the National 
States Rights Party in the New Jersey Area. 

' , 1 * 2 - j „ . . <o 
The National Socialist White Peoplef s Party (NSWPP) 
also known as the American Nasi Party, American .Nazis, 
and the George Lincoln Rockwell Party, was organized 

‘ on February 26, 1956, at Arlington, Virginia, based 
upon the concept of an international “National 
Socialist*1 movement as espoused by the German Nazi 
Party headed by Adolph Hitler* The organisation 
supports and follows1 the line of hatred-against 

, • . V- , Negroes, Jews,.and communists through various propa- 
; ganda media seeking a legitimate dominant political 

party in.the United States and foreign countries* 
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PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION AGAIlfST GOLDA HEIR 

A source had. described the National States Rights 
Party .as an anti-Hegro, anti-Semitic, white racist 
political party composed of past members of klan- 
type organisations and other right-wing groups. 

A confidential informant who has furnished reliable 
* informaton in the past advised on Pebz‘uary 20, 1973 * that 
the National Youth Alliance.had been invited to participate in 

. the Arab-sponsored mass protest march against Golda Heir on 
* March 1, 1973 > in WDC ,-and that National Youth Allianee members 
and supporters were* being urged to assemble for £hi& activity, 
in tho vicinity of the White' House at noon on March 1, 1973* 

The national Youth Alliance (HYA)’ is an organization 
orginally formed from a nucleus of Youth for (George C.) 
Wallace supporters following the 1963 presidential 
election for the purpose of countering radical leftist '■ 

, : and anarchist, influences on the campuses of American 
• » colleges and universities/' HYA currently, is controlled , 

by individuals who mllltantly promote white racialism/ 
and anti-Zionism and who suggest violent revolution 
Ultimately as .the means for implementing their racial 
and political ideas in America. ; ' 

On March 1, 1973j.&n agent of the Federal Bureau of 
investigation (FBI), observed Dr* William h,. Pierce, Executive 
Director of the BYA, ,ih tho vicinity , of .’the White House, T^DC, 
where an .Arab-sponsored protest demonstration against Golds Meir. 
was held from approximately noon until.-li30 p.m* -Pierce was 
.observed to photograph the demonstrators but did not himself 
participate in the Arab protest march. • 

I I who has been publicly identified pre¬ 
viously. of the National Renaissance Party ' be 
in the Northern .Virginia area, was observed by-an agent of the ,, b7c 
FBI marching in the Arab-sponsored protest demonstration held 
in the vicinity of the White House, WBC, on .March 1, 1973. ’ 

The National Renaissance Party is characterized ‘ 
in the' Appendix to this communication. . .. .. 

Three representatives of the NSWPP, including 
were observed in civilian clothing 

among the spectators at the Arab-sponsored protest demon¬ 
stration against Golda Meir in, on March 1, 1973- These 
individuals Were not observed to participate in the demon¬ 
stration activities. 

b6 
b7C 
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3/5/73 

A1RTSL 

TO: •' ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROi'l: SAC, UFO (157~ (C) 

PROPOSED DEiiGRSTRATlQH AGAINST " v 
UQLBA HEIR AT WASHINGTON, D. C., . ' - • ' 
HAECH 1, 1973, BY MITE POLITICAL 
AND RACIAL EXTREMISTS - ' . 
EHlj POSSIBLE CIVIL UNREST 
(OOrVJFO) .... . , 

Heffloat and LBK dated 2/23/73- ,(No copy fop Aslant ). 

Enclosed for the Bureau' are nine copies 5 for -the Alex¬ 
andria Office, three copies; for the Atlanta Office, one copy for 
information; for the Newark Office, two copies. And for the 
New York Office, one copy for information, of an Lift! dated and 
captioned as above : 

One copy of the enclosure is beingdisseminated 
locally to United States Secret Service byv.WO. 

! • , • - 14 ' * ‘ * 

The first confidential informant ; ‘referred to in the 
LHM Is1 1 and the second isF 1 Both ■ 
furnished information to SA 1 , 

-b2 
b6 

*b7C 
b7D 

3 - Bureau (Eric. 9) 
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WFO 157- 

Inf drmation from the office of the Director, National 
Capital Parks, National Park Service, 1100 Ohio Drive. S.U> 
Washington, D. C* (VffiC), was received fey SA 

SA 
Ihe observations reported In the LKM are those of 

b6 
b7C~ 

Details of the demonstration sponsored by the Federated 
Organizations on Afab-American Relations in WDC on 3/1/73, are 
reported in a separate communication. ' 

[ 
advised on 3/1/X3. that 

date, and the demonstration planned by 
would begin sometime after 2:00 p ,ra» He learned that the 
participants would carry signs reading “Remember the Liberty,’1 
“Ho More War” and “GOLDA Go Home,” : ‘ * . • 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

former right-wing activist in _ s_ act 
the "WDC. area Whose reliability is uhlmown, advised SA f 

I on 3/1/73 - .that - h<* had been invited, by both 
_._I to participate in the demonstrati 

GOLDA HEIR on 3/1/73. 
on against 

b6 
b7C 

On 3/2/73! advised. that[ 
b2 
b6 

and WILLIAM L, - PIERCE attended the Arab-sponsored protest 
demonstration against GOLDA HEIR in WO on 3/1/73 *. PIERCE,, 
reportedly, was refused permission to,join in the demonstration b7c 
and left the scene before the demonstration concluded. According b7D 
to, the source, an unidentified individual formerly connected 
with the Fighting American Nationalists participated in the Arab- 
sponsored demonstrations. 

three individuals hrmnrht' 
further advised on 3/2/73. that the 

WO from | I were 
i_^__ all between the- ages of 

__ ] the source was unable to identify any of 
tnese three Individuals by name. The' informant said that 

__ an extremist youth oriented toward the 
political right whom the source believes 

b2 
■b6 
b7C 
b7D 

was also present at the demonstration' in ‘protest of the attack by 
the Israelis on the “U. S, 3, Liberty” hut attended for the 
purpose of heckling the demonstrators.. 

• ' • ' - 2 - r ‘ - ' ' • * . 



ACTING DISECTOR, FBI (157-20272) 3/22/73 

SAC, WO (157-2792) (RIIC) 

_ aka 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NRP 
(GOiAlexandria) 

Enclosed for Alexandria are fifteen photographs 
taken during an Arab protest demonstration at Lafayette 
Park, Washington, D. C., 3/1/73. 

_< _ 

On 3/16/73J I advised that I 
plans to leave the Alexandria, Virginia area | 

I in the near future* According to the source, 
[has been unable to find employment and will return 

__ I fpr the time being. 
source said that I Tare not in sympathy 
the subject's extreme right-wing viewpoint* and that 

consequently. I ~~1 
The sub 

intends t 

The above informant advised that the subject 
is becoming increasingly disenchanted with JAMES MADOLE 
and the National Renaissance Party, with which he has been 
affiliated in the past-1 I 

I _____j National States Bights Party 

2*Bureau 1 ... 
3 - Alexandria (157-145) (Encs. 15) * ■ 

(1 - 157-1) (NSWPP) . - 
1 - Newark (Info) 
1 - New York (105-6112) (Info) 

C§) ■> WQ (1-157-2396) ^(PIERCE) 
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VFQ 157-2792 

activist, after he gets settled 
b6 ' 
b7C 

For the infonaatlon of the Alexandria Office, 
the subject was observed in contact with Dr* WILLIAM L. 
FIERCE, Executive Director of the National Youth Alliance, 
an extremist white youth organization at Washington, 
B* C., at the Arab protest demonstration In Washington 
on 3/1/73 and was also observed marching with the pro- 
Arab demonstrators, who were protesting the visit to 
the United States by Israeli Prime Minister, GQLDA MEIR." 

observations on 3/1/73 were made by SA_ 
The subject was identified in the enclosed 

photographs by on 3/16/73.. 

bZ 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

. Also observed in attendance at the Arab protest 
demonstration in Washington, D. C. on 3/1/73 were three 
representatives of the National Socialist White Peopled 
Party of Arlington. Virginia, who are believed to have 
been] and a third unknown 
individual* These three Individuals were merely spectators 
at the Arab protest demonstration!? however^ the unknown 
individual who accompanied I I was observed 
to carry an armfuli of leaflets* although he was not 
observed passing them out. 

b6 
. b7C 

as well The identifications of ,__J„ ...__ 
as the observations concerning their activities on 3/1/73, 
were made by SA| 
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Washington! B*C. 20535 

APR 6 1973 

KAT10N&L YOUTH AZ££mCB 

The National Youth Alliance (NYA) is an organisa¬ 
tion originally Cermet from a nucleus of Youth for 
(George C.) Wallace supporters following the 1968 
presidential election for the purpose of countering 

* radical leftist and anarchist influences on the / 
campuses of American colleges and universities* HYA 
currently'is controlled by individuals ‘who militarily 

, promote white racialism and anti-Zionism and who 
suggest violent revolution ultimately as the means 
for implementing their racial and political ideas in 
America*. • ; . * 

On April 2, 1973, a. confidential informant, who has fur¬ 
nished reliable information in the past, provided a copy of the 
April, 1973 (Humber 23), issue of ^Action," the internal bulletin 
of the HYA. A reproduction of this publication has been made and 
is attached hereto, X“ . V' , • >t •. 

Thin document contains, neithor 
iccpmmcndaUons nor conclusions oi 
the FBI* It ^ the property ol 
the. F3I and is loaned to your agency; 

it,and its-contents are not to he , 

■ distributed outside-your agency* - , 

1L - * . " 
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No. 23 April 1973 

By RICHARD TRUBO 
The conservative in o v e- 

ment of America’s college 
campuses has not escaped 
the inner dissension that| 
eventually seems to strike ail' 
political groups. Although the 
New Right caitfe into being 
rather recently, it has al¬ 
ready experienced a certain 
amount of tumult and fac¬ 
tionalism within its own 
ranks. 

in which all types of personal 
independence are empha¬ 
sized. The FCM has opposed 
laws against abortion and 
pornography (except its sale 
to minors) because they rep¬ 
resent “unnecessary govern¬ 
ment interference.,, 

But even the libertarians 
seem rather moderate when 
compared to some of the 
Jiard-right conservative 
youth organizations in the 

and therefore it is struc¬ 
tured like an army.” 

The group has distributed 
thousands of copies of “ After) 
50 Years,” an address by one! 
of its leaders criticizing the! 
destruction of “Western cui-f 
ture** by scabrous aliens.” 

The NYA believes that it is 
now engagede in a fight 
against “negative forces” 
within the system. That 
fight, it says, involves “oppo- 

jsition to communism and 
There have been definite .country" One“o?lhese groups LU c,° ,n m uniS1!ia"a 

signs of ideological differ, is uWNatfoiudYouth Till- m onr schools, 
ences among the member-|'ance (NYA), which 1”.^e 
ship of the Young America jformed in 1969 as an out 
for Freedom (YAF), the'growth of the youth mo\.e-: 
largest conservative student(ment in George Wallace’s bid1 
organization in the country, for the presidency as the 
Most YAFers are “traditionJAmerican Independent Party 
alists” who stress stability.candidate. Since then, the 
in the county and the world,‘NYA‘has moved farther and 
and an aggressive foreign farther to the right, now 
policy against communism, jp reaching both white su- 

But they have been criti- premacy and get-tough tac-j 
cized by the “libertarian” tics against left-wing radicals, 
wing of the organization It has sponsored numerous 
"which believes very strongly “right power” rallies in var- 
in individuality and personal ious urban centers, 
freedom and has opposed govv. TmmmTAT>TAxj» 
eminent meddling in the af-[ AUTHORITARIAN 
fairs of other nations. : An NYA newsletter calls 

The libertarians have bro- its organization “authoritari- 
ken away from the parent-anj” and says that it can be 
YAF organization in places<rUn more efficiently if demo- 
like California, Texas andjeratic procedures are ig-i 
Pennsylvania to establish.nored. We shall not tolerate 
their own conservative poll- dissension,” explains the 
tical groups. At Stanford'newsletter. “NYA is a fight- 
libertarians formed the, Freejing movement,, not a talking 

NYA FEATURED IN NEWS STORY. A syndicated article about the "New Right" has appeared in 

a number of newspapers recently 

Although it is refreshing to see 

any objective news coverage of 

NYA, it is also a bit surprising 

to see NYA lumped together wit: 

the anarcho-capitalist "libertar-| 

ians," with whom we have very 

little in common. 

CANADIAN TV. One ATTA(| 

reader who is an active leader ir| 

the campaign to defend women 

against the neo-liberal drive for 

a unisex America, BabsMinhinne 

(see ATTACK! No. 16), was re-| 

cently invited to appear on the 

Canadian TV program, "Under 

Attack." She sent the following! 

letter about her experience to th| 

National Office: 

"Dear Dr. Pi ere 

Thank you so much for sending 

me Don Andrews' phone number 

1 contacted him, and he and two| 

other Western Guard members 

came to our room and visited will 

us and told me what to expect orj 

'Under Attack.' 

"1 believe the show came off 

quite well. I was able to make 

all the points 1 intended to makej 

and at the very end said that the 

leaders of the Women's Liberatic 

movement in the U.S. are Betty 

Friedan, Gloria Steinem, and 

Bella Abzug, all of whom are Je 

and that the people destroying our country and Constitution are not Christians. ... "After the show many of 

the young people came up to me and said they agreed with what I had said. So, perhaps all is not lost in 

Canada. ... Sincerely, 

Babs Minhinnette, Baton Rouge, LA" 

DEMONSTRATION FLOPS. The March I demonstration at the White House, announced in the last ACTION 

was a waste of time for all concerned. The reason for this should be clear from the following NYA letter to 

the Federated Organizations on American-Arab Relations, 135 East 44th St., New York, N. Y., 10017: 

Campus Movement (FCM),'one or a money-raising one'*ces 

streets; opposition to Zion¬ 
ism. particularly the efforts 
of this alien conspiracy to en¬ 
tangle America further in 
the Middle Eastern conflict; 
opposition to drugs and other i 
forms or cultural and moral' 
degeneracy; and opposition 
to all race-defiling efforts of 
the system, whether through 
school integration, forced 
housing, artificial job quo¬ 
tas, or other means.” 

PICKETS 

.When President Nixon 
made his .historic trip to Pe¬ 
king, the NYA picketed the 
White House with signs read¬ 
ing, “Go to Peking — But 
Don’t Come Back!” When 
the morale of American serv¬ 
icemen seemed at a low ebb. 
the NYA blamed it on ‘the 
racial integration of the serv- 

1973, Uncled Features Syndicate. Inc.) i !r 
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"Gentlemen: We appreciate your recent invitation for NYA to parficijSe in your March 1 •White Hou£e 

>test against further U.S. aid to the Zionist occupation forces in Palestine. Unfortunately, we were not 

e to participate as we had planned, because when we arrived at the White House we found your demonstra- 

n had been virtually taken over by members of Youth Against War and Fascism, a Trotskyite-communisf group, 
ice we cannot march with communists under any circumstances, and since we did not wish to embarrass you 

causing a disturbance, we left without participating ?n the demonstration. 
"We share with you the desire to halt U.S.-government support o.f the criminal regime in Tel Aviv. Further, 

v/ould welcome a victory by the Arab peoples over the Zionist usurpers of your land, followed by the re- 
ablishment of normal and friendly relations between America and the Arab world. 

"We do not believe, however, that your cause is advanced by collaboration, in this country, with alien 
i anti-American groups such as YAWF. In the first place such collaboration can only stifle sympathy for 
it cause from the one quarter where there is any real potential for the development of pressure for a change 

U.S. foreign policy in the Middle East, namely, those patriotic Americans who are already unalterably 
>osed to communism and who will also oppose Zionism with the same determination once they have under¬ 
od the true nature of that alien conspiracy against all non-Jewish mankind. In the second place any 

anization as Jew-ridden as YAWF, despite their anti-Zionist pretensions, can only be using the Arab cause 
a means of advancing their own interests and will certainly betray you whenever it suits them. I realize 
it you take great pains to make a distinction between 'Jews' and 'Zionists', but, whatever propaganda 
ue such a distinction may hold, it would be a fatal error for you to put any faith in if. 

"Our position on the Middle East remains unaltered, and we will continue to advocate that position in 

>lic demonstrations. We will also look forward to future collaboration with you in your demonstrations — 
only when they have not been pre-empted by such Jewish-communist groups as YAWF. 

Sincerely, 

William L. Pierce" 

TIVITY REPORTS. There is nothing more encouraging to the hesitant, would-be activist than first-hand 

orts of the experiences of other activists. Such reports can also be more than morale boosters; they can 
vide valuable ideas and practical information for implementing those ideas. The National Office issues 

urgent plea, therefore, for all NYA'ers, whether Members or not, to send in detailed reports on all 

gal) NYA activities in which they engage. Whenever they are available, photographs of the activity 
uld be included. Some of these reports will be printed in ACTION. 

You don't have to pull off a grand coup before you write an activity report for the National Office, 

want to hear about anything you have done which may be either encouraging or instructional to other 
'A'ers, even though if may seem trivial to you. Remember, our movement is built more by the day-to- 

' work and sacrifice of NYA'ers in activities which are seldom glorious or exciting than it is by occas- 
al spectacular escapades. 

As an example, Charles McGuire, our National Office manager, reports that before joining the 
fional Office staff he wanted to distribute ATTACKIs in New York City, but found it difficult because 

circumstances kept him from getting out on the street at times favorable for distribution. Instead, he 
^e mailings of ATTACKIs from his apartment to carefully selected names of other New Yorkers. It's 
y to do this,.he reports, if you go about if systematically. Sturdy, 9-in. x 12-in. envelopes can be 
chased in quantity from a stationery store for about 3$ each. These make mailing much faster by 
ninafing the need for folding each ATTACK! One can also have a rubber stamp which says "Second 

iss Newspaper" made by niparly any stationery store for about $2. Then each ATTACK I can be 
iled for 6$ instead of the 16$ rate for first-class mail. The only other pieces of equipment needed 
a zip-code directory, which can be obtained from any post office, and a local telephone directory, 

mes of good prospects can come from many sources, but local newspapers — especially letters to the 

tor — are particularly fruitful. Even when an address in unknown, a little defective work with the 

sphone directory will often yield results. Don't forget to add the zip code! (No return address 
necessary) . 

3 
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Washington, D.C. 20535 
April -10, 1973 

A confidential informant who has furnished reliable 
information in the past advised on April 4. 1973 > that l~ 
I___planned b6 
to visit Washington, D.C*, on April 14, 1973> in order to b7c 
participate in a demonstration against eomrahnlsm snnnsnrp.d by 
Reverend Carl Mclntire. The source learned that I - !" 
expected to bring a group of people, including some Ku Klux . • ^ . 
Klan supporters, to march in the Mclntire demonstration on 
April 1H, 1973. - . . * =•. ; 

It is noted that I I has been identified by the b6 
above source in the past I I for the National States b7c 
Rights Party in the State of New Jersey. ' 

;7 vA source has described; the National States * ’• ; . 
“ • Rights Party (NSRP) as ah anti-Negro, anti- 

' • * / Semitic,, whit© racist political party. . v,. . „ 
, composed'of past members of klan-type organ- 7 

izations and other right-wing groups. 

? The confidential Informant referred to above stated 
thatI I . 

, I I planned to cooperate withI Iin b6 
connection with the demonstration on Abril 14 1973, and was b7c 
preparing picket signs for| |. /’ - * t 

The source identified! I as a right-wing 
activist who has been associated with activities of thd NSRP 
in the past. . ; ,'. , •• 

,• The above source added that Dr. William L. Pierce, 
Executive Director of the National Youth Alliance, had also 
expressed interest in the Mclntire demonstration planned, 
for April Ity, 1973; however, the source had received no infor- . 
mation that either Pierce or others affiliated with the . ’• 
National Youth Alliance intended to participate in the 
Mclntire, demonstration. ^ 2#/. 

5- Bureau . . - 
2- Alexandria • . ' . - - * :/ . 
2- Newark ' * .' ' • - ' -- 
l- usss , ; 
5- WFO ' S V? - 

EKP:avl 
(15) 

AIL INPORMATIOW CONgAOSlS' 
HEREIN IS miClABSmED A % 
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b7C 

$he National Youth. Alliance (WYA) is an 
organization formed from a nucleus of - 
Youth. For (George C,) Wallace supporters 
following the 1968 presidential election 
for the purpose of countering radical 
leftist and anarchist influences on the 
campuses of American colleges and universal¬ 
ities* MYA currently is controlled "by 
individuals who mi lit ant ly promote White 
racialism and anti-Zionism and who suggest 
violent revolution ultimately as the 
means for implementing their racial and 
political ideas in America* 

'This document contalnsneither 
recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI* It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency j It and Its contents are 
not. to be distributed outside 
your agency. • 
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Washington, D.C, 20535 
' April 18, 1973 

A confidential informant who has furnished reliable 
.information in the nasfc advised on April 16, 1973, that 
-1_I known to the informant in the past 
__ for the National States Rights Party in the New 
Jersey area, visited,Washington, D.C. (WDC), on April l4, * 
1973, and participated in Reverend Carl Mclntirers demonstration 
against communism. .« "/ . , ' v . ' ' . - 

A source has described the National States 
Rights Party (NSRP) as an anti-Negro, anti- 
Semitic, white racist political party composed 
of past members of klari-type organizations and 
other right-wing groups. J 

- . According to the 
■Washington^ D>C. aboard^one 
_ I Firid 

, and black trousers. j 
and he and his. followers ma 
Mclntire parade. |___ 
during the march; however, 
objections by the United St 
Mclntirefs,staff. 
with the American party. “ 

above, source,! larrjved in • - ’ 
> of the Mclntire buses, together with. 

Sixlveung men dressed in white shirts 
|bus was about two hours late, 

rched in the rear ranks of the 
Jcarried a German Imperial Flag « 
this flag was. not displayed, after 
ates Park Police and a member of 

|reportedly, is -now,affiliated 

The informant mentioned above further reported on 
-April 16, 1973j that the following individuals had been in 
attendance' at the Mclntire demonstration in WDC oh April lh 
1973: ' v ;■ 

all active in behalf of the'NSRP-in * 
one past; 
who have beerT 

I _I who are- currently active in the National 
Socialist White People’s Party (NSWPP) of Arlington, 

5-Bureau ' • , • /S7 

l-Baltimore ,AJ^TSFGRMATIONCONS'ASJXjS* \( A «■ A,.— 
1- Chariotte herein isnNclassieesd .J— 
2- Newark pate £{z£±£&—Bk>A-.-dc& 
1-Philadelphia Hied ._raJ - , 
1-United States Secret Service__ 

<5>WF0 n^.7-qiin^ I ^Tri57-22q6UPIER 

, EKP: mjs (l61 ~ “ - ' ' J * 

■/S 7 - £39 

I Uetf_It, 
1=157-2396)(PIERCE); 



A characterization of the national Renaissance 
Party is appended hereto. 

The national Socialist White Peopled Party *"• . ; 
(HSUPP), also known as The American Hazi Party, ’V 
American Nazis, and the George Lincoln Rockwell 
Party, was organised on February 26 a 1956, at 
Arlington, Virginia,' based,upon the concept 
of an international ^National Socialist'1 
movement as espoused by the. German Nazi - . 
Party headed by Adolph Hitler'. The organization 
supports said follows'the line of hatred against 

’ Negroes, Jews and communists through various 
propaganda media seeking a legitimate dominant- 
political party In the United States and 
foreign countries, : 

The National . Youth Alliance (HYA) is an • 
organization "originally Formed .from a nucleus of 
Youth For' (George C.) Wallace supporters 
following the 196S presidential oldction , 
for the purpose of countering'radical leftist 
and anarchist influences on the campusds of* 
American colleges and universities, NYA 

- currently is controlled by individuals who , 
militantly promote white racialism and 

v anti^2ionism and who suggest, violent revolution 
Ultimately as the means for implementing their 

-. racial and .political ideas in America* ,. ‘ : 

The Rights, of White People is an organisation .. . 
founded by Leroy Gibson in Jacksonville, 
North Carolina, in approximately 1967* its 
stated purpose is to stop the integration of 
schools and to have more law and order in 
the United-States, . .• 

- 2 - 
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The United Klans of America, Incorporated, was 
chartered in 1961 in Georgia.. Its aims and 
purposes are the promotion of Americanism, 
white supremacy, and segregation of the races. 
It is the dominant Klan group in the South with 
headquarters at Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and is 
currently active in several states. 
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Re WO tel 4/12/73, and Newark tel 4/13/73* 

Enclosed for the Bureau are five - copies": for the Newark 
Office, two copiess and for the Alexandria, Baltimore, Charlotte 
and Philadelphia Officesj,. one copy each, for information, of an 
LHM dated and captioned as above regarding individuals in . 
attendance at a demonstration against communism held 4/14/73* 
at Washington, DvC. (WDG)f; / 
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Award of Damages 
George^ Washington Uni¬ 

versity agreed yesterday to s 
pay an undisclosed sum of j 
money .to a former Ameri- I 
can Nazi party member who 
was struck with eggs thrown 
at- him by persons in an au¬ 
dience while he was speaks < 
ing on the campus last year. 

Dr. William fierce, who 
was invited to speak on;the 
campus Feb. 3, 1972, by ‘the 
school's student program 
board, said the university 
was negligent in telling hitfc 

. about possible violence that** 
; could occur if he spoke. D|v/, 

St'?, 

f 
i 

e? 

C Pierce is publications editor 
>l of I National Youth Alliance, 
• a right-wing youth organiza¬ 
tion. 

According to court papers, 
Pierce said he was hit .by 
“more than a dozen fresh 
eggs," that furnishings in 
the room in which he was 

speaking were set on fire, 
I and that stink bombs were 
i thrown in the room. 

' Pierce had asked for '$40,- 
000 in punitive damages, 
§10,000 in compensatory 
damages and $2.50 for clean¬ 
ing his suit after the inci¬ 
dent. Lawyers would not dis¬ 

close the amount of the set¬ 
tlement, other than to say it 

I _ was more than the cleaning 
/ ' .bill and less than the total 
/ /amount asked. 
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Washington* 20535 
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'-: ' iimmn times *' 

Pr» William tuther fierce is Ureettfclve' director of 
the National Xoath Alliance* Washington-- 5>C*- 

fhe National South Alliance {WE&} is an 
• - . • ' ' organisation originally formed from a nucleus " 
. ..•'■• .,: ■', . ■ of Tenth For (George n») Wallace supporters 

• - • ■ " '•- following the 1$$B presidential election fo« 
...■-, the purpose of. centering radical leftist m& , 

anarchist influences on the campuses of . 
' American colleges and ismiversitioa, IITA - ■; ' 

eta?rently is controlled by individuals Who* 
, . ^.litantls'promote white racialism ani / 

“ anti-^ioniss. and who suggest violent -revolution 
. ...; ." \ ultimately as.the means, for implementing 
>'• *••'•''* . „ ' . their racial and political in America#( . - 

; February 5*1973* a review -of recoils of the : ., 
Office of the Olerk of Court* United .States district Court 
for the Plstriot of Colussfeia* Washington, £»<?«* disclosed - .* 

,- that case masher CA £51^73' was % civil suit brought by 
' William h* Fierce, to recover damages in the amount Of .$50*900’ - > 

; ■. • for alleged negligence -fey the George Washington diversitys: . 
..'£* . fa«hihgton> &*<!»r. Sfce'o&s©; was1 scheduled, for trial 'on 'April ph* . 

' 1973*.'- ,-.. . - » ■ - -■ ' “ f :'..• ‘ .;',;; , 

'. ■ .’ ‘rfha Washingt^i Fost and fines- HeraM% a daily' 
newspaper published at Washington* &»£+». carried the fc4Xcwinst:; 

; article in its issue of April 25* 1973* at-Faye A~3ft; •. ■ 

"Award of.Passages5' 

^'George Washington University,’V. 
agreed yesterday to pay. an un¬ 
disclosed, maa of money to a 
former American Waal'party 
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WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE 

member who was struck with eggs 
thrown at him by persons in ah audience 
while he was speaking on the-campus last year. 

”Dr. William Pierce, who was invited 
to speak on the campus February 3, 1972, 
by the school’s student program board, said 
the University was negligent in telling him 
about possible violence that could occur if 
he spoke.* Dr. Pierce is publications editor 
or National Youth Alliance,, a right-wing youth 
organization. .. 

’’According to court papers. Pierce said he 
was hit by ’more than a dozen fresh eggs’, 
that.furnishings in,the room in which he 
was: speaking were, set on fire, and that stink 
bombs were thrown in the room.” s--. 

”Pierce had asked for $‘40,000,in punitive 
damages, $10,000 in compensatory damages 

• and $2.50 for cleaning his suit 'after the 
incident. Lawyers would"not disclose the amount 
of the settlement, other than to say It 
was more than the cleaning bill and less 
than .-the total amount asked”. _ , . 

This document contains neither recommend¬ 
ations nor conclusions *bf the FBI. It is - 

- the property of the FBI'and is loaned to 
'■ your agency; it and- its contents are not 

to he distributed outside -your agency. 
V , v ^ 4 



V30/73 ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (157-6353) 

SAC, WO (157-2396) (P) 

WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE, aka 
ESTREMIST MATTER - NYA ’ ' 
(OOiWFO) 

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies, and for 
the Alexandria and Richmond Offices, one copy each for informa¬ 
tion, of an LHM dated and captioned as above, which reports 

/the settlement of subject’s lawsuit against the George Washington .* 
University, Washington, D.C»- ' v • ,\ . 
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iAC, ALEXANDRIA (157-1) 

SAC, RICHMOND (157-93) -RUC- 

date: 3/1 H/r; 

SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLE’S PARTY (NSWr_'} 

CXANDRIA ) 

?'• Alexandria letter to Baltimore, 1/17/ry3> 
opr- - air tel to Alexandria, 1/2^/73s Alexandria letter 
to 1 nor..;, 3/1/73. 

On 3 '13/73, the Hopewell City Director-,- s cc. ec 
regarding te'a_.none number A58-85H, which' reflect. the 
subscriber ..t aforementioned number was "The Hope..oil N. 
local newspaper for Hopewell, Va. 

On 3/13/73,1 I "The I* . H 
ev.’r, Hopewell, Va„, advised her records reflect-: that v 
i- appropriate members of the newspaper staff indicates t.. t 

the newspaper had not received any inquiries or been requested 
o place any ad in"The Hopewell News" during November of 1972. 

Review of Richmond ir dices on 5/13/73, was conducted 
’ega- . any connection betwee: "The Hopewell News", sup:t., 

and captioned organization, with negative results. 

On 2/5/73, _Registration Sect...: 
Division of Motor Vehicles (DMTK Richmond . Va. . advised xt.. 
Virginia l icense I I was ysoi gt.PVP.ri tnl ~ I 

■ tation wagon, VIN 
on a IQ00 Oldsmc 

2/5/73,1 
Sect n/L . , Richmond, advised her record 
fol... ^formation regarding] 

_ ffTs/Fg/ 

Operator’s .icc 
•ds indicate the 
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RH 157-93 

i\ame: 
Race: 

he ig.nt: 
Height: 

BOB: 
SSAN: 
Residence: 

Operator's Licase: 

On 3/13/73,1 I Vs. 
Stare Corporation Commission, Richmond, Va., advised thar she 
“George Lincoln Rockwell Party, Inc." is currently regie t.: ;d 
as a corporation in Va . She stated that the George Lincc .' 
Rockwell Party, Inc. had submitted an annual report which 
received by the Va. State Corporation Commission on 2/28/..,, 
and which was designated as "true" as of 2/27/73- This reporc 
indicated that the registered agent of the George Lincoln Rockv:< 
Party, Inc.'was MATTHIAS KOSHL and the registered office was 
located an 2p07 North Franklin Road, Arlington, Va. The office] 
were listed as MATTHIAS KOSHL, President, residence 2507 North 
Franklin Road, Arlington, Va.• ROBERTA* LLOYD III, Vice- 
President, 4020 Fauquier Avenue, Richmond, Va.; and HILLY.. L. 
PIERCE, Secretary-Treasurer, 59 Sharon Pioad, Triangle, Va. 
The Directors were these same three individuals. The reps • 
further disclosed that the corporation hac no outstanding 
and that-it continued to maintain its status as a non-st-" : 
corporation. _ further stated that any inf or. * 
regarding the articles of incorporation and/or the chartor 
could be obtained through the Circuit Court of Arlington Co., ■■ 

_Review of Richmond indices on 3/13/73, reflects that 
I is included in the Extremist ohotonraoh 

album, RH file 157-2953A 

_o-x- 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 

FROM 

SAC, ALEXANDRIA 

SA 
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b6 
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date: 2/28/73 

subject: NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE (157-27) P 

7-jJ) P WILLIAM PIERCE (157- 
EM - NYA 

On 1/17/73, 2/1/73 and 2/23/73, 
advised that PIERCE continues to occupy Room 2012, Tyler 
Building, 1022 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Virginia. 

b2 
b7D 

-Source stated that on 2/20/73. that PIERCE was 

— i . /going to trv 
and "broaden” the NYA booklist by adding more biographical 
selections. The NYA booklist always appears in the NYA 
publication, "Attack.n. 

PIERCE, source stated, still has visitors 
from time to time, and continues to visit his office on an 
irregular schedule. 

(V- 157-16 (PIERCE) 
T - 157-2.7 ('NYA'I 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO : SAG, WFO (157-2396) 

x7WSAG» ALEXANDRIA (157-16) (P) 

subject: WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE, aka 

EM-NYA 
(00:WF0) 

date: 4/30/73 

Re WFO airtel, 1/31/73. 

The following two enclosures are being furnished 
WFO for information regarding subject: 

_L_ One copy of Memorandum to SAC of SA 
at Alexandria dated 2/28/73. 

2. One copy of Richmond letter to Alexandria 
dated 3/14/73 entitled: "NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLE'S 
PARTY (NSWPP)." 

b6 
b7C 

For information of WFO, data about subject report¬ 
edly possessing a weapon as set forth in WFO airtel, 1/31/73 
was furnished to Arlington, Virginia, Police Department. 

No pertinent information about subject's reported 
participation in the Reverend CARL MC INTIRE^s rally against 
Communism held Washington, D.C., on 4/14/73, was received by 
Alexandria sources. 

5010-103 

$ WFO (Enc. 2) 
2- Alexandria 
WWH:jcr 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bay roll Savings Blan 
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SAC, WFO (157-2278) (P) April 30* 1973 

SA EDWIN K. PRATT 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA 
(00: WFO) 

. - . b2 
‘ ^ 5 

The following information was furnished to SA| | b7c 

on 4/30/73 by| (protect; reliable in the past) : ^7d 

The informant stated that the "Arlington Journal**, a weekly 
newspaper published at Arlington* Va,, carried a story about 
the National Youth Alliance (NYA)* extremist white youth 

organization at Washington,. D* C., in its issue of 4/26/73 at 

Page Two, The informant advised that, he had obtained a copy| 

I _| further advised on 4/30/73 that Dr. WILLIAM 
L. PIERCE, Executive Director pf the NYA, had been out of town, 
during the latter part of the week of 4/23/73 but was expected 
to return to the Washington, D. C. area on the weekend of 

4/28-29/73. The source learned that PIERCE had been in New 
York City during this trip, but was unaware of the purpose of 
the trip or the identity of contacts made by PIERCE* 

b2 
b7D ■ 

The above informant stated that he heard nothing 

recently concerning RICHARD. B. COTTEN and assumed that C0TTEN 

was still away from home making contacts around the country 
concerning his "phantom cells" idea. The informant said that ■■ 

4 - WFO 

(1 - 157-2278) (NYA) 

-i 157-2396) (PIERCE) 
b2 ,(1 - 157-5703)(GOTTEN) 
b7D 
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Washington, D, G. 20535 
Hay 9, 1973 

RATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE ' 

The National Youth Alliance <NYA) is an 
organization originally formed from a nucleus 
of Youth For (George C.) Wallace supporters 
following thfe 1958 presidential election for 
the purpose of countering radical leftist and 
anarchist influences on the campuses of American 
colleges and universities, NYA currently is 
controlled by individuals who. militantly promote 
white racialism and .anti-Zionism and who suggest 
violent revolution ultimately as the means 
for implementing their racial and political ideas 

. in America. . ,.j . 

MThe Journal’% a weekly newspaper published 
at Arlington, Virginia, carried an article 
concerning the NYA in its issue (Volume 34, Number 
17) of April 26, 1973. The article, which was 
printed under the caption ’’Piercing Views on 
Society Aired”, has been reproduced, and a copy 
Is attached herete* 

Attachment - 1 

8 - Bureau 

1 - Alexandria (Info) 
1 - Richmond (Info) 

1 - IjSSS (FD 459) " 
0 - WFO . • • .. 

- (1 -/ 157-2396) (PIERCE) 
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Bill Pierce looked up at a large 
poster of Patrick Henry in his office. 
“That was the first American revolu¬ 
tionary. What we need is another 
revolution today,” he declared. 

Pierce heads the National Youth 
Alliance, an anti-Communist group 
dedicated to changing America — 
with racial separation as a major 
goal. 

NYA’s national business office was 
set up last summer at 1022 Wilson 
Blvd., Arlington — a somewhat 
surprising choice of a middle-class 
suburban community headed by an 
Independent-liberal government 

fierce explain 'd his hopes for a A 
revolution. “It doesn’t have to be a 
violent revolution, but I suppose 
there will be violence invoivi .1’ nr - - 
making the changes we foresee,” he 
said. “We’re past the point where a 
solution by legally constituted elec¬ 
toral means is feasible.” 

NYA’s newspaper, “Attack!.” fea¬ 
tured a series of 10 “Revolutionary 
Notes.” The column told readers how 
to make molotov cocktails, “medium-’- — — 
sized bombs,” and -“IRA'bombs” " ' T 
used by terrorists in Ireland. 

Cyanide guns and silenced'pistols, 
employed by professional political 
assassins, are also described in 
detail. “Though NYA is not a bomb¬ 
throwing group,” Pierce said, it 
believes in “being prepared.” 

This information is widely distrib¬ 
uted by Communist cadres in the 
country,” said Pierce. “It’s important 
that anti-Communists also be famili¬ 
ar with revolutionary techniques. 
The day might come when we face 
the Reds in a violent confrontation. 
' “We believe our members should - 
own arms and know how to use 
them.” 

The unlikely-looking author of 
these comments is a mild-mannered, 
crew-cut Ph.d. Pierce, 39, taught 
physics at Oregon State University in 
the early ISSO’s — during the peak of 
the civil rights movement. 

“That was the era of the sit-ins, the 
freedom marches, the confrontations 
with police dogs,” he recalled. “The 
social chaos then caused me to do a 
lot of thinking.” 

One of NYA’s credos is that racial 
tension and hatred are the inevita¬ 
ble outcome of a racially mixed 
society. 

“Separation is the only answer,” 
according to Pierce. He predicted “if 
we remain on our present course 
we’re heading for cultural, national 
and racial chaos. We already have it 
to some extent.” 

NYA opposes all racially mixed 
marriages, as well as marriages 
between Jews and Christians. It is 
against forced racial mixing in 
schools, employment and housing. 

“You might say we agree with the 
Black Muslims in spirit, since we’re 
both concerned that our peoples 
should be able to develop according 
to our own natures,” Pierce ob¬ 
served. “We should think of the race 
as the central entity, and the individ¬ 
ual as a part of the race." 

Abraham Lincoln, touted as the 
man who abolished slavery, wanted 
separate futures for blacks and 
whites after abolition, according to 
Pierce. “Lincoln and most abolition¬ 
ists wanted to settle former slaves in 
Africa or the Cari bbean.” _ 

Racial pride is one answer for 
students without any apparent sense 
of community or value, according to 
NYA “Life is just a series of kicks to 
many of them. Drugs are just one 
outcome of this attitude of doing 
what you damn well please without 
any responsibility to anyone else,” . 
Pierce said. 

NYA also opposes Zionism, and . 
U.S. aid to Israel against the Pales¬ 
tinians forced to leave the country. 
Unlike other groups termed “right- ' 
wing,” it wants stronger rein on big 
business, saying that U.S. power is 
held by one wealth-accumulating 
class. 

Not surprisingly, Pierce said he 
has found his home under surveil¬ 
lance by the FBI. 

NYA banners carried near the 
White House and the Washington 
Monument last year declared both 
President Nixon and advisor Henry 
Kissinger “traitors,” urging “Go to 
Peking — but don’t come back.” The 
group’s ire was particularly aroused 
by the U.S. rapprochement with Red 
China, and the “sell-out in Indochi¬ 
na.” 

“Instead of fiddling around over 
there for 10 years, getting 50,000 
people killed and accomplishing 
nothing, we should have wiped 
North Vietnam off the face of the 
earth,” is Pierce’s alternative. 

How do young people react to the 
National Youth Alliance? Some sign 
up. Others throw eggs. 

Pierce is suing George Washington / 
University for $50,000 for an egg- 
hurling episode last year. Invited to 
speak at the college, Pierce was 
greeted by about 25 left-wingers 
armed with tear-gas and eggs. He 
blames the university for negligence 
in not preventing what he calls a 
“rigged ambush.” 

The National Youth Alliance, 
formed in 1970, has several thousand 
members across the country —-with 
more in areas like Chicago, New 
York and Los Angeles than in the 
Washington area. The many govern¬ 
ment employees here are somewhat 
“skittish” about joining such a 
group, observed its leader. 
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ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (157 -12589) 5/9/7 

SAG, WO (157-2278) (P) 

national youth alliance . 

EXTREMIST MATTER - N7A 
(OQsNFQ) 

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies* jm& £or 

the Aie^dnaSZXZ SSe^ich ;;■ . 

the Al^tlo^of^n ar^cle 

,'StK h C.: S the Arlington, Virginia,journal- c 

of 4/26/73* . / \ 

' A copy of.the enclosedUOi i3_heing^disseni»ated .; ~ 

bj, wo locally to United States Secret Service. - . ■ 

For the Information: of the;Borean and 
,-- n fami <,hed the enclosed article from The L -Ion 4/30/73. The informant 
Journal’1 to SAL —-—|- -1 a ^iter for MThe 
stated that he believedi PIERCE* Executive Director 
Journal" interviewed^Dr, VtOZM the enclosed •: 
of the OTA, during the previousJS^and v^te^r ^ 

article. The informant , NTA, and introduced 
of LOUIS T. BIERS, former of ficial PIERCE are still 
by BfERS to PIERCE. Be noted that BIERS and *««<*•, 

- close friends. - /. ' - ... '• .7;-; 

2 - Bureau (Enc. 8) . 
1 - Alexandria (Enc. 
i - Ricteond (Enc. 1/ Cinr©/ 

? K1 - 157-2396) (PISRGE) 
> h » 157 (BYERS)- 

./57^A.39(/-^^ 

EKPijgh 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. TO 

MAY 1K2 EDITION 

-A CSA FFMR (<1 CFR) JOT-11.* 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO SAC, TAMPA (157-7) date: 5/8/73 

FROM SAC, ALEXANDRIA (157-1) (P) 

i 

subject: 
NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE ' PEOPLE'S PARTY (NSWPP) 
EM - NSWPP 
(00:AX) 

Re WFO letter, 2/14/73. 

Enclosed herewith for Tampa is one copy of referenced 
WFO letter, dated 2/14/73, and a printed leaflet containing 
a photograph of DON ANDREWS of Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 

Referenced WFO letter is self-explanatory. 

Alexandria sources have provided no information regarding 
advised on 5/4/73, that DON ANDREWS or 

source did not know ANDREWS and did not know if ANDREWS was in 
attendance at the Fourth Annual North American Congress of 
National Socialists held in Arlington, Virginia, in early 
September, 1972, sponsored by the NSWPP. 

The indices of the Alexandria Office disclosed that 
on 9/5/72, reported that DON ANDREWS from 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

[ 
•Toronto, Canada, was at the Congress with and 

2- Tampa (Enc 2) 
(3^WFO 

(1-157-1) (NSWPP) 
*££-157-2396) (WILLIAM PIERCE) 
(1-157-2278) (NYA) 

3- Alexandria 
(1-157-1) (NSWPP) 
(1-157-16) (WILLIAM PIERCE) 
(1-157-27) (NYA) 

WWH: mew 
(8) 

SEARCHED 
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AX 157-1 

ANDREWS and another was also from Canada, but reportedly 

Canadian,|_|who was attending the Congress, were 

active with a group in Canada known as the Edmund Burke Society. b2 

It was not known if I 

was reported to be ] and ANDREWS were 

reportedly at the Congress as observers and not as delegates. 

They according to had been working with 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 

Dr. PIERCE (WILLIAM PIERCE) in some way who had been kicked 

out of the NSWPP several years earlier and later joined another 

"Neo-Nazi Group" in Washington called the National Youth 

Alliance. 

to 

Tampa requested to display the photograph of ANDREWS 

for identification purposes. Ascertain 

can furnish about any additional information 

ANDREWS and his relationship with Dr. WILLIAM PIERCE, the 

National Youth Alliance (NYA) and the NSWPP. Furnish results 

to WFO and Alexandria. Upon receipt of results from Tampa, 

WFO requested to submit LHM regarding ANDREWS and his 

association with extremist groups in the Uc S«, where appropriate. 

b2 
b7D 

-2- 
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ACTING DIRECTOR FBI 5/30/73 

SAC,'WO’(157* -5703) (4^ 

RICHARD B. GOTTEN 
EXTREMIST NATTER 
(OOiAX) 

‘ . —Re WO let and IMl dated 2/23/73-' - ' 

On 5/21/73J_I (protects reliable in 
the past) advised that RICHARD B. GOTTEN apparently had 
returned to the Washington, D. c* area, following a proposed 
trip about the country to contact leaders of groups in the 
right-wing movement. The. informant had no Information 
regarding the subject's current activities but noted that 
COTTER is in contact .with Dr* WXELIAK D, BIERCE, Executive 
Director' of the Rational' Youth Alliance - (WA), extremist 
white youth organisation at Washington,, B* G, 

Inasmuch as | .... J not currently 
cognisant of the subject*® activities, if any, in the 
protection of . white "extremist political and racial concepts, 
the ,captioned matter is being closed In' WO on. this 
communication. WO will furnish any further pertinent 
information from this source regarding the subject to the . 
Bureau and interested offices. 

- Bureau , -\ 
- Alexandria « 
-• WO 

Cl >157-2278) (RYA) 
ii^C ia?~‘>^o£,yfPTTra< 
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Iteshington, £0535 
Msy 2$, J?T3 

_ . s •- . ... 

- X?trid £ra«*t is -1?lit founder of. Tm national 
Party* : .. - 

©*# Katiem! Party has be»n described fcy its 
- organiser* David Poke* a« & separsts right** 

wi«& polities! ;6K$Ri&9&&ton» ops» te the 
- pubitoD The. party opposes violence, belisvap 
in the Constitution of th& *lniM$il States* •'. 

", white s»preiaaey> -and- separation of the rhees* 
Mat of the ^aticmi Party are to bo obtained . 

■ throat elected officials* $&e National Party 
has replaced the, White Tenth £13£a&ea with 
sssrny • ftowwr White Tenth Alliance r&sfegms 

. gaining the' party* * * :• ., - 

ihe ffeit* Tenth Alliance ha® boot* publicly 
smionheed.- to h* the fonth ,gemi& of tfe*. 

' National Socialist' Ihite People* Party*/-, ■ - 

the Sla&ieoal Socialist S^ite. People'*® Party, 
' also fcnosm as The. terican Sasi Party# 
^ African If&sis^.a&d the Ueerge lined** Beokwoil 

organised on .pebro&ry,..^*. if5(5#'at -. 
' -m international *!&£i©h&l ,ScoiaTisbv aovemsat ; 

as espoused by the "^rnan- H&si Party headed by 
'' jUta&pft Sitltrv'' The organisation supports and*.. -; 

■ follows'.’the line of haired against Eegsoai* 
3m& and cojmmists throu^v various propaganda 
media. seeking a legltira&te dosaiimt political 

' party in the united states &&& foreign. , 
eouhtrio** ■ " .- ’ 

infos 
B«3ce 

acnfidtnti&l: Ahfor&§nt--i?ho has •S&raishtd reliable ^ 
in the past advised m Mm 31» 1£73» that 
_presently reside atl 

5- Bureau 
1- USSS 
2- New Orleans ft 

{%• WFO (157-4578) l^A^V 
;. (1- 157-2278) (NYA) 

/S7 -<7J/fc -7Z/S" 
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DAVID ERNEST DUKE 

]_The 
that Duke._ 
actively engaged in -nolitins at the present time 

sourjv 

to the source, 
political and racial Views, 

e learned 
is not 

According 
Jin complete sympathy with his 

The informant learned that Duke is a subscriber to 
the tabloid newspaper, "Attack.!”, which is published by, 
the National Youth Alliance, Washington, D.C., and is in 
accord with the political philosophy of the National Youth 
Alliance and its Executive Director, Dr % William L. Pierce. 
The source advised that Duke is interested in obtaining a 
commitment by Pierce to speak I 

I I Although the National Youth . 
Alliance is interested in having Duke organize an action unit 

I I as of this time, 
expressed a willingness to become involved in politics to this 

-extent;. ; 

. The National Youth Alliance (NYA) is an 
organization originally formed from a nucleus 

- . of Youth For (Geor'ce C .) Wallace supporters 
following the 1968 presidential election , , 
for the purpose ;of countering radical leftist 
and anarchist influences on the campuses Of 
American colleges and universities. * -NYA 
currently is controlled by individuals * ... 

j who militantly promote white racialism and 
* anti-Zionism and who suggest violent - 

revolution ultimately as the means for imple-J 
menting their racial and political ideas in 
America. ' 

This document contains neither recommend- 
; • e . ations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is 

the property of the FBI and is loaned to * 
your; agency; It arid its contents are-not 
to be distributed outside your agency-. 



ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI 

SAG, WO (157-^578) (RUG) 

5/29/73 

EXTREMIST MATTER 
(00 ;N0) 

Enclosed for the Bureaux are five copies 3 and for the 
Hew Orleans. Office, two copies of an L-HK dated and ormfrinneri . 
as above containing information concerning 

One copy of the" enclosed LHK is being disseminated 
by HFG locally to United States Secret Service* 

The et 
enclosed LHM isI 

nit referred to In the * 
who furnished information to 

NEW ORLEANS IS CAUTIONED TO EXERCISE CARE FOR THE SECURITY OP 
THIS SOURCE IN ANY INVESTIGATION BASED UPON INFORMATION APPEARING 
HEREIN. • . • . • •>. 

2- Bureau (Enc. 5) 
2~ New Orleans (Enc. 2) 
(g> UFO 

(1~ 157-2278) (NYA)' 
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Washington, D.C. 20535 
May 31, 1973 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 

The National Youth Alliance (NYA) is' an organization 
originally formed from a nucleus of Youth For 
(George C.) Wallace supporters following the 1968 
presidential, election for the purpose of countering 
radical leftist and anarchist influences on the 
campuses of American colleges and universities. 
NYA currently is controlled by individuals who 
militantly promote white racialist and anti- 
Zionism and who suggest violent revolution 
ultimately as the means for implementing their 
racial and political ideas: in America. 

On May 29* 1973* information was received from the 
office of the Director, National Capital Parks, National park 
Service, 1100 Ohio Drive, S.W.* Washington, D.C., concerning 
a proposed demonstration on the sidewalk in front of the 
White House and Lafayette Park, Washington, D.C. , on June 23,. 
1973, to protest the official visit to this country by the 
leader of the Soviet Communist party and the persecution of 
Christians in the Soviet Union. This demonstration will involve 
picketing in front of the White House by twenty-five to fifty 
participants and will occur between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 
6:00 ,p.m. * 

A notice of the proposed demonstration dated Mav 21. 
1973, was filed b 2 

_ |of Patriots For Action. 
Post Office Box 7770, Washington, D.C. 20044. Patriots ijfoy 
Action is described as an unincorporated association, and 

b6 
b7C 

T 
A confidential informant who has furnished reliable 
information in the, -oast advised on May 30, 1973, 
thatl ] is a youthful, white political 

•b2 
b7D 

8- Bureau ail<* racial activist who has participated in the past 
2- Alexandria (1-157- I 
2- Newark (1-157- ) L_ 
3- / WF0 ,fl -1 52^23Q£l __ 

b6 
b7C 

EKPrpag 
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NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE * 

in public demonstrations sponsored by the. 
National Socialist White People*s Party*, the. 
National States Rights Party and the NYA. 

in the name of the Anti-Sex league and Remember 
the U&S. Liberty Coalition. 

. , The National Socialist White People* s Party (NSWPP), \ 
also known as The American, Nazi Party,. American 
Nazis, and the George Lincoln Rockwell Party, was 
organized on February 26, 1956, at Arlington, 
Virginia, based upon the concept of an international 
'•National Socialist*1 movement as espoused by the 
German Nazi Party headed by Adolph Hitler. The 
organization supports and follows the line of hatred 
against Negroes, Jews and communists through various . 
propaganda media seeking a legitimate dominant 
political party in the United States and foreign 
countries. • ' "• " ■ . 1 . c 

A -Source has described the National States Rights 
Party as an anti-Negro, anti-Semitic, white racist political 
party composed of past members of klan-type organizations and 
other right-wing groups.. ' "• 

According to the notice submitted by| I the National 
Youth Alliance, Post Office,- Box 3535, Washington^ D.C. 20007 
(telephone number 525-3223), will participate in the proposed 
demonstration on June 23, 1973. Dr. William Pierce is identified 
in the notice as the principal national officer of the National 
Youth Alliance. 

It is the opinion of the informant that Patriots 
For Action is an entity T ~lfor 
the purpose of promoting activities, such as 
the demonstration proposed above, and has no 
membership or existence I I. The 
Informant noted that I I Post Office 
Box 7770, Washington, D.C. 22204, for promotions 

2 



NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 

The confidential informant mentioned above advised 
on Hay 30, 1973, that in his opinion the National Youth 

Alliance would provide no demonstrators on June 23, 1973, 

with the possible exception of Dr. William L. Pierce, 
Executive Director. 

The notice referred to above named as the person 
having responsibility for the overall demonstration on June 23 
■1973. and 

as art individual sponsor. 
b6 

___ b7C 

__| has been known to the above 
confidential informant in the past as organizer for 
the National States Nights Party in the state of 
New Jersey. 

According to the above-mentioned notice, demonstrators 
will display picket signs, flags and banners. It is stated 
that there is ho information indicating that any individual, 

group or Organization will seek to disrupt the demonstration b6 
planned by^ L “ b7c 

'This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions o! 
the FBI. It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 

3* 



5/31/73 

AIRTEL, 

tO: ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (157-12589) 

FROM: SAC, WFO (157-2278) (P) 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA 
(oorNFO) — 

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies, and for the 
Alexandria and Newark Offices, two copies each, of an LHM 
dated and captioned as above which sets forth information 
concerning a proposed public demonstration in WashingtGfn, D.C. 
on 6/23/73. 

One copy of the enclosed IBM is being disseminated by 
WFO locally to United States Secret Service. 

The confidential informant,, referred to in the 

enclosure is 
SA T 

who furnished information to 
" -b2 

":b6 
b7C 

Information from the office of the Director, National b7D 
Capital Parks, National Park Service^ llOO^Ohio Drive, S,W. 
Washington, D.C., was received by SA 

Alexandria and Newark alert informants and sources 
on white extremist activities and furnish pertinent information 
concerning the proposed demonstration on 6/ 23/73 to the 
Bureau and WFO. ; 

2- Bureau (Enc. 8) 
2-, Alexandria (Enc. 2) 

(1-157 ) 
72- Newark (Enc. 2 
// (1-157- , ) 
/3--WF0 

n.Vv7-yaQA,i rPTmprTr. 

EKP:pag 
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ACTING BIRECTOR, FBI (157-12589) 

SAC, WO (157-2278) (P) 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EXTREMIST MATTER ~ NYA 
(00; WO) 

6/4/73 

J- 0n 5/23/73 
past) furnished the following Information to SA l 

fpr»nteet~reliable In the 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

The informant learned that[ __ a former 
associate of GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL)]_] of the American 
Nasi Party, recently had been. In contact with,Dr. WILLIAM L. 
PIERCE. Executive Director of the National Youth, Alliance „ * 
(NYA), an extremist white youth organization at Washington, 
D.C. According to the informant.1 [apparently was : 
referred to PIERCE fori 

named ••'"BOB"._The informant noted, that .PIERCE is alleged to 
possess I_ 

.bo 
b7C 
b7D 

r 
Jtreated by PIERCE as[ 

The above informant further disclosed that subsequently 
] 

believes SMALL‘to bef 
- xevB 

w 

infi _'_ For the 

13 
1 (DOB; 

b6 

1 ROBERT SMALL. The-informant 
b7D 

ot the Bureau and Alexandria, 

[ 
Tennessee), 

f 
_and ROBERT MILTON 
According to -■b6 

• b7C 

b2 
b7D 

WO files, these individuals are racial extremists and are 
known to have been associated In the past. |_ land 
SMALL were last known to be residing at Alexandria, Virginia. 

2~ Bureau - - , - 
2- Alexandria (Info) - ■. 

. (1- 157-1) (MSVJPP) 
1~ New Haven.(Info) 

O- WO ‘~wy4^. 
157-25) (FIERCE) 

-kr: 
L 

EXPtmrh 
(8) 

ALL CWORjaATlOF ffi&fflgUSBtt 
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DATE. “ 5mst&gy 



wo 157-2278 

The above is furnished for "the information of the 
Bureaus Alexandria and Mew Karen. ‘ 

ORMATION OF ALEXAKKHIA AMD I'ISW HAVE!! 



6/4/73 

AIRTEL 

TO: ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (157-6353) 

FROM: SAC, WO (157-2396) (P) 

WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE, aka . 
EXTREMIST. MATTER NYA ' ' - ' 
(QQ:WO) ' . 

Dr. WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE is Executive Director of 
the National Youth Alliance (NYA), extremist white youth 
organization at Washington, D. C. (WDC). PIERCE has an office 
at 1022 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 2012, Arlington, Virginia 
and was last known .to reside at 1166 Greengate Road, 
Fredericksburg, Virginia. . 

On 6/4/73.1 ~ I (Protect; reliable in 
the past) advised SAI I that PIERCE had recently 
changed his residence. Informant did not know subject* s new 
address but I PIERCE* s new 
residence | |» According to the ^ v.:? 
source, subject continues to occupy the office in Arlingtonj 
Virginia, mentioned atove. 

Richmond conduct appropriate investigation to locate 
PIERCE*s current residence and advise the Bureau and interested 
offices; For the information of Richmond, it is noted that in 

the past, the subject*s I ~~| 

PIERCE SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS. 

1 ~ Alexandria (157-16) (Info) 
Richmond (157-1673) _ 

d>p^--———1-1 

Ops°EKPitalijfl^ 



ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (157-12589) 6/5/73 

SAC, WFO (157-227$) (P) 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
.EXTREMIST MATTER - WYA < 
(00:WFG) '• - ■ 

• Re WFO airtel dated 5/16/73. ' : ' ... 

Enclosed for the Bureau is one copy each of a 
newspaper article concerning the confirmation hearing on 
Attorney General-designate ELLIOT RICHARDSON, from “The 
Washington Post", 5/16/73> and a letter to “The Washington 
Post" by WILLIAM L. PIERCE, dated 5/16/73- 

■ ■ b2 

- 1 ■/ Re WFO airtel contained Information froml _| b7 
I Ion 5/16/73i that WILLIAM L, PIERCE, Executive Director 
of the National Youth Alliance (NYA), extremist White youth ,c 
organization at Washington, B. C., who opposed the confirmation 
of ELLIOT RICHARDSON for the position of Attorney General, 
had questioned RICHARDSON concerning his alleged criminal 
record of hit-and-run driving during an impromptu press conference 
following' hearings by the Senate Judiciary Committee on 5/15/73- . 

* ■ 1 It is -noted that a story by GEORGE LARDNER-, Jr*, • . - - 
appearing in “The Washington Post and Times Herald", ‘ a daily 

1_Ja letter written by PIERCE 
to “The Washington Post", dated 5/16/73, In response to 
LARDNERTs story, A reproduction of the portion of LARDMER1 s v. 
artide pertaining to BIERCE and a copy of PIERCE *-s . letter 
to “The Washington Post*5 are enclosed for the Bureau, ,. - 

1 For further information of the Bureau, the above 
Informant advised on 5/23/73, that PIERCE did'pot appear In 
person as a witness against RICHARDSON at the Senate Judiciary 
Committee hearings but had read a prepared statement Into 
the hearing record. ' -f 

The above is. furnished for information of the , Bureau. 
■ , * . - •••: - ' ■ - - . V 

2L. - Bureau (Enc. 2) ■■ .. r ; „ 
<D- wo . • 
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RICHARDSON' From A1 

think the plan would estab¬ 
lish the “public confi¬ 
dence” that is essential. 

jMfeserve voiced his objec¬ 
tions “solely as a citizen and 
lawyer” in a letter to East- 
land ahd House Judiciary 
Chairman Peter Rodino Sr. 

, ' (D-N. J.). 
.“With, all deference to Mr. 

Richardson,” Meserve said, 
“I believe that the prosecu¬ 
tor should not repoft to the 

' Attorney General, particu¬ 
larly as to evidence, if any, 
which might be thought to 
involve the office of a Presi- 
dent who has, three times, 

> nominated Mr. Richardson. 
* to* important public posi¬ 

tions.” 
Now Secretary of Defense, 

Richardson :has also served 
in the Nixon administration 
as Under Secretary of State 
and as Secretary of Health 
Education and Welfare. 
' A longstanding friend of 
Richardson's, Meserve said 
he'J had “complete confi¬ 
dence” in Richardson's in- 

* , tegrity. But he . said the in- 
> vestigation must have the 

appearanceVof independence 
as well as the substance. 
- As a result, Meserve said 
he felt it would be best to 
set up “a special agency, 
with a separate and ade¬ 
quate budget, supervised by 
the independent proseco- 
tor,” even if special legisla¬ 
tion is necessary. 

Since the prosecutor ‘ 
ought to bo accountable to 

x some higher authority, IVIe- 
serve suggested creation nt 
the same time of a supervi¬ 
sory body or commission, 
perhaps composed of senior 
or retired federal judges. 

Along with Republican 
-sassSessidon the Judiciary 
Committee, Richardson has * 

taken the tack that the need 
for a special prosecutor to 
take over the far-flung in¬ 
vestigations stemming from 
the Watergate break-in is 
too urgent to be postponed 
for the time needed to rni^se 
new laws through Congress: 

Beyond that, Richardson 
has said that he has no de¬ 
sire to be Attorney General 
if he cannot be trusted with 
“ultimate responsibility” for 
the Watergate case. 

Skeptical Democrats x on 
the committee have indi¬ 
cated that Richardson’s con¬ 
firmation will be held up 
until they have an opportu¬ 
nity to question the special 
prosecutor and examine the 
written charter of authority 
that Richardson has prom¬ 
ised to give .him. 

Summarizing the dilemma 
at yesterday's session. Sen 
Philip A. Hart (D-Mich.) said 
he was confident “that if the 
facts led to involvement oi; 
the President, Elliot Rich- 

. ardson, whether he had a 
special prosecutor or noifl 
would name the President.”" 

' But, Hail; said, “the real 
problem is if the facts don't 
involve the President, who 
will believe Elliot Richard¬ 
son when he says the don’t.” 

Richardson, replied that it 
would be impossible, in any 
event, for a special prosecu¬ 
tor to “prove a negative.” 
Prosecutors, he said, deal in 
courtroom verdicts, but, he 
emphasized, “a. ‘not guilty’ 
verdict is not a declaration 
of innocence. ... If it is a 
negative that has to be 
proved, it may require some 
separate new mechanism.”' 
perhaps Sen. Sam J. Ervin’s 
Senate investigating com- ^ 
mittee or a final review and 
report on all the investiga¬ 
tions by an independent 
panel. 1 ■»■-» 

With 'the hearings ad¬ 
journed yesterday afternoon 
“at the call of the chair,” 
Richardson told reporters 
that he hopes to consult 
here before the end of the 
week with the three 
“finalists” for the prosecu¬ 
tor’s job. They are former 
Deputy Attorney General 
Christopher, 47, now a Los 
Angeles lawyer; David W. 
Peck, 71, former presiding 
justice of the New York Su¬ 
preme Court's appellate di¬ 
vision, and Judge William 
H. Erickson, 49,- of the Colo¬ 
rado Supreme Court. 

Since each might have a 
variety of personal, finan¬ 
cial and other reasons for 
not taking the post, Richard¬ 
son said, he wants to sound 
them out iirst before mak¬ 
ing any more offers. 

Tt wouldn’t be helpful to 
keep a scorecard on who’s 
turned it down,” Richardson 
said. He said he was anxious 

“not to depreciate the jott’ 
with more refusals. . 

At that point, 'William \] 
Pierce of the far right Na¬ 

il tional Youth Alliance, who 
has been attending the hear¬ 
ings in hopes of testifying 
against Richardson’s confir¬ 
mation, challenged Richard¬ 
son on his old driving re¬ 
cord. It reportedly involves 
more than a dozen traffic vi¬ 
olations between 1938 and 
1958, some involving liquor. 
Pierce demanded to know if 
that ought' not disqualify 
hiiuas Attorney General. 

Richardson quietly replied 
that he thought not and said 
the subject had been thor¬ 
oughly explored by the Sen¬ 
ate Foreign Relations Comj 
mittee when he was nomi-1 
nated as Under Secretary of 
State. Of his traffic record} 
he said: “If it shows any¬ 
thing, it shows at least that] 
~ never tried to fix a ticket.”= 

ne 
I thi 

1 In 
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BOX 3535, WASHINGTON, DC 20007 

NATIONAL OFFICE 

Editor, THE WASHINGTON POST 
1150 15tn St 
Washington, DC 20005 

Sir: 

May 16, 1973 

(703) 525-3223 

Subject: Senate hearings on 
Richardson nomination 

•-The. May lb WASHINGTON POST article by George Lardner, Jr., or] Attorney 
General-designate Elliot Richardson1s appearance before the Senate Judiciary 
Committee gave an erroneous impression of the thrust of my challenge to 
Richardson on the basis of his police record. ' ' 

Richardson's answer to my challenge was that the Senate Foreign Rela¬ 
tions Committee had thoroughly explored his police record at the time he was 
nominated to be Undersecretary of State and had, by implication, found 
nothing reprehensible, since his nomination was later confirmed by the 
Senate.- The fact is that the Senate examined Richardson's record in only 
the most.,.cursory manner and never looked at such details of that record as 
the* police investigative reports of the various offenses of which he .has 
been convicted. If the Senate had thoroughly examined the details of 
Richardson's police record, it is inconceivable.that his nomination would 
have been confirmed, even if he were judged by present Washington standards . 
of political morality, * 

What the record shows is that Richardson has been repeatedly involved, 
over a 20-year period, in such serious offenses as reckless driving, drunken 
driving, and hit-and-run driving. In a single offense, for which he was ’ 
convicted'in a Massachusetts court, all three of these elements were in¬ 
volved. In that case, furthermore, the record shows that Richardson lied to 

: the investigating officer, denying involvement in a hit-and-run accident to 
which he later confessed. He also admitted being under the influence of 
liquor at the time of that accident. 

The details of Richardson's police record-clearly demonstrate a lack of 
integrity and strength of character that is deplorable for any high public 

an<3 intolerable for the nation's chief law enforcement officer, 
which Richardson aspires to be. I have been trying, therefore, during the 
Senate Judiciary Committee, hearings to insure that the full details of 
Richardson's record will be exposed in public testimony and result in the • 
Senate's having no choice but to refuse to confirm his appointment to be 
Attorney General. • 

Because of Richardson's role in formulating massive school busing plans 
while he was Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, he is the darling 
of Senate liberals—and, apparently, of the WASHINGTON POST. But the Ameri¬ 
can people are getting tired of coverups, and any attempt to cover up 
Richardson's police record at this time or to minimize its seriousness will 
be a major disservice to the nation. 

flT.T, WORMA.TKM C0MX3ES' 

aas ' 
The Future Belongs to Us! 

Sin 

William L' Pierce 
Editor-in-Chief 
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feggQBNB an tiuho, ansa tail astana taa ii&tisaiaX European 
toafci* $m&Bm tn Plantes. I I reportedly will 
a m& %n&m ■$$ the ^national Socialist ifeevtor 4a- siid^tsse-. 1$73, 
and1 depart for. &&#&£& t&ereaffcerv ■ " /'•.-■ . - -.■• . 

• ^h& above .aoarag ~gti«»fehar 4i%elose^ on: fe/ftQ/73 that the 
sn&ieet ■ iiitoaas .to root I I £&&&&& nupportor of fc&o 

5' fiational- Socialist t*Mte? - People *s Party '^ISSSPP} ? previously- - * • 
-Mown as the African wsts-i Party, in Europe and assnE-ss f&&$ '- j 

. I I will -also attend fcfta Ssfeitonai aoafflSBffii gfiEttafeswu 
, soevsew learned t'festl I 

I |wfe® attended in '. 
■;•. Vashso^* t5er,many in 1972, aoes mot at'present plan- to: atterid fclje 
: Congress in Flavors a' due* to, a" Xcs&e. 'of 3te&»«' ' - -• ■'*• 

3* Btsfcaaa. (Cass* ^> ' .-• ' '• ' .v ' - 
. - -. (1- * 5 iim®y - ** •• -*-•', • 

■ -3-.wAle^sndris 2) ■ ' * • 
(1-157-4) (S8BH?> * , •- 

. $-,;»» Serfc t&ro. 3) *” '• \ , •• ; ' '- ^ .' 
. '(1457- > CNOK3* - Ajff-JJPfc- ^SJ 
t~ Qirfitoa (SBoat- 2l ' •", , , ^ . ‘ - 

- <1-157- )l \ I ‘b7c 0 ' _,j; - 

<1457- ) -f^ ^ “ 
.' ( -V «F0 ” 1 Jf^*4 —/fe~~- 

b2"'' ^<14574^0 CTOSGS) -. Flled-. .— 
hin £ld£!LJSfiS3_f’.nTWiV_!__ - e, 

*j-t inporm&tioit noiOT&tfflmv 
EERMKr IS jprCI*ASSIHED . /4 ii;U3:a»is *-< l v"‘1* 



■ iftfarmfenfe, ssm&s&m®, abow ^^itarly ^ySsfSi§ «$r* 
j/?/f3^ %Mt|_^-Lt£& hsm tn.ifxy- SMsSrc$&*. 3*gs.. 
^|/$,8S^ §/ffl_3sv -Xfi&%W3 &• 
fte?2i sh$ i^dma. taatfc ^imw 
Ws ®b%%® %&&% &*gm-■$s&6$&x c?;a. 
^ww®?* 8ss«fc$® - &*>• ^fawg&tite a^casaa£&& gaM^*g 

bOt5t*£S2% P3R??u&E- ja^Ma^, | 
s/?/n* tfes&i fw taEgrtseisri^ 

M&'j&iSJUi ;T$!3S!*? 4”*» ESSPF £§sjse$&*®s»9 Sam gosss- ^goaglam., 
tosaaSisa Set thfe'flparogtj. tlse »*&3oefc fes4 '.tailzoi f,& S&3& 
__ _I M gs& toassritoartt t& 
w '**©' &m&Q% ntvJami t&s& \ I #M mt Sab 
au«li eosfistaj® is &$!$3£?&C& a©' &M &ee& Xmzbtg'S - 
m v» z'mmm®: mwsr & tm% $&&%&% -of &&» &s& m& 
wfcte &tt!M> pxogpsam* 

, ' . «?• ta» tite 4*. &es»s: ^«®sjaafee«a 
m 149038$' $ael£$<$ Sfc&tas .atoesafc &>*&**, ••- 



ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI 

SA0, WO (157-5758) (P) 

6/8/73 

EXTREMIST MATTER 
(OOtSB) 

ReWFClet dated 4/3/73, captioned "RATIONAL TOUTS 
ALLIANCE. SM-NYA". 

past) advi 
concerning 

On 6/6/ I(protect % reliable In the 
she following information 

The in nt advised that 

PIERCE, Executive Director of the HYA, extremist white youth 
organization at Washington, D.C. (WDC), and that PIERCE 
apparently had furnished the subject advice with respect to the 
use of various weapons and explosives described in NYA publications. 

competeu 
Notes 9" ("Attack 

e ”cyamae~g&s gun 
IKHmS«s5hUK 

AC cording to 
f Negroes a nd lews ap 
onviction t hat integr 
rod* The su bject has! 

further indicated that he might attempt to organize a "wnite 

2-Bureau 
2-Seattle 
%m?Q (157-5758) 

(1- 157-2278) (NYA) a Search#! 
<£& 157—23Q6 ) (PIERCE')___Mj b2 Serb^d 
I I b7D lijwlvi 

?S ijup--- m.— 
ALL INFOTUIA.TION CONTA] 
herein is unclassified , 
DATE KfeiA 01 by$£2L> 



W0 157-5758 

power" rally In Seattle, In which case he would need leaflets 
for distribution and someone to address the rally* 

indicated on 6/6/73? that 
had been advised to form an BYA unit at Seattle and 
promote the BYA tabloid newspaper. I 

actively 
"Attack^", in the area. 

a former activist The subject was referred to 
in behalf of the National T?ET5e %sanlala ParfcsL 
•Pornno^Tv known as the American Nazi Party, 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

A lead ourren 
Office to identify 
activities. 

ly is outstanding for the, Seattle 
and determine the extent of his extremist 

THE SEATTLE OFFICE IS CAUTIONED THAT I_I_ 
_._I b2 

I AMD CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN TO PROTECT THE b7D 
SOURCE IH THE COURSE OF SEATTLE INVESTIGATION AND THE 
DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION FROM THE INFORMANT OUTSIDE 
THE BUREAU* 

- 2 ~ 



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 15*53 EDITION 
CSA (<1 CFR) 101-11.* 

UNITED SjlATeS GOVERNMENT 

! 'Memorandum 
: SAC, (157-1)(P) 

& 
b2 M 
b7D ft< 

I 

date: 5/10/73 

FROM : 

subject: NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE 
PEOPLE'S PARTY (NSWPP) ' 
EM' • 

advised that 
NSWPP 

KOEHL was still on the West Coast.I 
]NSWPP Headquarters has been receiving an 

I I Commander MATT KOEHL was still on the West 
Coast and that things out there were not going too well for 
the NSWPP. Source elicited the information that the NSWPP 
at El Monte, California, ;was involved in a court action b7c 
arising out of a JDL counterdemonstration in front of their b7D 
headquarters. It was also brought out that the authorities on 
the West Coast are attempting to close down the NSWPP headquarters 
at El Monte, California, for numerous zoning violations, in that 
they are operating a bookstore in a non-commercially zoned area. 

I |Dr. WILLIAM PIERCE of the NYA is 
not doing too well financially, but is selling numerous books 

•which he allegedly stole from the NSWPP Headquarters. 

2-157-1 "" -------- -- - ... 
0^157-16 (PIERCE) ... 
1-157-27 /NYA) " ' u ’V. - > • 
1-157-201 | b6 ■ 
1-157-72 L-1-- b?c " /) 
1-157-575 - - . • • : ™U2EErRtED_fe ' 

i: isV-llr '■ JUN 131973 b6 
1-157-749] Vgj b b7c 

Sr 1 I (12) 

£LL OTFOBMATIOW COm’MKE® 
HEREIN IB XJKCLASSmBD A 
DATE wLsMl 

FBI—,I 

Buy US. Suvin&s J}onds Rcgulurly on the Bay roll Savings Blun 
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OPTIONAL FOitM NO. IQ 

MAY IfiCJ coition # 

CSA FP.Mti (41 cr») tOt*11-9 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
SAC, ALEXANDRIA (157-27) (P) 

(157-16) (P) 
date: 4/30/73 

FROM 

subject: NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE (157-27) 
EM - NYA 

WILLIAM PIERCE (157-16) 
EM - NYA 

On 3/19/73,1_ advised that PIERCE 
continues to maintain an office in Room 2012, Tyler Building, 
1022 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Virginia, Source stated that b 
PIERCE pays a monthly rental of $50,00 for the space, and 
that it is small but filled with books-which are advertised 
in the NYA Dublication. "Attack*, PIERCE | 

6/73, |_,_. 
has been visiting PIERCE*S office! 

>urce is attempting to obtain the 
Lvidual*s.automobile in order to— 
'30/73. source advised that 

V- 157-16 (PIERCE) 
2 - 157-27 (NYA) 

JUN 1 3 197 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 >1 
MAY 1962 EDITION • GSA FPMR (41 CFB) I01-1U w f 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum, 
to : SAC, WFO (157-2396) date: 6/11/73 

FROM : ^^^ASAC, ALEXANDRIA (157-16)(P) 

subject: WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE, aka 
EM - NYA 
(00: WFO) 

Re Alexandria letter, 4/30/73. 

The following two enclosures are being furnished 
WFO for information regarding subject: 

SA 
_Ll_ One codv of Memorandum to SAC of 

at Alexandria dated 4/30/73; 
b6 

_21. Qng codv of Memorandum to SAC of 
| at Alexandria dated 5/10/73. 

b7C 

No additional pertinent information has recently 
come to the attention of the Alexandria Division conerning 
subj ect. 

2J- WFO (Enc. 2) 
Alexandria 

[:pka 
(4) 

ALL HJFOBiTATTOF 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

_L 

aaearfrr 
JUN 1 3 1973 

FBI IA/ACU r- 

mm- »
 

< 

b6 
b7C 

5010-103 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bay roll Savings Flan 



Cover Sheet for Informer 
FD-306 (Rev. 9-30-69) 

jt Report or Mo' ;al • 
( 

Date received Received from (name or symbol number) 

6/20/73 

Date prepared 

_6/25/73 
Received by 

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks) 

[~Xl in person □ by telephone □ by mail □ orally □ recording device □ written by Informant 

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent: 
Date 

Dictated 

Date of Report 

Date(s) of activity 

Transcribed __ , 

Authenticated vta 
by Informant_NA ______ NA 

Brief description of activity or material 

NYA MAILING, INCLUDING 11 ATTACK!11 (NO. 21), 

JU KfE, 1973 File where original is located if not attached 

_ _157-2278-1A tl_ 
* INDIVIDUALS DESIGNATED BY AN ASTERISK <*> ONLY ATTENDED A MEETING AND DID NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE. 
VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED. 

□ Information recorded on a card index by- - —on date . -■_ 

Remarks: 

' ; " -- HAS riiRiliSrlED 
'* ■ • .It INFORMATION IK 

Ti.’C PAST. 
(A)WFO ’ INDEX 

1-157-2278 (NYA) r-. be 
1-15?-2278-lA • b7c 

/D-15? -2396 (PIERCE) 

Block Stamp 

SEARCHED_J£__JNDEXED. 

SERIALIZEDJy^FILEO-H 

.mv 2 " 1973 

EKP/jle 
(4) 

&1Sj INFOKB^ATION COMISESF 

3H. F. 0. 

jjai. Zn - j<jt/ 



ET.Ion,- Jn I ,ntormanf Report or ?ol 
^1>30) (Rev. 9-30-69) 

Date received Received from (name or symbol number) 

6/29/73 1 
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks) 

Date prepared 

7/2/73 

Received by 

SA 

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent: 
Date 

Dictated 

Transcribed _tlzl_ 

Authenticated %TA 
by Informant_NA_ 

Brief description of activity or material 

NYA BULLETIN; "ACTION" (NO. 25), JUNE 1973 & 

RECRUITING LEAFLET. 

urnr n 1 ) LHN Lt 1 ATTISNJJBU i 
VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED. 

_ □ Information recorded on a,card index by _____ 
Remarks: " . “ - .- — _ _ 

Date of Report 

NA 

Date(s) of activity 

■ NA 

| File where original is located if not attached [ 

157-2278-1A -?a' 

(4) WFO > 

1-157-2278 (NYA) 
X-157-2278-1A 

ft 1)157-2396 (PTEFi 

-on date 

INFORMANT HAS FURNISHED 
RELIABLE INFORMATION IN 

THE PAST. 
INDEX 

Block Stamp 

COJREM333? 

! SEARCHED. 

; SERIALIZED 

D-A_INDEKEDjLj_ 
FO. JAILED 
ij!| o :n~o 
i L t~S fc'/O 

-1- F. 0. 
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^^
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B
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ll 

I 

we above informant had no further information 
concerning the weapon described herein and stated that he 
had never seen it previous^* . 1 

; Pierce is known to have carried a sideann on his 
person in the past and should be considered armed and 
dangerous. * 

_ This document contains neither A 
J — BtUTGQll recommendations nor conclusions of ■-* ? : ... Ik, 
2 « Alexandria the FBI. It is the property of K — _ 
2 — Richmond ' the FBI and is loaned to your agency; ^ 

X — TlSSS and its contents are not to be - 
_ T.tTPO _distributed outside your agency. ^ =~ jfj^ 

dtah^ 1 “Di* 



7/5/73 

AIRTEL 

FROM: 

ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (157-6353) 

SAC* WFO (157-2396) (P> 

WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE,- aka 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA 
(00: WO) 

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies, and for 
the Alexandria and Richmond Offices, two copies each,, of an LHM 

dated and captioned as above. *„•. 5 :f ' • «: 

One copy of the enclosure is being disseminated by 

WFO locally to U, S.. Secret Service. 

The informant referred to in the enclosure is|_I 

, '{did furnished information to SA__ 

PIERCE IS CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS ON THE * 

BASIS OF INFORMATION RECEIVED PREVIOUSLY THAT HE HAS BEEN 

KNOWN TO CARRY A SIDEARM ON HIS PERSON.. > 

2 - Bureau (Enc. 5) ' 
2 f Alexandria (157-16) (Enc. 2) 
2 - Richmond (157-1673) (Enc. 2) 

( 2> WO_________ 

EKPitah ^ . / 

(8) . 

^f)1 
AH,mFOBlIAOTOU COM,AD£B®\ • ' , A/ / 

sssaii75 7 



* .v-jr 

BE 137-16T3 
137-2323 

• to 
Special Agent 

tigatiori uas ooaguetecS by 
at Froo’erialcsburg ,, Yirginlat 

Oa *F«»e 27* 1973* & sourer ±e in a. position .’■ 
to inrnioh cuoh info^&tion advised that >IEEOE had 
aleetrleal sartfica afc 1186 <toe;Gg&te Hoad, J^daricketurg, 
Virgiaiaj. <3iaeomecteS, ‘ 9?ha a^ae person had ala«ta?i«s& . ■ 
ssr-vles relnstltuted at 1703 tmiiaias Stoat, toderietou^ 
Virginia* • » •' - • 

, Oa Jana 28* 19 ' ’ 

f I 
se Ir-omployad author 

Z£ 
SEAHCHED .., /_INDEXED. 

SERIALIZED bb Fil m __ 

JUL 91873 



O^n&NAL FC*M NO. U> 

MAY 1CC2 EDITION * 

gsaFTmrCu cfr) J0l*i1.6 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

to : SAC, WFO (157-2396) 

5SgA:SA0, RICHMOND (157-1673) -RUG- 

W su^ect: WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE, aka 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA 

(00 - WFO) 

date: 7/3/73 

Re WFO airtel to Bureau dated 6/4/73* 

Enclosed for WFO are 3 copies of an investigative 
insert reflecting investigation conducted at Fredericksburg, 
Virginia. One copy of this letter and the above insert are 
ernLosed for Alexandria for information purposes. 

PIERCE SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED & DANGEROUS. 

• V 

/€)- WFO (Encs-3))^ . 
j. - Alexandria (Info) (Enc-l) 
1 - Richmond 
JWE:wkm 

(4) 

ALL INFOR3£A.TroilT COM^AIIWM 

DATE. —~-m>——byM7&>7AI 
Buy US. Savings Bondi Regularly on the Ray roll Ravings Plan 

Ta7J j 

EARCHED 1__—INDEXES 
FRIAI l7Pn vJcTlIFD • V6- 

.IUL 91 973 
1f.o< 

n 
——- 

b6 
b7C 







CfverSheet ^or ^formGrit Report or Mcj' ^al 
FD-306 (Rev. 9-30-69) ^ 

Date prepared 

7/6/73 
-b2 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 

Date received 1 Received from (name or symbol number) j Received by 

6/18/73 SA 

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks) 

[vl in person □ by telephone □ by mail O orally □ recording device □ written by Infonnant 

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent: 
Date 

Date of Report 

NA_ 
o 

Date(s) of activity 

NA 
Trnnso.nhpd 

NA 

Authenticated 
by Informant ^ CV_ 

Brief description of activity or material 

NYA NEWS RELEASE, 5/25/73, "NEW CHARGES AGANISI 

ELLIOT RICHARDSON File where originalis located ifnotattached 

157-2978-1 A 
* INDIVIDUALS DESIGNATED BY AN ASTERISK (*) ONLY ATTENDED A MEETING AND DID NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE. 
VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED. 

| j Information recorded on a card index by .. - -on date . . ....*_ 

Remarks: 

has furnisvaft 
REU^LE i?iFOR»ViATiC?{ K 

(4)WO T!iE i{::u 
1-157-2278 (NYA) 
1-15I-2278-1A 

(Dl57-2396 
b2 
b7D 

INDEX 

ELLIOT RICHARDSON 

Block Stamp 

b6 
b7C 



1 * "SKra 

SAC, ALEXANDRIA <157-16) 7/16/73 

SAC, WFO (157-2396) <P) 

WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE, aka 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA . ' * 
(CGlWFO) ' 

_For the information of Alexandria and Richmond, b2 
I(protect; reliable in the past) advised on be 

7/10/73 that the captioned individual who is Executive v b7c 

- Director of the National Youth Alliance (NYA) , extremist white b7D 
youth organization at Washington, D. C., currently operates 
a light blue Volkswagen "square-back" automobile bearing 
current Virginia license number_. 

2 - Alexandria 

• 1 - Richmond (157-1673) (info) 
/ff)- WFO ' _■ ~ / 7 

^Y.T, Mb'-OKa'tM’IO® C3S*Js 
HEREHJ.IS WI;ICLABSIP1M) z- cS.;s?(s- j?#Z> 



NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLES PARTY CNSWPP>, EM - NSWPP COO: 

ALEXANDRIA) 

RE MIAMI TEL BUREAU 6-29-73. 

\ IN RE COMMUNICATION, MIAMI REPORTED THAT NSWPP COMMANDER 

MATT\KOEHL WAS DRIVING A RENTAL CAR, BEARING 1973 FLORIDA 

LICENS^ IE 51855. A CHECK WITH FLA. DEPT. OF VEHICLE REGISTRATION 

DETERMINED THAT THE CAR WAS REGISTERED TO A1 AUTO LEASING, 3521 

herein ^TGLASS 

NW 36TH ST., MIAMI, FLA. 

ON 6-29-73, A1 AUTO LEASING, MIAMI, 

ADVISED THAT THE CAR WAS RENTED ON 6-25-73 TO A REGULAR CUSTOMER, 

ADVISED THAT THE RENTAL CONTRACT DID NOT CONTAIN ANY ADDITIONAL 

INFORMATION BECAUSE 

DETERMINED TO' BE WHO HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY 

IDENTIFIED AS A MEMBER OF TRE NATIONAL’ STATES RIGHTS PARTY CNSRP) . 

ON 7-5-73, A1 AUTO LEASING, 

MIAMI, FLA., WAS RECONTACTED AND ADVISED THAT THE RENTAL CAR 



PAGE TWO '■ 
• 

THAT 

thatI AND 

PAID FOR THE USE OF THE CAR. STATED 

THE MIAMI AIRPORT. A COPY OF A PHOTO OF MATT KOEHL WAS 

DISPLAYED TO WHO POSITIVELY IDENTIFIED HIM AS THE OTHER 
/ 

OCCUPANT IN THE CAR. 

ON 7-5-73, 

WAS CONTACTED AT 

A CALL FROM WHO ADVISED THAT MATT 

KOEHL WOULD ARRIVE ON 6-24-73 a\ MIAMI AIRPORT AT 8:05 PM ON A 

NATIONAL AIRLINES (NAL) FLIGHT Fm\M WASHINGTON, D.C., AND 

REQUESTED 

KOEHL WHO ARRIVED 

ALONE CARRYING ONE SUITCASE, ONE ATTACHE CASE, A PLASTIC BAG 

CONTAINING TWO SUITS, AND A TAPE RECORDER. stated that 

KOEHL. ADVISED THAT THE PURPOSE OF THE TRIP WAS FOR RELAXATION. 

KOEHL 

_4___ 

WHERE HE REMAINED IN SECLUSION AND TYPED 

ON REPORTS, THE NATURE OF WHICH IS NOT KNOWN, UNTIL 6-28-73, 

WHEN HE TRAVELED TO FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA. KOEHL SPENT 6-28-73 

TO 7-1-73 IN FT. LAUDERDALE. 

b6 
b7C 

b6 
b7C 

END PAGE TWO 



PAGE THREE 

OH 7-1-73, KOEHL RETURNED TO MIAMI AND SPENT 7/1-2/73 

TYPING AND WORKING ON REPORTS. ON. 7-3-73, KOEHL SPENT THE FULL 

ON 7-3-73 DAY IN CONFERENCE WITH 

KOEHL DEPARTED FOR'WASHINGTON, DC ON A 

NAL FLIGHT LEAVING AT 6:10 PM, TRAVELING UNDER THE NAME FLOYD 
t 

"G", REMAINDER OF LAST NAME UNKNOWN. 

COULD OFFER NO SUGGESTIONS AS TO THE REASON FOR 

KOEHL’S TRAVEL, BUT EXPRESSED SURPRISE THAT WE WERE AWARE OF 

THE TRAVEL 

ADVISED THAT KOEHL WAS INQUIRING ABOUT HOW HE COULD 

PURCHASE. THE REMAINDER OF THE NSWPP HEADQUARTERS BUILDING IN 

ARLINGTON. STATED THAT PART OF. THE BUILDING WAS OWNED BY 

A NSWPP CORPORATION CALLED "AZTEC OF AZTRAC” , OF WHICH KOEHL, 

DR. (FNU) PIERCE AND ROBERT LLOYD, ARE THE STOCKHOLDERS. 

DR. PIERCE IS A FORMER NSWPP MEMBER WHO NOW OPERATES A BOOK STORE 

IN GEORGETOWN. ROBERT LLOYD IS A FORMER NSWPP MEMBER WHO IS 

PRESENTLY 

ADVISED THAT THE ' 

CORPORATION HAS A TWO YEAR OPTION TO PURCHASE THE REMAINDER OF 

THE BUILDING FOR $80,000. KOEHL’S PROBLEM IS HE IS TRYING TO 

DETERMINE HOW HE CAN REMOVE PIERCE’S AND LLOYD’S NAMES FROM 
r 

THE CORPORATION CONTRACT* THEY ARE NOW BOTH INACTIVE AND 

b6 
b7C 

b6 .. 
b7C 

b6 
b7C 

END PAGE THREE 



WOULD, NOT BE RECEPTIVlwTO KOEHL. • I--- 
i ADDITIONAL INFO RE KOEHL'S ACTIVITIES 

COULD OFFER NO 

THE NSV/PP , ALSO KNOWN AS THE AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, AMERICAN 

NAZIS, AND THE GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL PARTY, ' WAS *0RGANIZED 

ON 2-26-56, AT ARLINGTON, VA., BASED UPON THE CONCEPT OF AN 

INTERNATIONAL "NATIONAL SOCIALIST" MOVEMENT AS ESPOUSED BY THE 

GERMAN NAZI PARTY HEADED BY ADOLPH HITLER. THE ORGANIZATION 

SUPPORTS AND FOLLOWS,THE LINE OF HATRED AGAINST NEGROES, JEWS, 

AND COMMUNISTS THROUGH VARIOUS PROPAGANDA MEDIA SEEKING A 

LEGITIMATE DOMINANT POLITICAL PARTY IN THE UNITED STATES AND 

FOREIGN,COUNTRIES. 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

LOCAL DISSEMINATION IS BEING MADE TO U.S. SECRET SERVICE, 

MIAMI, FLA. 

NO LHM BEING SUBMITTED. 

IS THE SUBJECT OF MM 157-946. 

1 IS THE SUBJECT OF MM 157-4977. 

MIAMI FILE REVEALS THAT 

IN THE MIAMI AREA IN THE PAS|T. 

THE NSWPP 

ALEXANDRIA REQUESTED TO MAINTAIN .CONTACT WITH NSWPP SOURCES 

AND DEERMINE REASON FOR KOEHL’S TRIP TO SOUTH FLORIDA. . 

FBI AX CLR FOR ONE 
i 

DKL 
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We tton’t want to'ma$» a m^le and female, were net j. 
< this, but we’re receminfajal^ whipping their slaves? <jr 
hat every ATTACKS reader'sag administering massive, forced 
i bo their X-rated pi^yie: «®emas to them, they were- 

arew&H, Uncle Tom. |4{^. a^JIifig in the hay "with them. ' 
FJortnoy** Complaint, it’s? a There is miscegenation galore, 
fllmulating pornie wi$i ,?n bkuiuse, as the? film matter-of- ( 
^intended message for tip iy|(^r 'fectly states, White men found . 
.wake viewer. ['* Negro females more satisfying to 
Farewell, Unde Tom is o ffcep than their own wives, while 

pV'-B color film dealing mostly White women preferred Black 
wil jack slavery in pre-Cml backs because of their allegedly 
War flKerica. The-subject & ‘larger memhenj.” 
treateKa an entirely fictional The only Black-oii-Black sex | 
manner with an aim toward scene in the film takes place on i 
arousing the - maximum an imaginary slave-breeding ! 
resentment in Black audiences, farm, where Black''bitches" are:'; 
tThe filth, suffering; and brutality “covered" by Black "stallions,^ 
are shoveled on, while appalling with the aim of yielding as many 
White .stereotypes strut, prance; “pups” as possible. The climax 
and’ prove their inferiority to too pun intended) of this episode 
their Block slave*. .comes when a sensitive, delicate 
- .. 4 t young Negro girl is thrown into a-j 

Gratifying Black. . cage with the grunting, 
Sexual Fantasies slobbering prize stud,. Jason. 

While the Whites watdi and 
The te? scenes are particularly speculate on hoiy. many stitches 

nauseating. It appears that the Black gir| •pll peed when it’s 
whenever Southern Whites, bath aS over, Jason does his thing, 
..-v -pah gusto. zr. 

gtfsi 
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; KillWhltey! 

All the brutality eventually 
culminates in a slave uprising 
and White blood flows in torrents. 
Then the action suddenly jumps 
ajjead a century or so, to' the 
present. „ *' 

• The message for Black 
audiences..in the second part of 
the movie, delivered, none too 
sphtly, is that they are still being 
exploited by Whitey, just as in the 

. days of slavery, arid that it’s time 
for another* uprising. Then, fo 
make sure no one has missed the 
•point, we are treated to a closing 
scene in’ which two' Negro 
militants, in shades, Afros, and 
black, leather jackets, creep into 
thesbedroom of a sleeping White 
couple and butcher them with 

‘ hatchets. * * 
In slow motion the hatchets rise 

and "fall, the militants leer, and 
Whjtey’s blood and grains are 
§paf.tered all over the screen. ; 

The Black audiences generally- 
go wild at this point with 
whistling, ' clapping, foot- 
stamping, and shouts of “right 
on!M^ It’s an unnerving 
experience for'any White person 
in t$ie audience. 

So, why should you risk getting 
your throat cut by going to .see 
this movie when you can read all 

, about it in ATTACK’? Because 
you won’t really believe it until 
you’ve seen it. And, White 
brothers and sisters, you’d better 
believe ill 

\ * » .* 
.Promoters of Race War 

Stay Hiddea /• • % * 

Who is responsible for 
Farewell. Uncle Tom — and the 

other ‘JBlack’’ moviei with a 
similar message which are 
currently making the rounds? 

"You would never guess just by 
'reading the credits at the end of 
the film; all the names are 
Italian. 

• What you aren’t told is that all 
'?%those Italians are just the 

» •; technicians who made the 
i arrangements for getting the 
i action onto the celluloid. 
" , The owner of the film, the outfit 

which is distributing it and 
collecting the loot,' is Cannon 
Releasing Corporation. 

The chairman and president of- 
Cannon is a nice Jewish boy from 
New York City named Dennis 

• Friedland. Some of Mr. 
Friedland’s associates in the 
Farewell, Uncle Tom venture are 

• Marvin Friedlander, Thomac 
Israel, James Rubin, and Arthur 

‘ j Upper. 

! * Old Jewish Game 

j. It will be perfectly clear to 
I anyone who sees the film that 

Friedland and associates bad. 

gsa • i s t-x ° 
sgjg- §s;s2,s 

5*9*1 . MyS* rt 

more in mind than making a little 
money when they commissioned 
Farewell, Uncle Tom. There ore 

• lots of ways to separate Black 
moviegoers from their shekels 
without such blatant incitement 
to murder.. 

No, it’s the same old game they 
have played so often before: set 
the various breeds of goyim fit 
each other’s throats and exploit 

• the resultant chaos. They 
undoubtedly get a big chuckle 
whenever they read in the 
morning paper about the latest 
mau-mau atrocity to which some 
poor White man or White girl has , 
been savaged. There’s a fair 
chance the crime was incited by 
one of their films. . * 

, ' ■ * 

; Work Up ft Thirst!. . 

With this in mind, slip a pistol j 
in your pocket, collect a couple c? 
your brawnier friends, and go see f 
Farewell, Uncle Tom (matinee, if 
possible). Then, while the Blacks; 

i all around you in the audience are 
working up a good thirst for 

l. Whitey’s blood, you and your 

‘ I friends can work up a thirst for" 
Mr. Friedland’s blood — and his 
friends’.blood, and their friends’ 
blood, and... - 

. * 
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SAG, ALEXANDRIA (157-27) (P) 
(157-16) (P) 

SA 

date: 6/21/73 

b6 
b7C 

^object: NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EM - NYA , 

WILLIAM PIERCE 
EM - NYA 

advised on 5/25/73, that Dr, f 
WILLIAM PIERCE, Executive Director of the National Youth 
Alliance (NYA), continues to visit and maintain an offxce 
in Room 2012, Tyler Building, 1022 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, 
Virginia, 

Source stated that the unidentified white male 
(reported on 4/16/73 contact), has not visited PIERCE'S 
NYA Office, 

.. On 6/18/73, source provided a copy of a special 
issue of the NYA publication, "Attack", in which appears an 
article entitled, "Prelude to Race War: Farewell, Uncle 
Tom", and an accompanying photograph,• allegedly of a member 
of the "De Mau Mau", a black extremist group, A copy of this 
article is attached, 

Source also observed on this contact, that 
PIERCE has not expanded his facilities since opening his 
office in August, 1972, nor has his mail or visitors 
increased to any appreciable degree. Source feels that this 

' is a tesiilt of a lack of funds« 

m 

2 - 157-27 (NYA) 
QJ - 157-16 (PIERCE) 
2 - 157-726 (DE MAU MAU) 

T5F 
EFM 

111 INFORMATION' conpjeeJE 

SEARCHED- JNDEXEI 

SERIALIZEDJCSZiFILED 

JUL2 01973 
FBI—.WASH. F.O. 

HEREIN. IS UNCLASSIFIED 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly oh the Payroll 

b2 
b7D 

b6 
b7C 



OPTIONAL FORM NO.«10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) J0I-H.6 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

emorandum 
SAC, WFO (157-2396) 

SAC, ALEXANDRIA (157-16)(P) 

date: 7/18/73 

SUBJEGT: WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE, aka 
EM - NYA 
(00: WFO) 

ReAXlet, 6/11/73. 

The following two enclosures are being furnished 
WFO for information regarding subject: 

1. One copy of memorandum to SAC of SAI _ 
|at Alexandria dated 6/21/73. ~ 

b6 
b7C 

2. One copy of Miami teletype to Bureau dated 7/5/73, 
entitled "NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLE'S 

’ PARTY:{NSWPP), EM - NSWPP." 

No additional pertinent information has recently 
come to the attention of the Alexandria Division concerning 
subject. 

[2/WFO (Enc. 2), 
I-Alexandria 
WWH:krl 
(3) 

5010-103 

Buy U.S. Sewings Bonds Regularly on the Bay roll Savings Blan 



FD-366 (Rev. 2-13-69) 

Washington, D.C. 20535 

July 23, 1973 

SUBJECT: WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE 

CHARACTER: EXTREMIST MATTER - NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 

reference: Letterhead, memorandum dated July 5, 1973 at 
Washington, D.C. 

Referenced communication contained subject’s residence and/or employment 
address, A recent change has been determined and is being set forth below (change 
only specified): ' 

Residence: 1703 Williamss Street 

Fredericksburg, Virginia 

Employment: 

2 - Bureau (157-6353) 
Secret Service 

rr\ WFO 

EKP:je<^ 

at.T. ISTFOiaytATIOlSr COrW'ADSQSD i 
.. . tA A / A I 

Cosrcbsd 

iBriewd _ 

Fiisd_ 

•4^. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to he distributed outside your agency. 

FBI. it is the property 

/7 7/ 
of the FBI and 
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FD-37G (Rev. 5-18-73) 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

t I 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20S35 

July 23, 1973 

Director 
United States Secret Service 
Department of the Treasury 
Washington, D. C. 20220 

Dear Sir: 

WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE 

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual or organization believed 
to be covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning protective 

responsibilities, and to fall within the category or categories checked* 

1. □ Threats or actions against persons protected by Secret Service. 

2. □ Attempts or threats to redress grievances* 

3. □ Threatening or abusive statement about U* S* or foreign official. 

4. □ Participation in civil disturbances, anti-U* S* demonstrations or hostile 
incidents against foreign diplomatic establishments. 

5. □ Illegal bombing, bomb-making or other terrorist activity. 

6. □ Defector from U* S* or indicates desire to defect. 

7* □ Potentially dangerous because of background, emotional instability or 
^activity in groups engaged in activities inimical to U. S. 

Photograph □ has been furnished □enclosed □ is not available. 

Very truly yours, 

Clarence M* Kelley 
Director 

—yti? 'J-o&ffa-- <* 



FD-122 (Rev. 1-22-73) 

Director, FBI (Bufile 157-6353 7/23/73 

sac, xm <157-2396) < (P) 

william umm pm, aka 
Reference: VIM M IM dated 11/22/72. 

Recommend: □ Inclusion in AD EX (summary attached)* 

I I Removal from ADEX (summary attached)* 

ljjgl Changes in ADEX card (specify change only) 

* Abstract required. 

Name - - 

Also known as: 

I 1 Supplemental page attached. 

Date of Birth 
(Month, day, year) 

(Place of Birth 

Residence Address 

1703 Williams Street 

Fredericksburg, Virsinia 

• I I Male 

[ | Female* 

Citizenship 

□ U. S. 

Employment ‘ 

Occupation: _ 

, Firm & Address: 

j—| White I—| Black 

| | Alien - 

[ | Other; 

Specify Country 

Type of Adtivity (Check principal activity only) 

I I (BEX) Black Extremist 

n (CMC) Communist (pro-Chinese) 

, □ (CMS) Communist (pro-Soviet) 

I 1 (CMT) Communist (Trotskyist) 

I I Tab Special Interest 

I I Espionage 

( □ Foreign Government Employee 

I I U. S. Government Employee 

I I Remove Special Interest Tabbing 

Key Facility Data (if applicable) 

Geographical Reference Number _ 

1 - Plchaond (157-1673) (Xn£o> 
ry tm 

f~l (FRN) Foreign Affiliation -_ 

I } (PRN) Puerto Rican Nationalist 

|—| (REV) Revolutionary 

Specify Country 

[ j (MSC) Miscellaneous 

I | Place in Unavailable Section 

i 1 Missing 

[~| Out of Country 

| | Imprisoned 

| | Remove from Unavailable Section 

.Responsible Agency 

'3 7-43% '7J 

all m$om$Nnm co'MM 
fiEKEDSTItf UiJCIii'^SSIFIED 
D&xElkmi_B 

C^rcsied _ 

Udcv'd - 

r.viii -—- 



FD-122 (Rev. 1-22-73) 
OPTIONAL FORM. NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION K' 

GSA GEN, «ECr NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Director, FBI (Bum^ 157*6353 

2. WFQ (157-2396). <(P) 

subject: WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE, aka 
EM-NYA 

Reference: __ _WFQ FD 12-2 dated 11 
Recommend: □ Inclusion in AD EX (summary attached)* 

[ I Removal from ADEX (summary attached)* 

jjjfl Changes in ADEX card (specify change only) 

* Abstract required.* 

Name 

Also known as: 

7/23/73 

*5.^4 i-. ,ii; i,; 

- w a-_* i.LOtl 0T1 
ox ^ curd*. 

1 I Supplemental page attached. 

Date of Birth Place of Birth 
(Month, day, year) 

Residence Address 

703 Williams Str 

I I Male 

I 1 Female 

Citizenship 

I—I U. S. □ Alien - 

Employment 

Occupation: _ 

Firm & Address: 

I—1 White □ Black 

{—1 Other 

Specify Country 

Type of Activity (Check principal activity only) 

I 1 (BEX) Black Extremist 

I I (CMC?Communist (pro-Chinese) 

I I (CMS) Communist (pro-Soviet) 

I I (CMT) Communist (Trotskyist) 

I I Tab Special Interest 

I I Espionage 

i I Foreign Government Employee 

i I U. S. Government Employee 

{ | Remove Special Interest Tabbing 

Key Facility Data (if applicable) 

Geographical Reference Number_ 

Bureau ^Sncl* 2) 
Richmond (157-1673) (Info) 
WFQ O ̂
 A ^ 

1 1 (FRN) Foreign Affiliation-_ 

I I (PRN) Puerto Rican Nationalist 

| j (REV) Revolutionary 

Specify Country 

1 | (MSC) Miscellaneous 

I | Place in Unavailable Section 

I | Missing 

I 1 Out of Country 

| 1 Imprisoned 

| | Remove from Unavailable Section 

.Responsible Agency , 

all ocraeana© 
EffiRSIUffTSpCL^SfflED ..± 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (157-12589) 

SAC, ¥FG (157-2278) (P) \ 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA, 
(oojwfo) '■ v: 

8/6/73 

on 7/30 arid 7/31/73; 

rraatipn was furnished to SAi 
[(Protect;, reliable in the past) 

/ Inforaant advised oh 7/30/73 that onel 
[had been visiting In Washington, D» C. (Vfl 

uring tne past sWeral days and had contacted the National 
ft 

he was interested in 
organising a world-wide National socialist -movement. | | 
__planned to make contacts among,National 
Socialist sympathizers in the United States, Canada and South 
America during his current trip. 7..• * *7 ‘ 

On 7/31/73. the above source learned that 
isitedI 

National European Youth Congress held at Plane 
9/16 and 9/17/72., and, expected to contact-one 
(phonetic) He paid -• that! I had visits 

'e Director of NYAI 
Dr. EDHARBR. FIELDS of the 

National States Right! 
at Marietta, Georgia; 

IZ3 
2 - Bureau , 
1 - Alexandria (info) 
2, - Atlanta 
2 - Omaha 
3 - NEO __ 

EKP:1 
(10) 

all, ummtjmm <3omM$g& 
EEREIR' IS UNCLASSIFIED - | i 

\ „„ , y - * _ - 



_|was registered at the 
Christian Inn, 1509 16th Street, NJJ., WBC, for the nights of 
7/20 and 7/29/73 and 7/3Q/73 and checked out on 7/30/73. |_ 
occupied | during this time. 

Sh 
Although |__ 
he impression that 
Although!__ I did; not see[_| he 

received the impression that I [is a white male, approxi- 
stately| | years ~of-age, who speaks English fairly fluently. 

WFQ indices negative regarding! [ > 

LEADS 

ATLANTA AND OMAHA 

for information cortcemingf5^^ * 
contacts With Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS 

rtv. Marietta, Georgia^ and 

pees on extremist matters 
| and the nature of his 
ational States R; 

es regarding 
and furnish 

pertinent information to WFO. 

*- ' ' * FOR THE INFORMATION OF THE BUREAU Am All. OFFICES, 
THE ABOVE 

_| ATLANTA AND OMAHA SHOULD EXERCISE CARE FOR THE PROTECTION 
OF THE SOURCE IN CONNECTION WITH INVESTIGATION REQUESTED AND 
DISSEMINATION OF RESULTS OUTSIDE THE BUREAU,* 





DAVID ERNEST DUKE* 
mmSLMJmUSL MM-MM 

The above informant disclosed that Duke apparently 
was traveling about the country contacting supporters of the 
extreme right-wing movement in order to promote “The Crusader,0 
which informant believed to be entirely composed and published 
by Duke. He learned that Duke recently visited Dr* Edward E. 
Fields of the National States Eights Party and I 
of the National Knights of the Ku Klux Klan* Incorporated* in 
Georgia* and had a meeting with Dr. William 1. Pierce of the 
National Youth Alliance while in the WPG area. According to 
the source* Duke [ 
following their visit is WDC. 

planned to visit New York City 

b6 
b7C 

A source has described the National States 
Eights Party as an anti-Negro* anti-Semitic* 
white racist political party composed of 
past members of fclan-type organisations and 
other right-wing groups. * 

The National Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 
. Inc,, (NKKKK) was granted a charter in 

Georgia in 1963 as a ^patriotic, secret* . 
social* and benevolent order.** The NKKKK* 
a consolidation of various Klans in : 
southern states* continues to be anti-Negro, 
anti-Jewish* anti-Catholic, and anti-foreign 
bom. 

The National Youth Alliance (NYA) is an 
organization originally formed from a 
nucleus of Youth, for (George C.) Wallace 
supporters following the 3966 presidential 
election for the purpose of countering, 
radical leftist and anarchist influences 
on the campuses of American colleges and 
universities* NYA currently is controlled 
by individuals who militantly promote white 
racialism and anti-Zionism and who suggest 
violent revolution ultimately as the means 
for implementing their racial and political 
ideas in America., 

■2- 



Theinformant mentioned above stated that Bufee*s 
Klan organization intended to form the membership into dens, 
rather than klayerns, consisting of four, five or six 1 
individuals. According to information obtained by the source* 
the Various den units till operate independently of the 
central Klan organisation and vill carry out extralegal 
activities without consultation beforehand or disclosure r 
afterwards the informant noted the similarity between this 
plan and the concept Of **leaderless resisfancei OT ^phantom 
cells** currently circulating in the extreme right-wing 
movement*; ' ' ' 

This document contains neither 

“ recommendations nor Conclusions of 
the FBI. It is" the property pi 

IheFfcl and is loaned to your agency;" 

it crrfd its contents nre not to bo 

->* distributed outside your Ugency* 



8/15/73 

AIRTEL 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM: SAG, NFG 

EXTREMIST WTBSEt - KLAN 
(Bufile 157- X 
(NGfite 157- ) 
(WFOfile 157-4578) (RUC) ' 

b6 
b7C 

KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN 
Post Office Box 1234 
Denham Springs, Louisiana 70726 
EXTREMIST JITTER - KLAN 
(mum ORLEANS) 
(Bufile 157- X ■* •• 
(WFOfile 157-NEW) (RUC) , ; . 

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine copies} for the 
New Orleans Office, four copies; end for the Alexandria, 
Atlanta* Baltimore, Boston,; New York and Richmond Offices, two 
copies each for information of an LHM dated and captioned as 
above* v * 

- Bureau (Enc. 10) 
- Alexandria (Enc* 2> (info) 
- Atlanta (Enc. 2) (Info) ’ 

2 - Baltimore (Inc, 2) (Info) 
2 - Boston (Enc. 2) (info) 
4 - New Orleans (Enc. 5) 
2 - New York (Enc. 2) (info) 
2 - Richmond (Enc. 2)(Info) * 
5 - WFO 

(1 - 157-2278) (NYA) 
(2 - 157-2396) (PIERCE) 
(1 *• 157-5402)1 I 

EKP: 
(25) 

tan 

/ 
J 

Searched 
Serialized 

Indexed 

fifed_ 

Q&£tg- 

*T.T. JHFOBMATIOJr COHCAgEBP, , 

BATE- 



\ ’'£*?* -'*-* •- ^ ' 

* • 

WFO 157-4578 

One copy of the enclosure is being furnished by 
WO locally to U. S. Secret Service, Washington, B. C. (WDC) 

The informant referred to in the enclosure isf f who furnished information to SA[ 

For the information of idle Bureau arid all offices. 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

_copy of the Fall, 1973 (Kb, 1) 
issue of ’’The Crusader,1* both of which identify MThe Crusader*’ 
as a publication of the Knights of "the Ku Klux Klan, Post 
Office Box 1234, Denham Springs, Louisiana 70726. Significantly, 
the August, 1973 (No. 22) issue of *’Attackl*1, tabloid newspaper 
published by the National Youth Alliance (NYA), extremist 
white youth organization at WDC, carries an item on Page 2 
entitled ’’Sick Pic of the Month,” reportedly a reprint of an 
’’anti-white advertisement” appearing in the current issue of 
’’Sepia,” in which interested readers are advised to reply to 
’’Black Products, Box 1234, Denham Springs, Louisiana 70726”. 
The alleged ’’Sepia” advertisement offers a mail-order ’’complete 
African Atto course” to attain ’’Black Power” in a manual out¬ 
lining a program of body building, self defense and fighting 
techniques for the price of $10.00. \ v- / 

A Xerox copy of the ’’AttackI” item,. ’’Sick Pic of the 
Month,” is enclosed for each the Bureau and New Orleans. 

According to[ 
advertisement in ’’Seoia” was a scheme devised; 

the ’’African Atto” 
make 

money |__[allegedly furnished the adver- 
tisaaeatsto a ntnnber of publications which cater to the black 
population, and received a good response. 

$10.00 per copy 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

The manual on ’’African Atto” sold for 

has stopped the worth about $.25 per copy. Reportedly,( 
advertisement at this time. The informant is convinced that 
there was no collusion betweenl l and Dr. WILLIAM L. PIERCE, 
editor of the NYA tabloid newspaper, ’’Attack!”, with respect to 
the ’’Sick Pic of the Month” item appearing in the August, 1973 
(No, 22) issue of ’’Attack!” 

2 





vever, the source was 
not aware of the substance of the conversation between them. be 

was interested in printing b7 
up a volume of PISHCE’s editorials from KAttacki,<, and showed b7 
interested in publishing PIERCE1® series of articles entitled 
"Revolutionary Notes,** which appeared in |fAttack!** in the past, 
in a single volume. It is noted that “Revolutionary Notes** 
purported to instruct readers on the construction end use of 
simple explosives and incendiary devices and the techniques 
of urban guerrilla warfare. 

Ihe above source advised that I I bi 

j&d act wi 
on 0/13/73, According to _ 
do some writing £or| i publication. 

sal 
agreed to 

According to the above source 

On 8/15/73, informant advised 

letter stated that he would be 

It was further Indicated 



•I'** 7 
5. 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

sac,: WFQ 

8/21/73 

’WILLIAM L„ PIERCE, oka 
m - NYA . • 
(OOjHFO) 
(Bufile 157-6353) 
(WFOfile 157-2396) 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EM - NYA . -''■■■ 

, (COtWFO) 
(Bufile 157-12589) •. \ - l 
(WFGfile ■ 157-2270) <F) ;*„ ••• ■: ■' ' <; • \ ; „. '• v .* v/.\ 

* ** . , i - ‘ > “ ^ 

Enclosed for the Bureauare five copies Mid for' the 
Los Angeles Office, one copy, of the August, 1973 (No, 22) 
issue, of "Attack!” * the tabloid newspaper published by the 
National Youth Alliance, Washington* D, G. , Of whichDr. — 
WILLIAM U PIERCE, is Editor-in-chief* . : . 

The enclosed conies of MAttacklM 'were furnished by 
on 8/13/73. ; to SA 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

3 - Bureau (Eiic*. 5) 
1 - Los Angeles (Enc. 1) (Info) 
1- New Orleans (157-DUKE) (Info) 

•b2 v 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

WFO ' * 
(1 - 157- i 

EKFjtah 
(9) 

ALL S1F0BMATI0N GQm& 

/S? 



WFO 157-239$ 

This investigatiorx Is based upon information ’which 
indicates that the National Youth Alliance (HYA) is engaged 
in activities which could involve a violation of Title 18, 
tJ. S. Code, Sections 245 (b) (3), Chapter 102, 2101-2102, 
and Chapter 12, 231-233 (Antiriot lavs) or 241 (Civil Rights 
Act of 1968) * The HZA originally was formed from a .nucleus 
of Youth for Wallace supporters following the 1968 presidential 
election for the stated purpose of countering radical leftist 
and anarchist influences on the campuses of American colleges 
and universities* Its efforts to establish in this country 
a German-type national socialism of the Hitler era emphasize 
white racist and anti-Semitic policies* The HYA tabloid 
newspaper, "Attack!”, in its Summer, 1971 (Humber 6) issue, 
advocated revolutionary action to destroy the existing 
system, .since "It is ho longer possible to cure the System : , 
* * * by Constitutional methods.” A series of articles ‘ 
entitled "Revolutionary Hotes" published in ^Attack!" 
beginning in the Summer, 1971 (Humber 6) issue and concluding 
in the October, 1972 (Humber 15) issue, provided readers with 
instructions and diagrams for the construction of simple 
incendiary and explosive devices and techniques of guerrilla 
warfare "for use in counter-revolutionary situations *i" The 
Fall, 1971 (Humber 7) issue of "Attack!" carried An editorial 
entitled "What He Must Do How," which discusses "revolutionary 
action" and states in part: , "We must think * * * in terms 
of assassinating federal fudges, of burning the stores of 
businessmen who act as if they are more interested in. what* s 
good for business than whet's good for White America, of 
dynamiting the TV transmitters and newspaper presses of the 

' : alien news manipulators, of harshly punishing Hhites — male 
on female — who fraternize sexually with non-Rhites, of 
putting the fear of terrible retribution into every treacherous 
politician and System-serving editor, advertiser, bureaucrat, 
or other public person*" 

The feature story in the August, 1973 (Ho* 22) issue, 
of "Attack!" concerns the sale of American wheat to the 
Soviet Union, "Attack!" alleges that the wheat deal is a 

- gigantic swindle of the American people by the Hixson Admini¬ 
stration for the benefit of Jewish grain speculators. The 



WFO 157-2396 

Soviet wheat deal is also referred to in the current "Attacksu 
* editorial "What Will It Take?”, which purports to answer the 

questbn? ^diat will it take to awaken the American public to 
the alleged fact of Jewish control of this government and 
"social order and provide the impetus for a "revolutionary” 
Change? The answer given in this editorial is that "hard . 
work, a spirit of self -sacrificeand the custom of self- 
discipline on the part of a steadily growing, ever stronger* 
evermore determined movement of national liberation and 
regeneration" is needed to overturn the existing order in 
favor of the “new social order" advocated by NYA> 

> V * ~ , * 

A lengthy article entitled "Inside The Jewish Defense 
league" purports to show by citing alleged excerpts from a , 
"liberated" Jewish Uefense league (JBty "training manual" 
that the ultimate objective of the JD1 (with "tJnder the 
table" assistance from other Jewish groups, such as the Anti- 
Defamation league of B*Nai B* rith) is to assert the 
pre-ordained superiority of Judaism and that “Gentile . 
resistance to * * * Jewish ambitions is regarded ~ seriously - 
as * persecution,1 and the effort to stifle this persecution _ 
is 1 Jewish self-defense1 

v Under the captioned "NYA-WGP in Action," the * 
activities of the Western Guard Party, "NYA*s Canadian 
affiliate," in resisting "a group of militant communists 
who attempted to break, up a meeting and party at kTGP*s Toronto 
headquarters on July 29" are reported. A photograph on this 
page reportedly shows two NYA activists, "ED and ANDY 
preparing to make a neighborhood distribution of SOD copies 
of “Attack!" in gl Monte, California. "ED and ANDY»are 
believed to be identical with ED KESSINGER and ANDY ANDERSON, 
who have been featured in previous issues of "Attack!" 

As previously reported in another communication, the 
current issue of "Attack!" carries a reprint of an adver¬ 
tisement which allegedly appeared in the publication, "Sepia," : 
a magazine with, a largely Negro readership,. This advertisement 
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offers readers a manual for tha price of $10*00 which 
provides a course of Instruction for achieving "Black Power" 
utilizing techniques of "African Atto»n Readers are 
invited to respond to "Black Products, Box 1234, Denham 
Springs, Louisiana 70726." 

_^ __r_ * ' 

.. ' Information provided by I I disclosed 
that the above advertisement reportedly was placed by| 
_ I extremist white political and racial activist, 
as a scheme for making money from blacks* Allegedly, there " 
was no collusion between] | and WILLIAM.L, PIERCE, 
Executive Director of HYA and Editor-in-Chief of HYA publi¬ 
cations, with respect to the reprint of this advertisement, 
in"Attack!*1, Hie informant , advised On 8/17/73 that PIERCE 
reportedly had made the statement that It was merely co¬ 
incidence that PIERCE had chosen the] ] advertisement for 
publication in "Attack!M as the "Sick Pie of the Month," 
PIERCE is said to have remarked that he often scans publi¬ 
cations which eater to the black population for material . 
which could be used in "Attack!" • and that he; came across, 
the "African Atto" advertisement in this way. PIERCE : 
reportedly stated that he would not have used the item had 
he known it was placed by| I 

The August, 1973 (Ho* 22)issue of "Attack!" also 
includes a "paid advertisement" for Heroic Posters, 735 
llth Street, N.W., Washington,- D* G*; 20001, offering costers 
of Washington and Patrick Henry for $3*00 each. I ' 

I has advised previously that Heroic Posters is a 
business enterprise operated by I I a white 
political and racial extremist who belonged to HYAin the 
past. / » ' 



DIRECTOR, RBI (157-21268) 8/24/73 

SAC, WO- (157-4590) (RUG) : . • ' 

EXTREMIST MATTER - NSWPP 1 - 
(C0:KC) • , 

ReKClet and IMidated'7/2/7$. ; . . 

For the information of the Bureau, Alexandria 
and Kansas CitvJ I who has not, been contacted 
sufficiently, to establish reliability but who is in a 
position to furnish reliable information, advised on_____ 
7/31/73, concerning the circumstances surrounding I 
leaving the National Socialist White People's Patty (HSWPP) ,-^ 
formerly the American Nazi Party, of Arlingfcpii1!t; Virginia^’ 
The account given by this source is the same as that 
furnished by the subject in the interview reported in referenced 
Kansas City EHM, The source stated that he was quite well 
acquainted with I I and considered him a sincere and 
competent party member. He said that he believed the 
subject was Undermined bvl h • 
in his position] I of the party and, under 
the circumstances, he did not blame| ~| for leaving . 
the party, ■ . 

It is noted for the completion of Kansas City's 
file on the subject, that records of the phited States Park 
Police; Washington. D. C,> as searched on 1/7/72. by : . 
SC |_ 
address 

fleet save the 

According to 

2-Sureau 
1- Alexandria (157-1) (Info) * ~ 
2- Kansas City (157-1903) all mpOBMArrow com>A3S3& 
3- WFO HEREUTIS UNCLASSIFIED _ . ./ .1 
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_ _ |was described 
m records of the Park Police as a white male, bom, > 

Dr. ^LLIAH L. PIERCE, mentioned in referenced 
Kansas City IBM* is Executive Director of the National Youth 
Alliance (NYA), extremist white youth organization at WDC, 
and is the former Information Officer of the NSWPP, Be is 
presently the subject of a pending investigation by WQ* ; 



8/27/73 

AIBTEL 

FROM: 

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-70374) 

SAC, WO <157-5987) (ROC) , 

FIFTH ANNUAL NORTH AMERICAN ’ ' 
CONGRESS OF THE WORLD UNION 
OF NATIONAL SOCIALISTS 
EH - NSWPP 
(CO:GV) . , . , . 

: ‘ ReCVairtel, 7/30/73, and BUairtel 8/10/73. 

On 8/22/73J I (protect; Insufficient 
contact to assess reliability, but in a position to furnish 
reliable information) advised! Insvjfp 
Commander, MATTHIAS KOEHL, Jr., during the previous week, 
KGEHL commented that he ejected from 150 to 200 individuals 
to attend captioned Congress in Cleveland, Ohio, 9/1-3/73. 
This source indicated that the details of activities planned 
in connection with the Congress apparently are being 
kept secret for ’’security reasons ,t! in accordance with 
normal practices of the National Socialist White People’s 
Party (NSWPP). W ' . J , 

. The only other pertinent information relative to 
the Congress available to WFO is that Which appears In : 
recent issues of the **N S Bulletin,’1 internal publication 
of the NSWPP. WFO has ho logical informant In a position 
to attend the Congress in Cleveland, 9/1-3/73. 

2-Bureau 
1-Alexandria (157-1) (Info) 
^Cleveland (157-5786) 
64m (1-157-1) (NSWPPVJsL- 
-<1-157-2278) (NYA)_ \ 

Saarcned _ 
Serialized _ 
Indexed 

(u) ALL INTOMMIXM eOK*?AIHfSD 
HERMN.IB XIMCL&BBlFigB „A 
mra bYtefe&feiiaa] 
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For information*.! 1 (protect:; reliable 
in the past) advised on 8/24/73, that C. ANDREWS, aka 
DON ANDREWS, leader of the Western Guard Party, Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada, visited Washington, B. C. (WDC) , on 
8/23/73, and metvith Br» WILLIAM L* PIERCE, Executive , 
Birector of the National Youth Alliance (NYA), extremist 
vhlte vonth organisation at NBC. ANDREWS uaus accompanied 

land three 
other unidentified associates* It Is noted that ANDREWS 

I ~l are believed to have attended a previous SSRFP 
Congress at Alessandria, Virginia, end the possibility exists 
that they vill attend the tigress/in Cleveland, 9/1-3/73* 

' The racial and political policies of the Western 
Guard Party closely parallel those of the NYA, and the 
Western Guard Party has been referred to as an NYA affiliate 
in publications of the NYA; hov&vear « I I points 
out that the Western Guard Party cooperates ’with practically 
all white extremist groups in the Waited States, including 

'theltSWPp;.'' •/_- - -• • 

Any further information received by WFO concerning 
the captioned Congress will he immediately furnished to the 
Bureau, Alexandria, and Cleveland. 
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Washington, D.C, 20535 
August 27, 1973 

b6 
b7C 

A confidential informant, who has furnished 
reliable information in the nast. furnished the following 
information concerning;I_| 

I on August 22, 1973; 

|_| who has shown interest 
in organizing a worldwide ^National Socialist” movement. 
In furtherance of this objective.I 1 reportedly visited 
the Waited States during July, 1973, and also planned to - 
visit Canada and South America, prior to his return to 
Germany, 

The purpose of trip, reportedly, was to 
make contacts among “National Socialist** sympathizers in 
the United States. Canada and South America. I I ms 
expected to visit I I 

who is a member of the NSDAP Auslands Organization Ca German 
National Socialist Party) and disseminates a bi-monthly 
newsletter called nSS Kampfruf’*; Dr. William. X.. Pierce, 
Executive Director of the national Touth Alliance, Washington, 
D.C,; and Dr. Edward H. Fields, an official of the National 
States Rights Party, Arietta, Georgia. It was also reported 

b6 
b7C 

[ 
that | |planned to see one 

i 
10-Bureau (157-125890 

1 '-Atlanta '(Info) 
1'-Omaha-(Info) - .. 

1 -U.'S. Secret 'Service 

/ 
p- 

b2 
b7D 

/^ymo C157-227.8X 
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The National Youth Alliance (NYA) is an 
organisation orginally formed from a 
nucleus of Youth For (George C.) Wallace 
supporters following the 1968 presidential 
election for the purpose of countering 
radical leftist and anarchist influences 
on the campuses of American colleges and 
universities* NX& currently is controlled 
by individuals who milltantly promote 
white racialism and anti-Zionism and who 
suggest violent revolution ultimately as 
the means for implementing their racial 
and political ideas in America* 

A source has described the National 
States Bights Party as an anti-Negro, 
anti-Semitic, white racist political 
party composed of past members of klan- 
type organizations and other right-wing 
groups. 

f_ Investigation at Washington, 33.C. disclosed that 
I I occupied I | Christian Inn, 1509 I6th Street, 

XkW., Washington, D.G., on the nights of duly 28-29, 1973 
and July 29 - 30, 1973, and checked out on July 30, 1973. 

I I is said to be white male, who speaks both 
German and English. 

document contains ‘neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 

FBI. It is the properly of „ 
thfl FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
ft and its contents are not to be 
^distributed outside ^ohr agency* 



DIRECTOR, FBI (157-12589) S/27/73 

SAC, WO- (157-2278)(P) 

HATIOSAL YOUTH ALLTASCE 
EXTREMIST HATTER - IViA 
<O0;WO) 

Re WO let: dated S/6/73 and Bulet dated 8/20/73. 

Enclosed for the Bureau are ten copies; and for the 
Atlanta and Omaha Offices, one copy each for information, of 
an LHH dated as above and captioned|_ 

b6 
b7C 

Sufficient copies of the 1BK are enclosed for the 
Bureau so that dissemination can he made to Bureau legal 
Attaches in Canada, Germany and South America, as desired 
by the Bureau. 

One copy of the enclosure is being disseminated 
by WO locally to United States Secret Service. 

The confidential informant referred to in the 
^sslpsure is 

|ws originally received by SA 
•whose information concerning 

on 7/30 

and 7/31/73. 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

Investigation at the Christian Xnn, 1509 16 th 
Street, M., Washington, D.C., ms conducted by SA| 
on 7/30/73. 

2 - Bureau (Enc« 10) 
1 - Atlanta (Enc. l)Clnfo) 
1 - Omaha (Ene. l)(Info) 
iQwo 

157.2396) (PIERCE) & 

l $ ■n 

b2 
b7D 

EKPjmml 
(7) 

Saatnhed 

ij 

ALL INFOPiMATIOU GOM33SSS\ . 
HEREmIS UHCIASSIFIED .,aA Ln 

.pt± 
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The enclosed LHM is classified *!€3§ftdSi*SSI** 
as unauthorised disclosure could reasonably be expected 
to damage national security by compromising the informant 
who furnished information therein and •who furnishes valuable 
information on a continuing basis concerning the extreme 
right-wing movement. 

2 



8/28/73 

Aism 

TO: DIRECTOR,'FBI 

FROM! SAC, NFG (157-5548) (RXJC) 

aka 
... b6 

b7C 

EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA 
(oo:cg) 

On 8/28/73J 

l 

[(Protect; reliab^Y In the 

lDr. NILBIAK L. PIERCE, past,advised_ _ 
Executive Director of the National Youth. Alliance (NYA), 
extremist white youth organisation at Washington, B. C. , (WDC). 
that a “rush” shipment of 2,000 copies of hack issues 
of “Attack!”. tabloid newspaper published by NYA, was made 

NYA activist at Chicago. Illinois, on 8/27/73, 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

to 
The informant learned thatl 
in Chicago; however., he was unable to determine the nature 

The above source pointed out that 1,000 copies of 
issue No. 18, and 1,000 copies of issue No. 20, of “Attackl” 
had been sent to the subject, and that these issues featured 
anti-Semitic and anti-Zionist articles. The informant, 
therefore, speculated thatl I was planning a large 
distribution of “Attack!” at Chicago in the immediate future 
as a protest against some jew or Jewish activity. 

b6 
b7C 

reiterated the address of the NYA 
b2 
b6 

Regional Office in Chicago as 6272 Vest North Avenue,. Chicago. b7c 

Illinois. 80639. I I b7D 

2-Bureau 
2-Chicago (157-874?) 
4- 

b2 
b7D 
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The above informant advised on 9/4/73, that|_ 
was still in the Washington* D.. C. (WDC) area on Friday 
3/31/73, and took P «ST 

WFO f iles disclose tha 

___ WO will showj_| a photograph, of |_| b7 
__| for identification purposes and conduct other appropriate 
investigation to positively identify the subject. 

S CAUTIONED TO EXERCISE CARE FOR THE SECURITY 
OF THE SOURCE IN CONNECTION WITH ANY INVESTIGATION OR 
DISSEMINATION BASED UPON THE ABOVE INFORMATION. 

Minneapolis 
WFO 
Ch - 157-2278) (NYA) 

U W.tsthXtsx, aa. 

EKPJtah ALL INFOHMAtIOF COm . 
SEREIN IS BircLASSmSD I > 



^-pPTtONAL FORM NO. 10 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO : SAC, ALEXANDRIA (157-27) -P- 

FROM : SA 

date: 8/29/73 

b6 
b7C 

subject: NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EM-NYA 

On 8/16/73 and 8/28/73 J | advised that 
Dr. WILLIAM PIERCE, Executive Director of the National Youth b2 
Alliance (NYA), has office space in Room 2012, Tyler Building, b7D 
1022 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Virginia. 

The source stated PIERCE has not been observed as ’ 

frequently aH in the past. . The source will remain alert 
for any further information regarding PIERCE and/or the 
NYA. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
% 

TO ' SAC | ALEXANDRIA (157-27) (P) 
(157-16) (P) 

FROM : SA 

date: 7/26/73 

subject: NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
' EM - NYA 

WILLIAM PIERCE 
EM - NYA 

CyV' 

On 7/10/73 and 7/26/73,1_I 
advised that Dr. WILLIAM PIERCE, Executive Director of 
the National Youth Alliance (NYA), still maintains an 
office in Room 2012, Tyler. Building, 1022 Wilson Blvd., ; 
Arlington, Virginia. j 

'_ f 
•' ._Source stated that|___ 

PIERCE |_ I seems to have 
taken a more logical approach to national issues, as 
opposed to the much more extreme views he once professed. 
Source indicated that PIERCE does not presently receive 
as many visitors as he once did, but continues to print 
monthly and special issues of the NYA publication ’’Attack..’* 

indicated 
I that PIERCE has 

On 7/26/73. source stated that PIERCE 

source furnished the June, issue Qj :tack< 

; [sE^RQHED—^-#DEX^7 
; SERIAtlZ^^^lFILE^^ 

<sep12 W3- 
«' ■ rni WWftfiH. F. O- 

1 - 157-27 (NYA) bL   H 
rt>. 157-16 (PIERCE) b7D ’-^- 7" 

-IfiLL INFORMATION IV 
& 0 . 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



ReAXlet, 7/18/73. 

Transmitted herewith for WFO are two enclosures as 
follows: 

1) One copy of memo to SAC of SA 
dated 7/26/73. 

2) One copy of memo to SAC of SA 
dated 8/29/73. 

No additional pertinent information has recently 
come to the attention of the Alexandria Division concerning 
subj ect. 
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9/13/73 

AIRTEL 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI <157-12589) 

FROM: SAC, WO (157*2278) (P) 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EXTREMIST MATTER -NYA , 
(GO:WFQ) 

On 9/11/73, WETA-TV, Washington, D. C. (WDC) announced 
that Liberty Lobby and National Youth Alliance (NYA) were among 
organizations which had requested an opportunity to be heard by 
the Foreign Relations Committee, United States Senate, in 
connection with confirmation hearings on the appointment of 
Dr. HENRY KISSINGER to the office of Secretary of State. 

As the Bureau is aware. Liberty Lobby is a private 
organization with headquarters at 300 Independence Avenue, S.E., 
WDC,, which is engaged in publicizing and promoting conservative 
political objectives, 

| | advised on 9/13/73 that Dr. WILLIAM L. b2 

PIERCE, Executive Director of NYA, had been in contact with £6 
| of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations b7 

to advise that NYA wished to present testimony on the KISSINGER 
nomination during the course of the committee* s hearings on the 
nomination. The informant learned that public testimony on the 
KISSINGER appointment will be presented on Friday, 9/14/73. 

Thp. ahwvta smirce further advised on 9/13/73 that 

NYA were in WDC on that date in connection with the 

b6 
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_According to the above source J_I 
~l PIERCE I 

I “The informant had no information at this b6 
time concerning the line of testimony which PIERCE intends YL(l 
to furnish _ he assumes that PIERCE will 
emphasize KISSINGER’S Jewish ethnic origins and allege a division 
of loyalty between the United States and Israel on KISSINGER* s 
part* 
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REQUEST OP TBS BUREAU 

_The Bureau is requested to search Its Indices regarding 

land furnish pertinent information In Bureau files feo 
Miami and WO. 



mmzim, fbi <105-211022) 

sm, to <157-5343) chug) 

9/26/73 

SlS3 * ,* 

EH - WHITE HATE 
IS - ME 
<00:00 

Ee Omaha airtel and IHM to the Bureau, dated 8/30/73 

Enclosed for each the Bureau and the Omaha Office 
Is one Xerox copy of an article from the “Rational Socialist 
Review*' on the first European Tooth Congress | 
?** °?g cow o£ tage 3 of this publication, whieh " 
identified I 

Thematic 
Stammer, 1973, | 
515, Cotter Station, 
was furnished to S&l 

.A copy of thi 
Jon 9/17/73 by 

Cssue #2), 
JP.O* Box 

For the information of Omh&9 Br. WILLIAM L. PIE&CE 
Is Executive Director of the National Youth Alliance <HYA), 
extremist white youth organization with mailing address of 
Box 3535, Washington, D. €. 20007. FIERCE writes, edits and 
publishes the KTA tabloid newspaper, “Attack!**, and the NYA 
newsletter, “Action?5. Both PIERCE and the MA are subjects *• 
of pending investigations by WO. - ‘ 

Although to inves 

ona pa 
Federated Organ!- /}d 

ton Relations, and, possibly, with p -*■ 

2 - Bureau (Enc. 2) % /& 

%- Omaha.<105-3162> (Eae. 2) ' .. ' **«*•••* - 
^ 7 to (tt>. 157-2396) (PIERCE) oi) , £s^%d 





Washington, B.C* 20535 

Septtraber 27, 1975 

NATIONAL TOCTH ALHANCg 

Os September 27, 1973, a confidential informant 
wto furnished reliable information in the past provided 
a copy of ^Action**, thm internal bulletin of tbo :. 
Hsfeicml Youth AHiancs <im), <KuaW 27), dsted Sspteaber, 1973, 
This publication has been reproduced, and a copy i« attached 
hereto, 

the National Tenth Alliance <STA> is an 
organimion originally formed, from a nucleus . 
of Youth For (Oeorge 0.) Uhllace exporters 
foUosrilng the 196$ presidential election for 
the purpose of countering radical leftist and 

- • ' anarchist influences on the campuses of American 
collages and universities, OTi currently is 
controlled by individuals vho milltantly promote 
^bite racialism and ah£i*2&enism and who suggest ' 
violent revolution ultimately as the mesne for 
implementing their racial and political ideas in 
America.' 

tos wm%m contains mirm& msmmm&nms ' 
m% c<Mcm$&ms of ths fbx* it is tm of 
m Mm is i&mw to mm it Am its 
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something else. If he has not violated a law, he need not try to convince 
the FBI ojhis innocence. Never, under any circumstances, is he obliged 
to answer any questions; to justify his activities, beliefs, or associations; 
ur togivfe'dny accounting!«f himself whatever to an agent of the System. 

One need not be obnoxious or arrogant about this, so long as the FBI 
accepts it graciously. If the occasion should ever arise when an FBI agent 
fails to apologize for his intrusion and make a hasty departure when 
politely informed that he has no business inquiring into the private affairs 
of a law-abiding citizen, the NYA’er should immediately, in the presence 
of the intruder, telephone the nearest FBI field office, ask for the special 
agent-in-charge,' and complain vehemently. If that does not produce 
immediate and satisfactory results, he should air the matter as 
thoroughly as possible in his local, daily newspaper and inform everyone P? in a position of public authority, including his congressman. If there 

-ne thing the FBI does not like, it is a public fuss. 
Finally, any incident involving (lie FBI should be brought immediately 

to the attention of the National Office. 
* 

pb YOU HAVE A TALENT in propaganda, organization,.or any other 
relevant area, which is not being utilized for the progress of the 
movement? If you think you do, you should come to Washington and 
conier with the National Office as to how you might, best apply your talent 
in service to the movement. 

4 

THE SEPTEMBER ATTACK! was not mailed until September 20, so 
don’t be alarmed if you haven’t received yours yet. It was deliberately 
heid up so that NYA’s action against the Kissinger appointment could be 
reported in that issue. 

Meanwhile, the National Office has received clippings from 
newspapers all over the country, indicating very good media coverage of 
NYA’s position. A major factor in this publicity success is that N YA stood 
alone, being the only patriotic organization in America to take a strong 
stand against Kissinger. 

MIKE KOSR1ATKA, Chicago Unit leader, has been organizing in 
Cicero, Illinois, recently. Cicero’s status as an all-White, working-class 
community has been under renewed attack by the System’s integration- 
obsessed race theorists and many Cicero chiz&rs have been receptive to 
the NYA program. 

Mike has also been regularly posting ATTACK! and other NYA 
materials on left-wing political boards in the Chicago area. The board 
pictured here is one use by the Trotskyite Young Socialist Alliance in 
Chicago’s New Town district. 



A NEW ACTION UNIT is now operating in Charleston, SC. it is led by 
Walter B.. Cisco, who has organized a number of large ATIACK. 
distribution^ in the Charleston area recently. The new Unit s mailing 
address is: NYA - Charleston, Box 12655, Charleston, SC 2S412. 

TFE SPRINGFIELD, ’MASSACHUSETTS, ACTION UNIT has just 
opened a new office and organizing center for the Springfield area. 
Associated with the new office, at 266 Worthington St., Springfield, is a 

hall for holding public meetings. . , . 
Nick Camerota, Springfield Unit leader and graduate student m 

pb'losophv and political science at Springfield’s American International 
College, will be presenting the NYA position on issues of public .interest m 

watp, AT P’s carncus station. Nick s 

for the System. The new program is appropriately named Attach and 

Counterattack.” 

BIG BROTHER has always worried about NYA, and he isi doing^more 
worrying these days as NYA’s growth continues to spurt. Although his 
political^police are trying to keep a low profile until tJw Watergate 
scandal blows over, it is certain that .in the future he will step up 
harassment of everyone opposed to the System. For this reason, every 
NYA’er should be mentally prepared for responding properly to anj 

"^ThelfirsUhing ^understand is that, whatever excuses may be given 
the FBI has only two motives .for calling on patriots: marrudation an 
recruiting informers. Some persons are so horrified when the FBI come 
knockingon their door that they will instantly forswear all fiuure political 
activity2 Unreasonable fear causes them to imagine every dire con¬ 

venience from loss of employment to being held incommunicado in t .e 
Ksement of the Justice Department and tortured. If only die System wih 

leave them alone, they will promise never again to say an unkind word 

abKnowSgto°f-i.e.1 that many so-called “activists” are only playing a 
(*ame of make-believe and have no stomach for a real confrontation witn 
die System - the FBI has from time to time made a practice of simply 
^siting everyone whose name and address they have been aide to obtain. 
OTiey can count on a certain percentage of those they visit becomiie 
permanently inactive as a result. Furthermore, tney can cometimes spot 
a pai'ticularly weak person, who can be recruited as an informer. 
, y*uj second thing to understand is that the FBI is, theoretically, a pub 
service supported by citizens’ taxes, and its employees are answeiaole to 
those Citizens. Not only should the NYA’er keep this in mind, but, it ap¬ 
proved by an FBI agent, he should take pains that the agent also keeps 

It*isnot necessary to be hostile or insulting; that only confirms any 

cop’s natural inclination to regard anyone who makes waves as a 
criminal. FBI agents are, for the most part, fairly sound human mclei*ai. 
Most joined the Bureau with ptre motives They « ttok of . 

as agents of the enemies or our rare or L e *j> *tem s boys. 
Some of course, have had their heads pumped full of neo-liberal poison, 
JZ i genuine misgivings about some * ^ 
called on to enforce. The fact that they nave all put their own caxce.* 
ahead of their responsibility to their race makes them no worse than mosc 
Americans, who have done the same thing. The day will come when we 
wdl recruit the best of them into our own ranks, just as we are every day 
causing other Americans to re-examine their values and priorities an 

PUThe prorTatatu& for an NYA’er to take toward any agent of the 
System taMtor an FBI agent, is one of absolute rectitude. Any 
member of our movement is doing what every .Whiteman and woman 
should be doing, but which most are too weak or selnsh or. to do 
at tiiis time. Any NYA’er is, therefore, better than any employee of th~ 
Svstem. He should not only know in his heart, but also show mhis oulwar 
attitude, that he is right and the System’s man is wrong. _ _ 

The third thing'to understand is that, theoretically, the political and 
ideological beliefs and activities of an American citizen are not 
legitimate concerns of the FBI. Unless the FBI has concrete evidence 
tol a citizen has violated a specific Federal statute, it has no business . 

agenS0Sl0more and more 

‘min* the role of Big Brother’s thought police, and a citizen is a* 
SSy to'be investigated for suspicion of thoughtcrime as he is for an 

fictusl violation of tkc law* , 
The NYA’er must alv/ays insist, however, that the theory be upheld m 

ev2v Sail If te FBI is not righteous enough to slid, to .ts leg.ttmt.te 

concents, then we must help It avoid sin. Any NYA 

before answering any questions whatever, asceriam me «. 

the FBI’s call. Unless the agent convinces the NYA er that he in 
vesligattag a specific, non-political violation of a Federal statute suen 
ra SSS offense or interstate transportation of a stolen automobde 
— and the NYA’er has specific knowledge which can help m 
prehension or prosecution of the criminal, the interview should be _poh .jd, 
butimmediately terminated. No vague statements abom mum/esb^ion 

■ of “conspiracy” or “violence” or “subversion or, m fact, 
Li“ tte remotest possible connection to NYA activities should mduce 

“S: ZZESSl** on absolutely and, if necessary, 
inignaS and loudly. If an NYA’er has violated a Fcgf Hay- aid the 
tot w solid evidence of that violation, nothing tne NYA e* can say is 
likdy toISp him from being arrested - although conviction is 
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The confident ial informant referred to in the 
enclosure isl I who furnished information to 

SAI [ 

For the information of the Bureau, Boston and 
New Haven, the attached copy of ’’ACTION'* appears to contain 
the substance of Dr, WIILIAM I. PIKBC£‘s (Executive Director 

of the NYA and writer, editor and publisher of NYA publications) 
advice on ‘’how to handle the FBI’** As noted in previous WO 

communications, the above informant has advised that this 

advice was furnished by PIERCE to I I NYA_ 
activist at I ~ 
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Washington, D. C. 20535 
October 1, 1973 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANC 

This investigation is based on information which 
indicates that the NYA is engaged in activities which could 
involve a violation of Title 18, U. S. Code, 2383 (Rebellion 
or Insurrection); 2384 (Seditious Conspiracy); 2385 (Advocating 
the Overthrow of the Government); 231-233 (Civil Disorders); 
2101-2102 (Antiriot Laws); 241 (Conspiracy Against Rights- of 
Citizens); and 245 (Federally Protected Activities). 

_ The NYA was originally formed from a nucleus of Youth.' 
for . (George 0.). Wallace supporters follov/ing the 1968 Presidential 
election for the stated purpose of countering,radical leftist 
and anarchist influences on the campuses of American colleges and 
universities. Its efforts to establish in this country a German- 
type national socialism of the Hitler era emphasize white, racist 
and anti-Semitic policies. The.NYA tabloid, newspaper.* "Attack!11 „/ 
in its.Summer, 1971; (Number 6) issue, advocated revolutionary" 
action to destroy the ■ existing, system, since ,!It is no longer ' . . 
possible to cure the System...by Constitutional methods." A 
series of . articles entitled "Revolutionary Notes" published in 
."Attack!" beginning in the Summer, 1971 (Number 6) issue, and 
concluding in the October, 1972 (Number 15) issue, provided 
readers with instructions.and diagrams for the construction of 
simple incendiary and explosive devices and techniques of* 
guerrilla warfare "for Use in counter-revolutionary situations." 
The Fall, 1971 (Number 7) issue of "Attack!" carried ,an 
editorial entitled "What We Must Do Now," which discusses, 
"revolutionary action" and states in part; "We must think...in 
terms of. assassinating federal judges,* of burning the stores of - 
businessmen who act as if .they are more interested in what’s 
•good for business than what's good for White ibnerica, . of dynamiting 
the TV transmitters and newspaper presses of the alien news ' ? 
manipulators, of harshly punishing Whites—male or female—who 
fraternize sexually with non-Whites, of putting the fear of 
terrible retribution into.every treacherous politician and System¬ 
serving editor, advertiser, bureaucrat, or other public person." 

Attachments - 2. 

9- Bureau 
3- Boston 

(l- WFO (157-2278) ' 
}1- United States Secret Service 
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The National Youth Alliance (NYA) is an or- 
ganization originally formed from a nucleus 
of Youth For (George C.) Wallace supporters 
following the 1968 presidential election 
for the purpose of countering radical leftist 

, and anarchist influences on the campuses of 
American colleges and universities. NYA 
currently is controlled by individuals who 
militantly promote white racialism and anti- - •: ■. 
Zionism and who "suggest violent revolution 
ultimately as the means for implementing their 
racial and political ideas in America. 

On September 11/1973, WETA-TV Washington, D.C. (WDC), 
announced that the National Youth Alliance was among- those or- _ 

• ganizations which had requested an opportunity to he heard 
by the Foreign Relations .Committee of the United States Senate 

- in connection with confirmation hearings on the nomination 
of Dr. Henry-Kissinger to the office of Secretary of State. 7 

A confidential informant Who has furnished reliable 
information in.the past advised I 
Nicholas C. Camerota of Springfield, Massachusetts would 
speak for the NYA on the Kissinger nomination in: hearings by 
the Senate Foreigh Relations Committee to be held on September 14, 
1973* - ; ' . , '/ ' . . ■ - ‘ 

Camerota’s statement before the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee on September 14, 1973, as transcribed from a broad¬ 
cast by WETA radio on. that date, was as follows: 

.. ’’Well I don’t want to exceed the ten minutes time 
limit for it is getting very late this afternoon so I will_ . 
simply confine myself to a few remarks and most of them Will 
be extemporaneous# B'irst of all* I*m thankful to have the 
.opportunity to address the committee this morning during the 
confirmation of Henry Kissinger for Secretary of State, but 
in the opinion of the National Youth Alliance, Kissinger’s 
confirmation would represent a great threat not only to the 
Internal Security of the United States but to our foreign 
relations as .well. • • . / 

"Now,, viewing Kissinger’s record as chief of the _ 
National Security Council objectively, it would seem that 
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Kissinger is in the habit of gro^M*! sese«al 
Pentagon papers thief Daniel Ell b 8 i Council as a 

security risks to work tod we ought to pause 
result of . Kissinger s p f . that Ellsberg was responsible 
momentarily to °°hs“eI,T^®f|“h1es?nger with the Rand Corpor- 
for currying a Job ^ James Schlesinge r wi^ oted by 

SSS^Sl. 
^^S^^aKdloSntill^information to 

foreign nationals.” _■ . - 
’ ' V "Now, in considering the internafcional^sc6ne^howeve^> 

Kissinger’s ^^us^heat deal with the Soviet Union, 
his handling of the now famo . “®|ns wel?e Wnd with enthusiasm 
One suspects that the Sovi ■ ■ . . they were certainly 
in supporting Kissingersconirm , Americans, however, 

on the right f. f‘pr&s. Securing the benefits 
can look .forward to h^f\J££:Lpstroke cost the tax payers 

some^four^hundredPniiilion - dollars and completely clobbered - f 

the small wheat farmer.■ ■ . 
. i_. _ u. nnp result of the highly 

"No, of c°urs®’can seeking with the Communists, hut 
praised detente we ye bee^^eSn|big very elusive detente and 
yet, in spite of this se^®b theven the New York Times can , 

- all of Kissingers, peace overtures, Milltary Continues 
continue to print a^lc^e® ’New Younger 'Soviet, Generals , 
Tough Line Towards _ the * J1n, This comes from the April^2.3rd 
Thought to Stress off®^ive^ow the increase of the already 
issue of the Times this year. Now, _ states the verity, 
considerable Soviet nuclear arsen ^andj Kissinger’s thinking 
bf the Times’ claim. seen in the May 26 SALT agreement 
on this subject can w£ich granted, the Soviets 

”h35? numerlcalisuperlorityniu nuclear weapons-" . 

' "NOW., When «e' appraise Kissinger lnnll|ht of ■; 

actual foreign poUcy accomplishment t lled at the series 
rave reviews in the press, we,eJ7T,^i;atic genious has wrought 
of catastrophies this suppose P (Unintelligible) the future 
for America,, and I kno^ manpnnsidering his so-called peace with 
as a result of this. Now con|ider ^ w a sort of sleight- 
honor in Indo China, what K S a lot of patter. Whilo 
of-hand show which was leavlng the,flghtlng 

lr?uLPswtag, hundreds of American SOW. and Missing . 
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in Actions are still unaccounted for. It is indeed difficult 
to realize that fifty thousand young American men gave their 
lives in Indo China thinking they were helping to put an end 
to the menace of Communism, then Mr. Kissinger came along and 
with a few fast sessions at the conference table rendered all 
that sacrificed blood and pain totally useless." 

"His brilliant detentes with two. Communist world powers 
drew rapturous applause from the press gallery and got a lot 

Of Congressmen invited on free junkets to Peking, but the . 
benefits to the American people are less apparent. In order 
to get Red China into the UN, Kissinger treacherously slipped . 
a knife into our long time, ally, Taiwan, and then yanked the 
rug out from under Japan, and generally caused a frantic 
reorientation of relations throughout the Asiatic.and Pacific 
area. All to the great advantage of the Communist Chinese, 
but hardly any advantage to ourselves." 

"But, in spite of all this, Kissinger should not really 
be thought of as a dove in spite of all the (Unintelligible) 
and everything else, mainly because he had arranged a contract* ■ 
that (Unintelligible) by the Rand Corporation in California, which 

.would attempt to (Unintelligible) Russia, (Unintelligible) 
attack on Egypt. One can only wonder whose interest Kissinger 
was serving (Unintelligible) without the knowledge of either 
the Secretary of State of Defense. For we-must consider the 
fact that Kissinger is Jewish, and therefore has a personal 
stake in the fortunes of another nation, that nation being 
Israel. And with the cessation of large scale military in¬ 
volvement in Indo China, the Middle East has become our number 
one foreign problem. (Unintelligible) conducting negotiations 
Kissinger is going to be at an extreme disadvantage by being 
Jewish. (Unintelligible) have a quote here from Los Angeles 
Times (Unintelligible) .197.3? which bears upon, .this issue: 
"Kissinger, whatever his qualifications as Secretary of State, - 
will face a hostile Arab world because he’s a Jew". Kissinger’s 
appointment almost will certainly destroy any chance for peace 
or possible settlement of the Arab-Israli dispute. (Unintelligible) 
already demonstrated willingness to commit American military 
men to that region, but.before this committee he had stated, 
he had advised the President to send American troops into Jordan 
in 1970 when Syrian tanks rumbled into the land where the American 
puppet King Hussein was holding sway, mainly to insure that we 
didn’t lose this (Unintelligible) ally and that the real Arab 
nationalist leader could take over there. Obviously, we were in 
a position there where we had to pull Israel's chips out of the 
fire.” 

_ li _ 



"Well, the main point with regard to Kissinger, the 
one that I feel needs to be stressed over and over again, 
is the fact that a man with divided loyalty cannot serve the 
best interests of the American people. The NYA represents what, 
we believe to be the majority of people in this country— 
white, gentile Americans—and because of this we feel that a 
man from a minority background—a man who has divided loyalties— 
cannot do the sort of Job' in the Middle East. I know in my 
capacity as organizer for the NYA, having gone to many college 

/campuses throughout the country, that the feeling that you see 
on college campuses is very much against Kissinger’s confirmation, 
for reasons I stated earlier. Many of these young men and 
women feel that with Kissinger’s ethnic background to go on. the 
possibility of committing U.S. troops to the region is quite 
high, although Kissinger’s (Unintelligible) not withstanding. 
So again, I believe that having Kissinger appointed as Secretary 
of State may have, disastrous consequences for this country and 
for the majority of people of this country." 

/ "if there are any questions you would like to ask me, 
with regard to any (Unintelligible)." 

"The Washington Post and times Herald", a daily 
newspaper published at WDC, on September 15, 1973 > contained 

. the following comment on Camerota’s appearance before the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee in an article entitled "Last- 
Minute Kissinger Critics Get Licks In" by "Washington Post" .. 
Staff Writer, Murrey Harder, at Page A-3: 

"A stronger ethnic protest against 
. - Kissinger was made by Nicholas 

Camerota, Jr, of Springfield, Mass., 
for the National Youth Alliance, which . 
Camerota described as a group that . 
represents:/* the majority of America . . ._ 

.white, gentile, America.’" • \ | ■ '' „• y 

"Kissinger is Jewish and therefore 
has a personal stake in another nation ... 
Israel*, said Gamerota. Camerota said 

- that Kissinger ’appointed Daniel Ellsberg 
to a National Security Council position 
in 19^9' - which an NSC official said . 
yesterday is untrue —’ shortly before 
Ellsberg began stealing’ the Pentagon 
Papers. He said Kissinger also showed 
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11'deplorably poor Judgment' in hiring for 
the NSC Staff 'Morton Halperin and Helmut 
Sonnenfeldt' who, 'incidentally, are also 
Jews.'" 

"Attack!", the tabloid newspaper published by NYA, 
in its September, 1973 (Number 23) issue, carried an article 
on Camerota's appearance before the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee on September,14, 1973* entitled "Kissinger Blasted 
by NYA in U«S. Senate", including a photograph of Camerota 
testifying, as well as the text of Camerota's prepared state¬ 
ment, which reportedly was submitted for inclusion in the 
hearing record. ; . ’ . 

Copies of the "Attack'." article, "Kissinger Blasted 
by NYA in U.S. Senate", and Camerota's statement before the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, as printed in "Attack!:, 
are attached hereto. 
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Ser* 
As soon as President Nixon 

announced his appointment of 
Henry Kissinger to be the next U. 
S. secretary of state, NYA con¬ 
tacted the Senate Committee on 
Foreign Relations and demanded 

^an opportunity to testify against 
the appointment. At first the 
Committee, which is responsible 
for making a recommendation to 
the Senate for confirmation or 
rejection of appointments to the 
post of secretary of state, gave 
indications of wanting to rush the 
Kissinger confirmation through 
without permitting witnesses 

from the public to testify on the 
•. matter. ' 

Hundreds of angry letters from 
' all over the country began 

raining down on the Foreign 
Relations Committee, however, 
opposing the Kissinger ap¬ 
pointment. The National Office 
learned that a substantial portion 
of these letters came from NYA 

' members and supporters. 
Finally the Committee' 

relented, and on Wednesday, 
* September 12, the National Office 

was notified that an NYA 
spokesman v/ould be allowed to 
testify on Friday. The National 

Office chose Nick Camerola, 
leader of the Springfield, Mass., 
Action Unit to speak for NYA. , 

On September 14 Nick, who is a 
graduate student in philosophy 
and political science at American 
International College, made his 
appearance before the Senate' 
Committee on Foreign Relations, * 
accompanied * by Charles 
Williams of the Springfield Ac¬ 
tion Unit and Dr. William Pierce * 
of the National Office. 

As dozens of newsmen took ' 
notes and television cameras 
carried the scene across the 

STATEMENT OF NICHOLAS C. CAMEROTA, JR., ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL YOUTH 
ALLIANCE, TO THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS IN OPPOSITION TO 

THE CONFIRMATION OF HENRY KISSINGER TO BE SECRETARY CF STATE .• 

The National Youth Alliance is 
opposed to the confirmation of 
the nomination of Henry 
Kissinger to be the secretary of' 
stale for the United States. The 
Kissinger nomination is contrary , 
to the best interests of the 
American people on a number of 
grounds, including the following; 

First, the man who serves as 
secretary of-state and conducts 
the relations of the United States 
Wiils other states must have an 
inaALiilAiia Lmallii—La fhn YtnfMil 

regard are Daniel .Ellsberg, 
Morton Kaiperin, and Helmut 
Sonnenfeldt, all of whom, in¬ 
cidentally, are also Jews. Mr. 
Kissinger appointed Daniel 
Ellsberg to a National Security 
Council position in 1960, shortly 
before Ellsberg began stealing 
highly sensitive secret 
documents of the United States 
government. Ellsberg then 
revealed those secret documents 
to unauthorized persons, in¬ 
cluding foreign nationals, in an 
.- ' - - - -1-*- ■—— 

vacillation, half-measures, and 
crippling restrictions on the use 
of American military power, and 
then of virtual surrender under 
the guise of “peace with honor.” 
All, Mr. Kissinger's flitting back 
and forth from Paris to 
Washington and all his clever and 
hopeful hews conferences could 
not change the grim reality of 
America's Vietnam catastrophe, 
even if they did serve somewhat 
to distract public attention from 
it at the time. 

nation, Nick hammered home 
point after point of a scathing 
indictment of Henry Kissinger 
(see box below) which must have 
left the little man shaking with 
rage and frustration as he wat¬ 
ched the hearings on the TV set in 
his White House office. 

. With the exception of an Arab- 
American group which also 
testified, only NYA, of all the 

■ organizations in the country, had 
the courage to oppose Kissinger 
on the fundamental basis that no 
Zionist should play any role in 
determining the destiny of the 
American people. Let us hope 
that of the many thousands of TV 
viewers who saw and heard Nick 
testify, some will be inspired to 
come forward and join us in our 
struggle to smash the System and 
build a better America.' 

-about Mr. Kissinger. ; 
;* Nicholas C. Camerola 
v relenting the National Yf d'Jt M 
&mce, md that bee* t >-* T4r, 
Kissinger “as a Jew caw -1 help 
but led a pvviiomd ■ L-v i;v 
\.he biiies of 1 srae,* theju 

?Youth, Alliance bclteyia thrtlh;| 
lux\ .Kissinger's <mib .tuiion 
; would not meet "the fcp ihvja> 
f'ezts of the najrlty ol vrfdty, 
: gsntile Americans” 

V The allisnc*, 
5 os *av/akc:ur.f 

/x&rhl, cultural ond r/donu , 
s, identity to yerfaco the cllena- 
i < tion, rootlcsm^js and n * Mlber*; 
T al cosmopolitanism h now 
tv tfrr^tcn the surviv¬ 
ed * s tt»e v -tfaai 

NYA grabbed top' billing in 
newspapers as Kissinger op¬ 
ponent. This account is from 
NEW YORK TIMES/ 

<svy 



STATEMF^OF NICHOLAS C. CAMEROTA, JR., ON B«ALF OF THE NATIONAL ^OUTH „ 
ALLIANCi^Po THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FOREI^pRELATSONS IN OPPOSITION TO „ . 

V* TH& CONFIRMATION OF HENRY KISSINGER TO BE SECRETARY OF STATE , . - 

The National Youth Alliance is 
opposed to the confirmation of 
the nomination of Henry 
Kissinger to be the secretary oP 
state for the United States. The 
Kissinger nomination is contrary 
to the best interests of the 
American people on a number of 

.grounds, including the following: 

First, the man who serves as 
secretary of state and conducts 
the relations of the United States 
with other states must Jiave an 
undivided loyalty to the United 
States. He must have no national, 
racial, or religious ties to another 
state which may bias his conduct 
of the affairs of his office to the 
detriment of the interests of the 
United States. 

Mr. Kissinger, as a Jew, cannot 
help but feel a personal stake in 
the fortunes of Israel (as oc¬ 
cupied Palestine is generally 
called under the present Jewish 
regime there). Regardless of his 
protests to the contrary, it would 
be foolhardy for Americans to 
assume that Mr. Kissinger will 
always put American interests 
ahead of those of Israel, the state 
which claims to represent the 
interests of all the Jews of the 
world and' looks on all Jews, 
including him, as members of a 
single community of interest. In 
view of the deep American in¬ 
volvement in the Middle East and 
President Nixon's assertion that 
the Middle East now represents 
America's highest priority in 
foreign affairs, America cannot 
afford to have as secretary of 
state a man exposed to even the 
slightest temptation to sacrifice 
American interests to Israeli 
interests. ‘ « 

Second, the man who serves as 
secretary of state must have 
sufficient good judgment to 
properly fill a large number of 
highly sensitive posts with* 
trustworthy men. The national 
security of the United States will 
be critically dependent on such 
good judgment. ^Unfortunately, 
Mr. Kissinger has demonstrated 
deplorably poor judgment in his 
past appointments of persons to 
fill sensitive posts in connection 
with his National Security 
Council* duties'. 

Three such appointments 
which may be mentioned in this 

regard are Daniel .Ellsberg, 
Morton Halperin, and Helmut 
Sonnenfeldt, all of whom, in¬ 
cidentally, are also Jews. Mr. 
Kissinger appointed Daniel 
Ellsberg to a National Security 
Council position in 1969, shortly 
before Ellsberg began stealing 
highly sensitive secret 
documents of the United States 
government. Ellsberg then 
revealed those secret documents 
to unauthorized persons, in¬ 
cluding foreign nationals, in an 
attempt to undermine the 
American military forces in 
Vietnam. 

The relationship between 
Ellsberg and James R. 
Schlesinger, currently secretary 
of defense, should also be noted 
here: It is similar to the 
Kissinger-EIIsberg relationship,- 
in that Ellsberg brought 
Schlesinger into national security 
work through recommending him 
for a position at the Rand Cor¬ 
poration, just as Kissinger had 
earlier brought Ellsberg into, the 
National 'Security .Council. The 
propsect of having two Ellsberg 
intimates — Mr. Kissinger and 
Mr. Schlesinger — both with the 
same minority ethnic 
background, simultaneously 
occupying the two cabinet posts 
most concerned with the national 
security, can only raise tile 
gravest misgivings on the part of 
ail thoughtful and patriotic 
Americans. 

Third, the policies of the 
secretary of state during the next 
three years will vitally affect the 
national interests .of the United 
States. If Mr. Kissinger becomes 
secretary of state and is allowed 
to continue his policies of the last 
four years, the nation will be 
exposed to grave jeopardy and 
will, perhaps, suffer 
irremediable harm. 

Consider the consequences of 
Mr. Kissinger's policies which we 
have already experienced. 
Guided by Mr. Kissinger’s policy, 
the United States withdrew from 
Vietnam, having achieved 
nothing of value to the American 
people and leaving behind 
hundreds of still-unaccounted-for 
MIA’s and PGW’s. The sacrifice 
of 50.000' American * lives w as 
nullified by a policy, first of 

vacillation, half-measures, and 
crippling restrictions on the use 
of American military power, and 
then of virtual surrender under 
the guise of “peace with honor." 
All^Mr. Kissinger’s flitting back 
and forth from Paris to 
Washington and all his clever and 
hopeful news conferences could 
not change the grim reality of 
America’s Vietnam catastrophe, 
even if they did serve somewhat 
to distract public attention from 
it at the time. 

Likewise, consider Mr. 
Kissinger’s policy of detente with 
Communist China and the Soviet 

* Union. What has that brought to 
America but dishonor, economic 
hardship, and military disad¬ 
vantage? Tire Soviet wheat 
swindle of 1972 is the principal 
economic consequence of' Mr. 
Kissinger’s policy of detente 
America has so far experienced, 
and it has been a painful ex¬ 
perience indeed. 

Mr. Nixon’s signing of the 
strategic-arms-limifcation agree¬ 
ment in Moscow Jast year, 
which has given the Soviet Union 
a staggering numerical ad¬ 
vantage in offensive nuclear 
missiles and warheads over 
America, is the principal 
military consequence of that 
policy to date, and it is a terribly 

^dangerous consequence. There is 
no tangible advantage to be 
gained by continuing to develop 
closer ties between America and 
the two communist powers, and 
the moral price to be paid is 
enormous. - . , ‘ 

America cannot afford — and 
may not survive — three more 
years in which her foreign policy 
is subject to Mr. Kissinger’s 
ethnic bias, his amply demon¬ 
strated lack of good judgment in 
the choice of subordinates for 
sensitive natiorai-security 

* positions, and . his catastro¬ 
phically ill-advised tendency 
toward accommodation of and 
collaboration with Communist 
governments. ' ' 

The National Youth Alliance- 
strongly and emphatically urges' 
and beseeches this Committee to 
reject the nomination of Henry 
Kissinger. 
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NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA 
(00 i WO) 

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine copies, and for the 
Rnk-hnn office, three copies, of an LHM dated as above and captioned 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE*, 1 

1 
One copy of the enclosure is being disseminated by WG 

locally to United States Secret Service, 

The informant referret: 
who furnished information to. SA | 

3?or the infer 

enclosure is 

d Boston 
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s . an 
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The source receive e impression 

3- Bureau (Enc. 9 
(1- 157-28158) 

3- Boston (Enc, 
(1- 157-3823). 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1662 EDITION 
q$A FPMfl (> CFR) 101-11.6 ^ ^ 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO :SAG, WFO (157-2396) 

V . 

froj£%aC, ALEXANDRIA (157-16) (RUG) 

subject:willIAM LUTHER PIERCE, aka 
EM - NYA 
(00: WFO) 

date: 10/11/73 

Re Alexandria letter, 9/11/73. 

A review of subject’s file in the Alexandria 
Office shows no additional investigation remaining out¬ 
standing. All pertinent information has been furnished 
to WFO and accordingly, this matter is considered to be 
in a RUC status. 
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Washington, 
October 25, 1973* 

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH: 

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

DATE 07-29-2010 

b2 
b7D 

WILLIAM L. PIERCE ; 
NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 

Dr* William L. Pierce is Executive Director of 
the National Youth Alliance. 

The National Youth Alliance (NYA) 
is an organization originally formed 
from a nucleus of Youth For (George 
C.) Wallace supporters following the 
1968 presidential election for the 
purpose of countering radical leftist 
and anarchist influences on the 
campuses of American colleges and 
universities. NYA currently is 
controlled hy individuals who militantly 
promote white racialism and anti- 
Zionism and who suggest violent 
revolution ultimately as the means ^ ^ 
for implementing their radical1 
and political ideas in America. WHi 

iriQN-ecwrAfNED' 

mwu oiifite8? 
On October 23, 1973, a confidential informant, 

who has furnished reliable information in the past, learned 
from Dr. William L. Pierce that the NYA is planning to 
take legal action to prevent the United States Government 
from continuing shipments of military arms and equipment 
to Israel. According to the source, the NYA hopes to. 
obtain an injunction to restrain the government in this 
regard and has raised a fund of $2,000 to be used for 
this purpose. 0 4/f. 

The informant stated that Pierce had indicated ^ 

the NYA was encountering difficulty in finding a. lawyer/^f '7-^7^ s& 

who would draft the injunction desired hy the NYA. It 
9-Bureau (157-6353) ' ' '' ^ 
2-Alexandria (Info) GLASS 

. 4-WFf 
i-TJnited States , 
' 157-2396 

.n Jnn^-i?nw. 
cret Service 

a. xsAaeuLgonfl; 





DIRECTOR, FBI 10/25/73 

SAC, WFO 

WILLIAM L. PIERCE,, aka 
EM - NYA 
(00:WFO) 
(Bufile 157-6353) 
(AXfile 157-16) ^ 

(WFOfile 157-2396)(P)T 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EM - JJYA 
(OOlWFO) 
(Bufile 157-12589) 
(WFOfile 157-2278)(?> 

DICLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

3-AtE 07-Z9-Z010 

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine copies, and for 
the Alexandria Office two copies for information of an LHM 
dated and-captioned as above. * 

One copy of the enclosure is being disseminated , 
by WFO locally to United States Secret Service* 

The confidential informant referred to in the 
enclosure is lwho furnished information to 

WFO files re _0/0/ctr 

a R,iroMt ri?„, HEREimm%^SIFfED EXCEPT 4- Bureau (Enc. 9) 
2- Alexandria (Enc. v2)(Info) ) 

2Q WFO—*. /. 
f (1- U05-l20134)KARaB-ISRAELI CONFLroT, ,^OCTOBER. JSZ3)_^3 % 

EKPrmad 

fi 



WQ 157*2396 

____I telephonically contacted 
to advise concerning certain publications which he 

red to.be Co Em®5SssH<I ran 

ince 

WO files further reflect 4 reference t 
who was a member of 

address, |_ ____|reportedly 
appeared on a list of names of persons alleged to 

shed to t 
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Washington, D. C. 20535 
October 29, 1973 

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

DATE 07-30-Z010 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 

The National Youth Alliance (NYA) 
is an organization originally formed 
from a nucleus of Youth For (Geogge 
C.) Wallace supporters following the 
1968 presidential election for the 
purpose of countering radical leftist 
and anarchist influences on the 
campuses of American colleges and 
universities, NYA currently is 
controlled by individuals who militantly 
promote white racialism and anti-Zionism 
and who suggest violent revolution , 
ultimately as the means for implementing -• 
their racial and political Ideas in 

• .America, 

On October 23, 1973, a confidential informant, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, learned 
that the NYA planned to take legal action to prevent the 
United States Government from continuing shipments of 
military arms and equipment to Israel, 

The above informant advised on October 29, 1973, 
■' that the following news release was made by Ur, William 

Fierce of the NYA on October 2d, 19735 

"October 26, 1973 ILL AXteFfCONTA! NED 
iERElfil^®ASSlFIEO EXCEPT 

5H0WTOHIRWISE. ^!$UIT ^INST SECRETARY OF DEFENSE AIMS 
AT HALTING ILLEGAL TRANSFER OF D,S. WAR 

mmm, to lsraMt /6 
^ a, c-r 10Mn\ petition for an injunction requiring 

•?* “■P’J*. Defease to ««, 
2-Miami (Info) delivering U,S. Military equipment 

S7-23261 rPTW.T?rr>£L- ffo5-I2D134) 

Ulj uxmu 'btacSs secret Service 
EKPrmad b2 - - 
(17) ' - b7D. 

i-ISRAELI CONFLICT, OCTOBER, 1973) 

CLAgsiFfEttaY 
DECLA 



mriOML YOUTH ALLIASCS 

to the Israeli Government and to take 
immediate steps all equipment 
already delivered§|^:i|jg the current 
Middle East War was filed in the United 
states District Court in Alexandria 
today, The petition Was filed as a 
class action by Dr* William fierce 
of the National Youth Alliance on 
behalf of himself and all other 
United States taxpayers. 

nThe petition points out that the 
transfer to the Israeli Government 
of aircraft, tanks and other war 
material from active-duty units of 
the United States Armed forces is 

without any basis in law and, sihx 
fact, is clearly contrary to the sense 
of the foreign Military Sales Act 
of 1968, under the color of which the 
Nixon Administration has been acting* 

,.c 

r ”Ihe petition argues that the weakening 
of the United States defense capability 
by the transfer of active-duty military 
equipment, as opposed to surplus equipment 
or stock-pile equipment has never been 
the intent of any act of congress, and 
that such transfer threatens the security 

: of every U*S. citizen* 

"The National Youth Alliance is an 
organization dedicated to the promotion 
of itoeriea’s national interests by all 
means," 

? - ^ «• * 
This nprtKer ? 

recommendation 6c# cpaclu'sions of 

the FBI. It is the property of 



10/29/73 

mm DEC LASSIFICATIOH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

' ^ FBI AUTOHATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE . 

DATE 07™Z9™ZO1Q 

TQ: BISECTOR, FBI (157^12589) 

FROM; SAC, WO (157-2278) <P) 

NATIONAL TOOTH ALLIANCE 
extremist master - nya ■*. ■■ •* 
(00: WO) 

- *Ra WO letter, 9/24/73 (no copy to Alexandria), 
and WO letter and XHM dated 10/25/73 (no copies to Miami). 

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies, and 
for the Alexandria and Miami Offices, two copies each 
for information, of an XHM dated and captioned as above. 

One copy of the enclosure is being disseminated 
by WO locally to United States Secret Service. 

The confidential informant referred to in the 
enclosure isl I who furnished information to 
SA Ion 10/23/73 and 10/29/73* 

2- Bureau (Ene. 8) - 
2- Alexandria (Enc. 2) (info) 
2- Miami (Enc. 2) (Info) 
4- WO 
* d(lAU57-2396)CEOTCE) 

AIL IOTRSiAnP^OTO!S\IEOl 
HeREiimSSssiRED Except 
WH5RT$H0WW OTHm&iJ 



WO 157-2278 

For the information of Alexandria, the informant 

er advised that PIERCE spent 

who has contrihuted financially to PIE8CE’s political___ 
activities in the past . The source believes thatl_ 
may have been one of the doners, to a fund of some $2,000 
contributed to NYA for the proposed legal action set forth 
in the IHM, and thatl I might have assisted PIERCE 
in connection with the filing of the NYA suit on 10/26/73 
and the distribution of the NYA ’’news release11 thereafter^ 
However* the source reported that the reason for|_ 
trip to Washington oh 10/26/73 was for the purpose of 

FIERCE to I 

_did not believe PIEBCE would agree to|_ 
proposal but had no positive information concerning , 
PIEECE’s activities I l» The 
informant will attempt to resolve this matter end advise 



I Alexandria and Miami are cautioned to 
exercise care for the security of this source in connection 
with any investigation or dissemination based upon the 
above information. * 





hopes to obtain employment with the overnroen 

Bureau * . 
Alexandria • 
New Haven (Enc/ 4) < 
(1-157-3303)I '' I' 
Hew York (157-7165) (Enc. 
Omaha (105-3162) (Info) 
WFO 
(1-157-2278) (SlXft) . 

«^i5f-2396) ,(PIERCE) , 
ft 

^vtchecl 

SKP ipit 
cift) 

ALL nWORMA.TIOH GOSRE&I8SBD 
HEREIN. IS UNCLASSIFIED - ., 



For the information of New York, information in 
the enclosed issue of the ^National Socialist Review-" per¬ 
taining to[ I has been furnished to the Omaha 
Office with a request to determine I I connection with 
the "National Socialist Review" and Ms relationship with 
the subject, - 

LEAD; 

ALEXANDRIA 

AT ARLINGTON VIRGINIA,. Will afetemp 
.leet rs current residence or proposed residence 

the Bureau and ^Interested offices, " 

HBmS*S3iWWl 

and advise 

. * WO will maintain contact with I land attempt 
to verify subject^ continuing presence in the Washington, D*C* 
Arlington* Virginia area* : 

TECTION OF 
ALEXANDRIA IS CAUTIONED TO EXERCISE CARE FOR THE PRO- 

tmnmmwiwmwmi CARD INVESTIGATION REQUESTED 
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11/5/73 DIRECTOR, FBI (157-12589) 

SAC, UFO (157-2278) (P) 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA 
(00:WFQ) 

Re UFO airtel dated 10/29/73. 

For the information of the Bureau and Miami, 
t_□advised on 11/5/73 that J. M. NICHOLAS, 7050 
S. W. 87th Court, South Miami, Florida, telephoned 
National Youth Alliance (NYA) (extremist white youth 
organization at Washington, D. C.) Headquarters during 
the weekend of 11/3-4/73-and reiterated his offer to|_ 

iDr. WILLIAM L. PIERCE, Executive Director 
of NYA, to I 

l -■■■■■■■■■■■■—• 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

The source stated that PIERCE obviously had . not 
accepted NICHOLAS1 offer to 
_and he is of the opinion that PIERCE has no 
interest in the proposed mission. The source said that 
he would remain alert for any further information concerning 
this matter. - 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 

2- Bureau 
2- Miami (Info) 

\(3/WF0 
,11- 157-2396) (PIERCE) b2 

b7D 

EKP:mad 
(7) All XBTOJjfMiOlf commit 

gmmH IS Ul'IGLASSIFlED 
UA.TI5 MsSdSS BY. 



Airtel 

Ye: SAD#, vro 
HUai tlheXosurea * 2) 

S^oai director, FBI 

NATTOm TOOTH ALLIANCE 
ms^iist mrsm ~ nta 
(BUFILS; 157-12589) 
twmzm* 137-2278) 

Xl/2/73 

WIKLIAH £, FISKCE 
extremist mnm - urn 
(BUFILE: 157-6353) 
ClIFOFMt 157-2396) 

HeWOlet and £ffii 10/25/73, captioned a§ above, *a* 
^?F0 eirfcel. mar1 2J&I 10/29/73, bearing the single caption 
National Youth Alliance, Extremist {fetter - HS&.« 

Enclose^ for the Miami Office is one copy each of 
WOlet an* IBM 10/25/73, captioned **88,111am h* ?ierce,:''aha 
Sfi - 3SYA* 00: W0? National Youth Alliance, EH - ETA, dot W0»,} 

Eeoort* concerning ?&tional Youth Alliance <HTA) 
interest in the Arab-Israeli conflict ssuafc receive prompt an-* 
vigorous investigative attention. It is recognized that only 
a rfer individuals may he aware of this information? therefore, 
recipients should restrict inquiries at this time to informants 
and established sources# 

/S’y- Sff] 
/ -——=--^brn 

SEARCHEO-C/V^ 
serializekZ-W 

_Ii9nn il£l 

—i-A-tf- 

97/6 / 
p OFFiCp 

l^af 

AIL INFORMATION COMAIKSE>\ 



Air tel to SACs, WFO, Miami 
BE: NATIONAL YOUTH ALL.IANCS; WII1IAK L. PIERCE 
157-125595 157-6353 

WO should attempt to identify the Arab groups and 
individuals in the XJ.S. with whom the NYA has established 
contact. The circumstances surrounding these contacts and 
the identities of the NYA -principals involve4 should be fully 
developed. Ascertain if positive steps have been taken by the 
NYA to establish contacts personally with Arab leaders abroad. 
Any information concerning Arab support of the NYA should be 
fully developed. 

WO should determine the degree of association between 
Pierce * Director of the NYA, and J. M. Nicholas of Miami, 
Florida. Insure that appropriate steps are taken to cover 
any possible foreign travel of Pierce in connection with 
NYA involvement in foreign affairs. 

Miami Office should discreetly identify Nicholas 
and furnish pertinent information to the Bureau and WO. 
Exercise caution to protect WO source in this matter. 

Information attributed to I lappearing on 
page two of referenced WO airtel must be submitted to 
Bureau in form suitable for dissemination. Carefully 
paraphrase this material to protect the source and 
appropriately classify the LHM. Insure this investigation 
receives prompt an3 vigorous investigative attention an4 
furnish results to the Bureau in form suitable for dissemination. 
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Washington, D. C. 20535 
November 7, 1973 

NATIONAL YOUTH ATXTAWflF. 

2?Ne National Youth Alliance (NYA) is an organ¬ 
ization originally formed from a nucleus of Youth For 
(C-eorge CO Wallace supporters following the 1968 pre- 

©lection for the purpose of countering radical 
leftist and anarchist influences on the campuses of 

. American colleges and universities.- NYA currently is 1 
controlled by individuals who militantly promote, white 
racialism and anti—Zionism and who suggest violent re¬ 
volution ultimately as the means for implementing their 
racial and political ideas in America. .. 

• ■ ^ On‘November 5, 1973, a confidential informant 
who has furnished reliable information In the past, pro- 

\ ’• Yliei the following publications- disseminated by the NYA: 

: ' • 1) "News from the National Youth Alliance" 
dated October.26, 1973> captioned “SUIT 

" AGAINST SECRETARY OF DEFENSE AIMS AT HALT¬ 
ING ILLEGAL TRANSFER OF UNITED STATES WAR 

<( ■>_ ■ . MATERIAL TO ISRAEL"; . ... .J 

k -V/. 2) "Action" (Number 28), October, 1973 (Internal 
bulletin of the .NYA) a and • ' , " ' . ; 

• * 3) Cover letter to the October, 1973 (Number 28) 
issue of; "Action” by William L. Pierce, dated 

• October 30, 1973. 

‘ • The above items have been reproduced and copies 
■ are attached hereto. . ■= . .. 

' . ■ It Is noted that the above publications are pri¬ 
marily concerned with legal action instituted by NYA to 
restrain the United States Government from sending war 
material to Israel' and are self explanatory. 

8- Bureau (157-12589) • • • 
•1- Alexandria (INFO) Attachments - 3 
1- Birmingham (INFO) This document contains neither recommenda- 
r“ Chicago (INFO) tions nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is ' , . 

New Orieans (INFO) the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
1- united States your agency; it and its contents are not ID ' 

) . 
1 - % 

United States 
Secret Service 
WFO (157-2278) 
00.57-2396’) 

SKP^ 

:is,> 
i 

your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. 

_ 1* ~ * . 
RCR-^ _ 
_ «IitSFORMATI0NC013«AISm , 

■ ' b2 HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED , /A ,/ 



PRESS OFFICE: 

BOX 3535, WASHINGTON, DC 20007 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: 

William L. Pierce 

(703) 525-3223 
October 26, 1973 

SUIT AGAINST SEC'Y OF DEFENSE AIMS AT HALTING ILLEGAL TRANSFER 

OF U.S. WAR MATERIEL TO ISRAEL 

A petition for an injunction requiring the Secretary of Defense to-cease 

delivering U.S. military equipment to the Israeli government and to take 

immediate steps to recover allequipment already delivered during the current 

Middle East war was fil.ed in the U. S. District Court in Alexandria today. The 

petition was filed as a class action by Dr William Pierce of the National Youth 

■Alliance on behalf of himself and all other U.S. taxpayers. 

. The petition points out that the transfer to the Israeli government of 
\ 

aircraft, tanks, and other war materiel from active-duty units of the U.S. armed 

-forces is without any basis in law and, in fact, is clearly contrary to the sense 

of the Foreign Military Sales Act of 1 968, under the color of which the Nixon 

Administration has been acting. 

The petition argues that the weakening of the U.S. defense capability by the 

transfer of active-duty military equipment, as opposed to surplus equipment or 

stockpile equipment, has never been the intent of any act of Congress, and that such 

transfer threatens the security of every U.S. citizen. 

The National Youth Alliance is an organization dedicated to the promotion 

of America's national interests by all means, ■ ~L 



No. 28 October 1973 
K 

DR. WILLIAM PIERCE has filed a lawsuit against Secretary 

of Defense James R. Schlesinger in the U.S. District Court in 

Alexandria, Va. The suit, filed on October 26, is a class action 

on behalf of Dr. Pierce and all other American taxpayers. It 

asks the court to issue an injunction requiring the Secretary of 

Defense to cease delivering U.S. military equipment to the Is¬ 

raeli government and to take immediate steps to recover all equip¬ 

ment already delivered during the current phase of‘the Middle' 

East war. 

The suit points out that the transfer to the Israeli government 

of aircraft,* tanks, and other wa.r materiel from active-duty units 

of the U.S. armed forces, thus .weakening the U. S. defense cap¬ 

ability, is without any basis in law and, in fact, is clearly con¬ 

trary to the sense of the Foreign Military Sales Act of 1968, under 

the color of which the Nixon administration has been acting. 

We will certainly not have an easy time winning this suit, and 

an urgent campaign is under way to build up our resources for 

fighting this matter through the courts. This suit is the first in 

a series which we anticipate filing against various agents of the 

System in an attempt to loosen the Zionist grip on U.S. foreign 

policy. 

OUR MNO MORE WAR" BUMPER STICKERS have been re¬ 

printed. They're brilliant red, white, and black on a 4-inch by 

12-inch strip of instant-stick, adhesive-backed material. They 

will stick to many things besides automobile bumpers. They are 

available now‘from the National Office at 10 for $1 or 100 for $8, 

postage prepaid. 

M -B.fSI W © O■ W# •-»'« jr4 i£* .sJ&& * 
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ON OCTOBER 9, the fourth day of the recent Middle East 

fighting, the National Office sent telegrams to Egyptian Presi- 

% 

3 
* 



V 

dent Anwar el-Sadat and Syrian Chief of State Hafez al-Assad, 

The telegram to President Sadat reads: "We, the American men 

and women of the National Youth Alliance, extend to your people, 

the brave men and women of Egypt, our most heartfelt friendship 

during this time of your trial. It is our sincere wish that your 

present struggle against Zionist aggression be crowned with com¬ 

plete victory.M 

ATTACK! READER BABS MINHINNETTE, of Baton Rouge, 

La. , sent this photo of a portion of a demonstration she organ¬ 

ized in her community. Mrs. Minhinnette (left) and her people 

also distributed leaflets to passersby explaining why the U. S. 

should not aid Zionist aggression in the Middle East. 

<-=•/>n r\«s3-.r&8? 

v *c • • tt ;upa 

CHIC AGO-AREA NYA’ERS can obtain 3-inch gummed stickers 

with various slogans and the Chicago Action Unit address on them. 

They’re handy for sticking a brief message in strategic locations. 

For details, write NYA-Chicago, 6272 W. North Av. , Chicago, 

IL 60639. 

> 



IF ANYONE STULL BELIEVED the American "radical right" 

had any prospects, recent events in connection with the Middle 

East war should have taught him better. While America rushed 

headlong right up to the brink of yet another world war for the 

sake of the Jews, the "radical right" thrashed about a bit and 

made*a few faint noises,but it proved itself utterly incapable of 

exerting any influence on the course of events. A better showing 

was made in 1941!. 
Consider, for example, the use of the courts as a weapon. 

The enemies of the West have used them as a battering ram a- 

gainst the foundations of our civilization for the last several dec¬ 

ades. They have several legal organizations, employing hundreds 

of full-time lawyers--sharp, aggressive, Jewish lawyers--and 

they can mount a full-scale legal attack on any given target in a 

matter of hours. 
Patriots, on the other hand, have never had anything com- 

- parable. The apathy and cowardice encountered by the National— 
Office in attempting to recruit attorneys to prepare ourj.nil a- 

gainst Schlesinger was very disheartening. The response of 

"right wing" lawyers approached was either "I'd like to help, 

but .. . ," or "It can’t be done. There isn't enough tirrvgy and it 

would cost too much." - “ v 
Or consider public demonstrations. Our enemies can or¬ 

ganize massive protest marches of hundreds of thousands. The 

best the right wing has been able to do in tne last couple of years 

* is Rev. McIntyre’s parades of barely a thousand marchers. Dur¬ 

ing the three weeks of the recent crisis, about all the pro-Western 

forces were able to do in the way of publicly protesting the govern¬ 

ment's policy of subservience to Israel was the sort of small, local 

demonstrations organized by Babs Minhinnette--and there were far 

too few of those. 
In the area of direct action patriotic performance has been 

negligible. A few brave souls have attacked the enemy with dyna¬ 

mite and gasoline, but their success has been slight and their 

casualty rate high. The anti-Americans, in contrast, were de¬ 

tonating an average of three dynamite bombs per day during the 

peak of their Vietnam campaign three years ago. They burned 

dozens of campus ROTC offices and wrecked scores of other pub¬ 

lic and commercial buildings. When they were unfortunate enough 

to be caught, massive legal-defense efforts were launched which 

usually achieved acquittals from intimidated judges and juries. 

It doesn't do any good to make the excuse that the enemy con¬ 

trols the media and the Congress and has other advantages which 

patriots lack. The fact is that Western man is losing the war for 

survival now being waged worldwide, and we must do whatevei it 

takes to begin winning. 



We must develop the capability for c flee lively lighting the 

System on the legal front, the propaganda front, and the direct- 

action front, and we must do it soon. The next time Jewish in¬ 

terests require the squandering of Western blood and Western 

wealth in a world war, we must at least be able to throw a siz¬ 

able monkey wrench into the System*s gears. 

The "radical right," ranging from tiny, far-out, uniformed 

cults to more-or-less respectable, "write-your-Congressman" 

groups, simply has no prospects of doing the job--notie at all- 

And, although effective alliances between some groups may be 

remotely possible, it is utterly unrealistic to hope for any gen¬ 

eral right-wing coalition. The basic problem is that the right 

wing, as it is now constituted, is on the wrong track. 

NYA left the right-wing track over a year ago and has been 

forging a new trail toward the still-distant goal of a revolution 

of national liberation and rejuvenation. The going is slow and 

difficult---dangerously slow. Our rate of progress must be in¬ 

creased sharply in the months ahead, and this will call for some 

more major changes in our ways of doing things--so be prepared. 

It will also call for an even greater commitment from all our 

* people. 

THE NEW ATTACK! WILL BE LATE AGAIN. Unfortunate¬ 

ly, preparations in the National Office for our lawsuit against 

Schlesinger held up the completion of ATTACK! No. 24. It will 

be printed and mailed during the next few days. 



national office : / * * 
■ * * October"30, 1973 

Dear American: * ' . 

I have a’.tiger by the tail, and I need your help!' 

Last Friday I went into the Federal court here and filed a suit against the 

Secretary of Defense in an attempt to halt the further transfer of American jets 

and tanks to the bandit state of Israel* Now I am faced-with the awesome task of 

fighting the combined legal resources of the entire Federal government in the courts. 

Three weeks ago, as soon as the Kissinger-Nixon government announced 

that American warplanes and tanks were being transferred from active-duty units 

of our armed forces to the Israeli government, our reaction_Jiere in the National 

Office was, 11 Why doesn't someone do something to^Lop^that? 11 To weaken our 

own armed forces in order to strengthen the Zionists is wrong from every s tand- 

point: it jeopardizes our national security; it assures for us the everlasting hatred 

of the Arab peoples; it cuts off our supply of fuel—fromithe Middle East; and it is ■” 

morally abhorrent*. 

Furthermore, it is illegal. None of the laws passed by Congress which 

allow the government to sell surplus military equipment to other countries can 

justify taking current equipment out of the hands of our own defense forces and 

giving it to Israel* 

But no one seemed willing to do anything; no one was willing to challenge 

the System* S o I did it. With $2,00 0 contributed by a handful of supporters, 

I had an attorney do some preliminary legal research and draw up a petition for 

an injunction against the Secretary of Defense* 

What lies ahead now is a much bigger job. The attorneys who will even 

consider sticking their necks out and handling the case for us are quoting fees of 

$25,000 and up! We can't expect to raise that much money, but here is what we 

do expect: 1) to raise at least $5,000 immediately 2) to begin taking depositions 

from Secretary of Defense Schlesinger and other government officials 3) to gen¬ 

erate enough public interest in the suit so that other groups or individuals with 

more resources than NYA will either join our suit or file separate suits of their own- 

% The urgency and importance of this project cannot be overemphasized. 

It is a first step toward using the Federal courts for America, instead of against 

“jSuHfcrida'/ It is an opportunity to get a few of the System's arrogant bureaucrats 

on the witness stand and make them explain why they are giving our weapons to 

the same gang that attacked the U. S.S. Liberty in 1967. It offers at least a chance 

to halt, even if only temporarily, our government's criminally irresponsible 

support of Zionism—support which has already led us to the brink of a Third 

The Future Belongs to UsI 

- 

(more) 
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World War. And, most important, it can awaken the hope in millions of 

Americans that something can be done--that the System can be beaten. 

We can only continue this project with your wholehearted support. We- 

must have more contributions, on shorter notice, than we have ever asked 

for before. I wouldn't ask you to make a sacrifice if I didn't feel it was 

important. But it is important. 

Please, don't leave me holding the tiger's tail all by myself. Send • 

the largest contribution you possibly can--today. 

Sincerely, 

William L'Pierce 

j E ditor^-in-Cftief 

P. S. : If you are an attorney and are willing to help with this case, please 

phone me at (703) 5Z5-3223. 
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Washington, D.C. 20535 
November 12, 1973 

WILLIAM L. PIERCE; 
NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 

The National Youth Alliance (NYA) is an 
organization originally formed from a 
nucleus of Youth For (George C.) Wallace 
supporters following the 1968 Presiden¬ 
tial election for the purpose of ' ... 

- . countering radical leftist and anarchist 
influences on the campuses of American 
colleges and universities. NYA cur¬ 
rently is controlled by individuals who 
militantly promote white racialism and 

. anti-Zionism and who suggest violent 
revolution ultimately as the means for 

„ implementing their racial and political 
1 • ideas' in America. . - J-\ .. . . 

A confidential’ informant, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised on October 29* 1973, that . 
a suit reportedly had been filed in United States District 
Court, Alexandria; Virginia, on October 26, 1973 > by- Dr; 
William L. Pierce.,' Executive Director of "NYA, tp obtain an. 
injunction to restrain the United. ^States Secretary of , 

■Defense , from continuing'shipments of., military arms and -equip-' 
ment to Israel. ' The source learned that the petition for. an . 
injunction was filed by Pierce as- a class" action on behalf 

rof himself and all other United States taxpayers. 
^ _. _ _. 

_According to the above sourceJ 
| |had advised Pierce con¬ 
cerning the drafting of the injunction filed by Pierce seeking 
to enjoin the transfer of United States military arms.and. _^ 
equipment to Israel.' The source also learned |___ 

9-Bureau (1-157-6353) (1-105-1258 
1- United States Secret Service 
2- Alexandria 
2rMiami _ 

J^WFO {pl57-2396) 
1-1S7-2978) 

EKPTcam 



•WILLIAM L. PIERCE 

did not. want his name used in connection with 
the suit filed by Pierce. The source said that for this 
reason. Pierce would be obliged to find another attorney to 
argue the motion for an injunction. 

19 
by 
___Isupporter of the 
NYA. and a contributor to Pierce ’ s political activities. T.h 
source learned that] had'requested Pierce to 

The above-informant further advised on October 29, 

This document contains neither recommen¬ 
dations nor conclusions of the FBI. It • 
is the property of- the FBI ;and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are;’ 
not to be distributed outside your agency. 

2* 
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ReBuairtel dated. 11/2/73> (no copy to AX). 

*. Enclosed for the Bureau are nine copies; and for the 
AX and MM Offices, two.copies each of an LHM dated and captioned 
as above. .. ■ • •*' . .' 

'■ One copy of enclosed -LHM is being disseminated by WO 
locally to United States Secret Service (USSS). - . 

sure is I fwho -.furnished information on IQ/29/73 and 
11/5/73, to SA[ ' 

The confidential informant referred to in the enclo- 
SJ y 

3-Bureau1(Enc. 9) 
2-Alexandria (Enc. 2) 
2-Miami (Enc. 2) . 
tfSam * __ 
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WFO 157-2396 

For the information of the Bureau and MM~ 
advised on 11A/73. that I CLM. V J-JL/ J/- | .1 « LrllCL Is 1 

! 1 white. male. who is 
— _l 

employed! |. The informant stated that has 
occasionally corresponded with the National Youth Alliance 
(NYA), extremist white youth organization at Washington, D.C. 
(WDC), in the bast,'and. as noted In the enclosure, has made 
financial contributions L The informant 
explained that the purpose of. 1 trio to WDC on 
10/26/73, was to deliver to Dr. WILLIAM L. PIERCE- (Executive 

• b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

Director of NYA) personally 1 

1 and to urge PIERCE to 1 
] 

1 According to the source. 

trip to TOC, as well as thel I 

The above source further advi sed on■'11/R/7R. that 

1 to reiterate - - b6 

his request that PIERCEJ b7C 
. ‘ ’’ b7D 

The source said that insofar as he is aware, this. is the. 
extent of Contacts and association between PIERCE and 

WFCfinvestigation continuing with respect to other 
Information requested in re Buairtel. ~ 

The enclosed LHM is classified ."^ku^idelilXAl-'’ as : , 1 - 
unauthorized, disclosure could reasonably be'expected to damage-' * ■ 
national security "by 'compromising the informant who furnished 
information therein and who furnishes valuable information on 
a continuing basis concerning the extreme rightwing movement*" 



In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Miami, Florida 
November 6, 1973 

WILLIAM L. PIERCE; 
NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 

Dr. William L. Pierce is Executive Director of 

the National youth Alliance. 

The National Youth Alliance (NYA) 
is an organization originally formed 
from a nucleus of Youth For (George 
C.) Wallace supporters following the 
1968 presidential election for the 
purpose of countering radical leftist 
and anarchist influenced on the 
campuses of American colleges and 
universities. NYA currently is . 
controlled by individuals who militantly 
promote white racialism and anti- 
Zionism and who suggest violent 
revolution ultimately as the means 
for implementing their radical 
and political ideas in America. 

On October 29, 1973, a confidential informant who 
lias furnished reliable information in the past advised that 

- Dr. William L. Pierce of the NYAiwas .iri cOhtact on October 26, 
1973 with J. M. Nicholas, 7050 S.W. 87th Court, South Miami} 
Florida 33143. Nicholas was described by the source as an 
elderly man who has contributed financially to Pierce's 

. political activities in the past. 

On October 23, 1973, the computer records of the 
Dade County Tax Assessor's office, Miami, Florida, showed that 
John M. Nicholas is the owner of the residence located at 
7050 S.W. 
address. 

87th Court, Miami, and also that he resides at that 0 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAlHSa. 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED . (A 
DATE.gfeJO?-. -BYMZ/oMJM 

SEARCHED_ _INDEXED. 
SERIALIZED /1/^iEnV 

nov(l4 m I 
FBI—WASHINGTON F/fELD/fM 



RE: WILLIAM L. PIERCE. 

On October 25, 1973, the records at the Bureau 
of Voters Registration, Dade Count/ Elections Division, 
1351 N.W. 12th Street, Miami, showed that John Middleton 
Nicholas, 7050 S.W« 87th Court, South Miami, registered 
to vote on March 27, 1964. On his registration card, he 
indicated that he was a roof painter b / trade and that he 
was born on January 13, 1901 in South Africa. According to 
this record, he was naturalized in U.S. District Court, 
Washington, D.C. in 1938. Except for his political part / 
designation, this record contained no further information. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency? it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.’ 

2* - 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OK JUSTICE 
t 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

■ Miami, ^Florida 
November 6, 1973 

Title WILLIAM L. PIERCE; 
NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 

Character EXTREMIST MATTER 

Reference is made to letterhead memorandum 
dated and captioned as above at 
Miami, Florida. 

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities are concealed 
in referenced communication have furnished reliable information in the past. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your 
agency • 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM 
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
DATE 07-29-2010 

Washington* D,C.' ^20035 
Soveribar 23a 1973 

• wa'him L« PISICE; • 
W&MMi ¥93M ■ 

Dr* William L* Fierce is' Exeeutive Director of the 
National Youth Alliance* 

2k© National Youth Alliance (lIYA)' is an • . - 
organisation originally formal 't&sm. a ! 

.nucleus of Youth Tor (George £h) Wallace 
supporters follosius the IpSS presidential 

. election for the purpose - of countering 
radical leftist ana- anarchist infIxnenccs 

. on the- empuses of isieriosn college© and 
• mivorsiblos. &X& currently is controlled- 

' • by lndirldiuals ^ho militantly promote. •" ' ' 
\ ,J ’uhite racialism and anti-Zionism and tilw- - 

. suggest violet''resolution ultimately as : 
, the ma&m for iaplenentins' their racial 

and political ideas in America* - 

-A confidential informant bdi© has furnished reliable 
infarction. in the past advised on ll/lf/73^ bhuh'.dohn 51* " 
rliehoias4 "ant elderly ■ supporter, of the tlYA && & finanoial 
contributor to the .political activities of hr* .ifiHiha-h* . ■ 
Pierce in the past, had traveled; from his home la South 

&USSII?xm BY I 
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2-Los Angeles 
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WILLIAM L. PI2ECE 
HftgiaSAL ?qggg ALLIANCE 

Florida to visit Fierce in the Washington, £*£. i\m) 
area on November 16 s 1973* The source learned that Fierce was 
planning sone activity in support of the Arab states in the 
current Tfideast conflict with Israel as a result of his con¬ 
tact with, gicholas-. however, informant dj-I not belief that_ 
this activity |_ 

I ~1 fhe source speculated with sotie basis in fact that 
Pierce had agreed to ftgoxofrg ao&g azficteL an*l~i5ra$Ii__ 
rromaanda effort I_ 

)> _ * - - 

According to the above source* Fierce solicited ,=* . .. 
Arab dipioisatlb establishments mil organisations in WO at 

• about the; tisie of the outbreak .of-hostilities between the ". 
Arabs-and Israel in October c 1973* The informant Indicated, 
that Fierce had provided each of these ostablishrsentb and 
organisations with copies of past issues of the 2'STA tabloid 
newspaper3 *; Attack I55 a which featured pre-Arab articles, , 
and other Informtibn concerning liyAts anti-Zionist activities 
with the hope of receiving financial assistance from these 

a e&tabllsbmhts, and organisations. ’Urn informant' stated that 
“' although he believes1 Fierce might have? had assistance fr^ti .<■ ■. . 

• such, establishrienfes and-organisations iron tliae to', time la , ’. '• 
the past in the- form of information and' photographs 'for 
publication in “Attack!1'* he knew of no financial contributions 
which had been received from these sources* He pointed out 
that Arab , diplomats and supporters in the, United. Sftates are 
very conscious of the distinction between anti-Zionism and ' 
antl-ScnitlSBi and generally avoid -working relationships with 
-anti-Semites/,•/. 1./ / - . ; . - • / , 

' '. . - , * s. ^ ■ 

- Ihe informant Mentioned above advised that in addi¬ 
tion, to mailings to embassies and chanceries of the individual 
Arab states represented in WBGS. WIA solicitations were directed 
to the Arab. Information Center and the - National Association of be 
Arab-Aioerlcana of PPG,_*fhe infertaaefe noted that Fierce had b7 

I 'Ibf the 
-latter organisation* and pointed out that all significant 
contacts and .policy natters involving the Iff A are handled per¬ 
sonally and exclusively by Fierce* 

a 
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WILLIAM L» PIERCE: . 
UkTHMAL YQUIH ALLIANCE 

Si 

ThQ above sdurcd had no information that Pierce was 
in contact with Arab leaders abroad or “that Pierce had 
seriously entertained any idea or traveling abroad to meet 
with Arab leaders or activists. 

ghe above Mfowsaafe further advised on November 19 a 
1973, thatl la rlcdate'-yinrc political activist and 
tlY& supporterl bad been soliciting * 
the Arab population in the Los Angeles area in order to promote 
pro-Arab support in the current Mideast conflict * Ee pointed 
out that this activity was conducted by I I indopemlently.^ 
without the direction and control of IjXa IJoadoiiarters^ and 
he was not aware of the degree Of success - rosultinrrfrom those * 
efforts by |* She source also learned that I I had 
tmie a monetary contribution to the 53X& for use in., connect ion 
with the legal action initiated, by Pierce to restrain the • ' ; ‘ 
United States. Secretary of defense from sending arms and 
equipment to Israel. ''- '• 

This document contains neither rocoiitmon— 
<lations nor conclusions of the FBI. It 
is the property of .the FBI and is loaned 
to your agencyg it sp*& its contents are. 
not . to be distributed outside your agency. 
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FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE . 

DATE 07-29-2010 • ’ 

vIILLIAM hi FIERCE, aka V 
muxbt mmm ~ nxa 
(00:WFG) 
(BttfUe 157-6353) > 
(®om« 157-2356) (F)^ 

RATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EXSRS-SISF HATTER - HYA 
(OG;WPO) : . 
(Bufile. 157-125^9) , 
(WGfile 137-22.73) <F) ~ 

KeBuairtei, 11/2/73, an*}' WO air tel and mil, 
11/12/73; (no copies feo BA or AT1) * • , 

. Enclosed far the Bureau are nine copies 5 and lor 
AX> HT, LA and'Ml, two copies each, of,an LtES.dated and 
captioned as above» . . . ■* .-*< . ~ ' T f i ' ‘ 

- " « ' <L ^ 

Copies to AS and AT are for information because .. 
of the interest'of these offices in FIERCE and the i'lSRP, 
respectively ' *. - v 

One copy of the enclosure 'is bein«j dissifoinated by 
WQ locally to the United States Secret Service*.. 

3-Bureau {©sc* -5) \ - - * *' ' ' • -! •• / '. •* -'u 
2-Alexandria (Enc, 2) (Info) ‘ . . • • • ■ 
2-Atlanta (Ene* 2) (Info) , . ■ •• „ %\ 
2-rLos Angeles (Bnc. 2) }^2v > ^ 
2-^iaRii (Enc. 2) • V 1 Su l 
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The enclosed am is classified as 
unauthorised disclosure could reasonably be expected to 
damage national security by compromising the informant who 
furnished information therein and who furnishes valuable 
information on a continuing basis concerning the extreme 
right-wing movement. - . - . 

■' >' The oc 

enclosed IHH IsI 
SAl 

Informant referred to in the 
Who furnished information to 

. Par the information of the Bureau,I 
advised on II/19/73* that he had learned following NICHOLAS 
visit on 11/16/73, that PIERCE 
on something", Ee said 

ie informant said that 

I_/had given PIEBCEl_If or 
use by the NUr. The .source noted that PIERCE night have 
talked NICHOLAS into donating to 111 A for Pro-Arab, anti-Zionist 
activities they--—*- — - -1 

-The informant further noted in connection with 
the above that a recent issue of f!The Thunderbolt publica¬ 
tion of the National States Rights Party (KEEP)} white 
extremist racial and political party with headcuarters at 
Marietta* Georgia ^indicated that the NSRP intended to open, 
ah office in Washington9. D.O, (tJDG) in connection with a 
planned pro-Arab, anti-Zionist propaganda campaign. The - 
informant pointed out that PIERCE maintains, an extremely close 
working relationship with. Ur. EDWARD R. FIELDS, National »- 
Secretary of the HSRP, and. conjectured that PIERCE might be 
planning to assist the 2ISRP propaganda effort against Zionism. 

I had no information concerning possible 
continuing contacts by PIERCE with representatives of Arab . 
countries or pro-Arab activists in the United States? however, 
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BOX.3535, WASHINGTON,' DC 20007 . (703)525-3223 

NATIONAL OFFICE November 26 „ 1973 

Dear‘American: 
* ■'' . i 

Enclosed with' this letter is a leaflet designed for immediate mass 

distribution all over America. It is not aimed at " rie.n wingers" or conser¬ 
vatives or "radicals," but at average, uncommitted Americans. 

' It ties together the two-most disturbing issues of the day: the fuel- . 

shortage and the general failure of confidence-caused by the media exploitation 

of Watergate. • It not only ties these issues together, but it clearly places t e 

blame where it belongs and directs attention onto the primary danger. Jewis . 

monopoly control of the mass media and, as a consequence of that, of the entire 

American political apparatus. 

The Enemy has never been so vulnerable as he is now. His natural 

instinct for socially destructive activity has led him into such excesses in 
exploiting the Watergate fiasco that a great deal of public resentment agains 

the media has been generated. People whose only previous concern about ye 
media was whether or not their favorite soap opera or TV talk show would oe 

continued for another season have been muttering darkly about media ias* 

' 'jt was aZpure stroke-of fortune that-the latest Middle East flare up 

came when it did1.'; Despite the transparent and heavy-handed effort to blame 

everything on the Arabs', there are millions of Americans who know bette 

They understand that they are being asked to walk and to shiver this winter.so 

that the Jews can hold onto their stolen real estate in the Middle East, and they 

don't like it a bit. Furthermore, they have cynically observed that the news¬ 

papers and the TV networks are slavishly pro-Israel. While Senator Ful rig 

talks about.Zionist control of the (Songress, thousands of ordinary Americans 

are referring, for the first time m their lives, to the " Jewish networks. 

■ . 0-H ) 

Only a minority of Americans are beginning ;to;:Under.stapd;:who is 

behind their present troubles, of course, and the'Enemy is. working har to 

keep the others from waking up. Our duty is clear. We must seize the present 

opportunity and utilize it to the fullest extent possible. If we lose this chance 

■ to turn-America against her exploiters, we may never have another. It is 

only 10 years until 1984. 

Let's spread our new "Blackmail! " leaflet all over this country—by 

the millions! Let's throw thousands of them from office windows-at the lunch 

hour in downtown Dallas and Seattle. Let's rent small airplanes and drop tens 

of thousands of them over Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and Memphis. Let s 

scatter them along the streets with the heaviest pedestrian traffic in Chicag9 

and Phoenix. Let's saturate parking lots filled with the cars of Christmas 

C try f fnf 



shoppers in Portland, Richmond, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and Boston. Let^s strew 

therfi about college campuses and factory gates, around trailer parks and bowling 

alleys, in public buildings and football stadiums. Let's have these eye-catching 

yellow leaflets blowing in the wind and' littering sidewalks from the Rio Grande 
to the Great Lakes and from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Let's wake America up! 

We're geared up at the National Office to ship out at least two million 

leaflets during the next month. If we get orders for twice that many, we'll hire 
more people to help us' wrap and address them. The leaflets are priced so low 
that we will barely break even on them--in fact, we WiA lose money on shipments 

to the West Coast because of the postage. But, in the long run, it can be the 
most profitable project we have ever undertaken if everyone will do his share 
to'help distribute themi If we are able to carry the message, on this leaflet to a 
sufficiently large number of Americans at this time, we can change the course 

of history. , 

' Even if you've hever distributed a single Copy of ATTACK! before, you 

should order the largest quantity of these leaflets .you possibly can. Do it now 

and beat the Christmas mail jam: 

Sincerely, 

William L Pierce. 

P. S.:: We have filed the first interrogatory in our Federal suit to make the 
Defense Department retrieve the war materiel illegally shipped to Israel during 
the recent fighting. We expect to have an important announcement soon con¬ 

cerning this suit. ’ . ' 

' ' jiDetach Here _._•_ 
~ ~ — — — — — 

Rush me ( )100,000 ( )50,000 ( )25,000 ( )10,000 ( )5,000 ( )2,500 

( )1,000 ( )500 leaflets. Enclosed is $__inpayment. (See price 
..schedule on leaflet. Figure $12/1,000 to 10,000 leaflets-and $10/1,000 for 

10,000 or more.) • ■ • 

Ship to: ' N&me__'__ _ ;_;_: ;-: _-■ 

Stteet~ ' -JT~„ _ 

State • Zip City 



America is being blackmailed. Because 
of this blackmail we may not be able to 
drive our cars or heat our homes this 
winter. Some of our schools may be 
forced to close, and many of us may lose 

our jobs. If the blackmail continues, and 
if many of our industries are forced to 
shut down, America may be faced with 
another depression. We can put an end to 
this blackmail, and it's high time we did! 

ffse blackmailers are a tightly organised,, international gang of Zionists, 

Zionists believe in an alien ideology 
repugnant to all decent Americans. They 
are loyal to a foreign power: Israel. 
They have applied blackmail pressure to 
the government of the United States, 

forcing if to adopt policies which are 
favorable to Israel but which are bad for 
the American people. These policies, by 
alienating our Arab friends in the Middle 
East, have caused the present oil crisis. 

Zionists represent fewer than three per cent of the American public. 

But they are able to blackmail 
lawmakers and other government of¬ 
ficials because of the control they wield 
over our elections. Through their 
ownership of the broadcast-network 
monopolies and large segments of the 
press they have an enormous influence 
on our national electoral process. They 
also control a disproportionate share of 
the campaign money which gets 
Congressional candidates elected. 
Senator J. W. Fulbrighf, Chairman of 

the Senate Committee on Foreign 
Relations, has several times pointed out 
the Zionist control of Congress. “The 
Senate is subservient (to Zionists)/7 he 
said. /7We should be more concerned 
about the United States7 interest, rather 
than doing the bidding of Israel.77 . 
Another time he said, “The Israelis , 
(acting through Zionists in this country) 
control the policy in the Congress and 
the Senate.77 

Zionist blackmail against Congress has embroiled America in the 

Middle East warr contrary to the wishes of nearly ail Americans. 

It has resulted in enormous blackmail 
payments to the Israeli government. The 
latest payoff being demanded is $2.2 
billion of our fax money. Worst of all, 
Zionist blackmail h.3s caused the shutoff 
of the vital oil formerly supplied to us by 
our Arab friends in the Middle East. We 
can restore the oil imports we need to 

keep the country running if we refuse to 
knuckle under to Zionist blackmail. If we 
demand that no more American money 
or weapons be sent to the Middle East 
and that the media monopolies in this 
country be broken up, .we can put the 
Zionist blackmailers out of business. 

Let's tell the Congress and the Whit® Nouse that we, the American 

taxpayersr will tolerate no' more Zionist blackmails 

And Iet7s make sure that politicians who yi^id to blackmail don7f get re-elected. 
 — . , ---3 ....... 
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The Watergate ’scandal has 
demonstrated jo all of us the 
awesome power of television and 
the press. 7he‘ masters of the 
mass media can give artificial 
stature and popularity to any 
solitician they like — just as they 
:an wreck the career of anyone 
ihey dislike. 

That is a dangerous enough 
power under any conditions. In 
America today it is made in¬ 
finitely more dangerous by the 
concentration of this power in the 
hands of a small number of 
people-all members of the same 
minority group with ties to a 
foreign government. 

Television News 

Consider, for example, the TV- 
news broadcasting industry. This 
is probably the single most in¬ 
fluential mass medium. 

f Virtually all national and in¬ 
ternational TV news in the U.S. is 
filmed, edited, and broadcast by 
just three corporations: 
American Broadcasting Com¬ 
panies, Inc. (ABC), Columbia 
Broadcasting System, Inc. 
(CB^), and National Broad¬ 
casting Company (NBC). The 
last is not an independent cor¬ 
poration, but is a subsidiary of 
Radio Corporation of America 
(RCA). 

Each of these major cor¬ 
porations has a separate news 
subsidiary with officers 
responsible only for news 
programs. 

ABC 

The president and chief 
executive officer of ABC is 
Leonard Goldenson. The general 
manager of ABC News is Martin 
Rubenstein, and under Mr. 
Rubenstein, as executive 
producer of ABC's TV-news 
programs, is Avram Westin. 

CBS 

The fop man at CBS is Chair¬ 
man of the Board William S. 
Paley. The CBS News subsidiary 
is run by President Richard S. 
Salant. 

- — NBC_.^ 

Robert Sarnoff is president, 
chief ‘ executive officer, and 
chairman of the board of RCA. 
AAr. Sarnoff's man in charge of 
news is* NBC News President 
Reuven F*"^nk. 

Seven Powerful Zionists 

The major* broadcasting cor- 
thousands of 

persons in executive positions, 
but the seven men named above 
are at Ihe key control points. 
They are the ones who have the 
ultimate decision-making 
authority. They dictate what 210 
million Americans shall learn of 
what has happened in the nation 
and in the world each day. All 
seven of them — Goldenson, 
Rubenstein, Westin, Paley, 

* Salant; Sarnoff, and Frank — are 
Zionists. 

Newspapers Too 

Zionist control has also been 
effectively extended over the 
great majority of the 62,000,000 
newspapers printed each day in 
this country. Two outstanding 
examples of this control are the 

nation's two most prestigious and 
influential newspapers: the New 
York Times and the Washington 
Post. 

New York Times 

The New York Times is the 
unofficial social, fashion, en¬ 
tertainment, political, and 
cultural guide of the nation. Its 
influence and ideas reach info 
every stratum of American life. 
It is sold in virtually every 
community in the United States. 

The New York Times was 
founded in 1851 by Henry 
Raymond and George Jones, but 
in 1896 Adolph Ochs, a wealthy 
Zionist publisher, acquired the 
paper from Jones' estate. The 
present Zionist owners are the 
Ochs-related Sulzberger family. 
Arthur Ochs Sulzberger is the 
paper's current president and 
publisher. 

Washington Post 

A close second to the New York 
Times in national influence is the 
Washington Post, which, by 
establishing its "leaks" in most 
governmental agencies in 
Washington, has an inside track 
on news involving the Federal 
government. 

The Washington Post was 
founded in 1877 by Stiison Hut¬ 
chins, but in 1933, at the height of 
the Great Depression, it was sold 
at a bankruptcy auction to 
Eugene Meyer, a Zionist 
financier, for a trifling $825,000. 

The Washington Post is 
presently run by Katharine 
Meyer Graham, Eugene Meyer's 
daughter, who is the principal 
stockholder and board chairman, 
and Larry H. Israel, who is the 
president and chief operating 
officer. Needless to ’ say, Mr. 
Israel is also a Zionist. 

/ 

The Washington Post also owns 
Newsweek magazine and a 
number of radio and TV 
broadcasting stations. 

Break Zionist Monopolies! 

The elected representatives of 
the American people cringe in 
fear of the power o? the mass 
media. With very few exceptions, 
they are afraid to adopt any 
policy not approved by the Zionist 
maslers of ihe media. Both the 
domestic and foreign policies of 
the United States are thus 
hostages to Zionist blackmail. 

We must break the media 
monopolies, so that TV, 
newspapers, and the other mass 
media represent only the in¬ 
terests of the American people 
instead nf a foreign r^1 cvrnrr.Mat. 

.. 
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THIS LITTLE ARAB GIRL has been permanently disfigured by 
napalm dropped on her village in southern Lebanon by Israeli bom¬ 
bers. The tragedy and shame for us is that both the aircraft and the 
napalm were made in the U.S.A. The average American does not want 
this country to become entangled in another "Vietnam" in ihe Middle 
East, but Zionist blackmail against the Congress and the White House 
are forcing our government to continue sendjng Y4££pons and money to 
4 ho i<.r^.i|i<; v „ ** 



11/29/73 

AIRTEL 

TO: BISECTOR 

FROM: SAC, VJFO 

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE' 

DATE 07-29-ZU10 _ " - 

WILLIAM!. PIESCE, aka, 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA 
(00: WO) 
(Bufile 157-6353) 
(WFOfile 157-2396) (P> 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE , ’ - 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA 
(00:UFO) 
(Bufile 157-12589) 
(WOfile 157-2278) (P) 

Re UFO airtel and LHM dated 11/23/73* _ : 

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine copies, and for . 
the Alexandria and Miami Offices, two copies each for 
information, of an LHM dated and captioned as above. 

2- Bureau (Enc. 9) 
2- Alexandria (Enc. 2) (Info) 
2- Miami (Enc. 2)(Info) 
5- 'TIFO 

(1- [I05-120134)!?£4b- ISBAELllcONFLICT) 
b2 
b7D 

/5~r7-^o96 



WO 157-2396 

* One copy of the enclosed LHM is feeing disseminated 
by WO locally to United States Secret Service. 

The confidential informant referred to in. the 
enclosure is__who furnished information to 
SAl l 

| advised SA|_on 11/28/73 that he 
believes a contribution, possibly as much as $1,000.00 by 
JOHN M. NICHOLAS, an elderly supporter of the NYA at 
South Miami, Florida, who has contributed to the political 
activities of PIERCE in the past, was used by PIERCE to 
publish the enclosed leaflet. 

- 2 - 



In Reply, Plchse Refer to 

File No. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D.C. 20535 „ 

December 11, .1973 

•V NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY 

A.source has described the National States Rights 
• , Party as an anti-Negro, anti-Semitic, white racist political 

party composed of past members of.klan-type organizations and 
other right-wing groups,, ■. , 

- , * \ * * * 
A confidential informant who has furnished reliable 

information in the past advised on December 3, 1973, that 
Dr. Edward, R. Fields, National Secretary of the National 
States Rights Party (NSKP), planned tp visit Washington, D.C. 
(WDC) on'December 7 and 8, 1973, in order to protest United 

• Statessupport of Israel on Capitol Hill. ... 

According to information provided by the above source 
on December 10, 1973, Fields reportedly arrived in WDC on 

t December 6, 1973, and spent the night of December 6, 1973, at 
the Commodore Hotel in WDC. The source learned that Fields 
met with Dr. William L. Pierce, Executive Director of the 
National Youth Alliance, on December 6, 1973, and that Pierce 

• \ ‘ had agreed to support Fields' anti-Zionist activities in WDC 
' on December 7 and 8, 1973. ■ .. a. 

i ...... •. . . ■ •_ 

, * The National Youth Alliance (NYA) is an organization 
' \ oifinally formed from a nucleus of Youth For 

< . . (George C.) Wallace supporters following the 1968 
0 ** . - presidential election for the purpose of countering 
2 * radical leftist and anarchist influences on the 
2 «*• campuses of American colleges and universities, 
g NYA currently is controlled by individual-s who 
% 5* militantly promote white racialism and anti-Zionism 
.3 * ’■ an<^ suggest violent- revolution ultimately as 

the meais for implementing their racial and political 
in America. • 

b2 ■ 
b7D _ 
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The above source learned that Fields' activities 
in UDC culminated in a demonstration at the T-Jhite House, HDC 
at 10:00 a,mo on.December 8, 1973. The source said that 
about twenty individuals carrying picket -signs protesting 
United States' support of Israel appeared for the demonstration; - 
however, the NSRP demonstrators were told to leave shortly after 
the demonstration had begun because they did not have a permit 
to demonstrate, and they left without incidento The demonstrators 
reportedly paraded briefly on K Street, NoW., and disbanded for 
lunch. NSRP demonstrators included NSRP representatives Fields; 

ance. as were I 

further identified, 

Pierce was in attend- 

I who were not 

The informant believes that Fields left WDC on 
December 8, 1973, to return to Georgia. • 

Hus document contains^neither 
^recommendations nor conclusions ©t 

FBI. It is the property of 
' \h.Q jfBI and i3 loaned to your agency* 

it and its contents are not to be 
distributed out^W e*g£ery. 
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FE-3S (Rev. 5-22-64) 

F B I 

Date: 12/11/73 

Transmit the following in 

V,n airtel 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

airtsl ■ 
(Priority) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-66233) 

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-34457) (RUC) 

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTy 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NSRP 
(00:ATLANTA) 

Re WFO airtel and LHM dated 12/5/73; (no conies to 
Baltimore or Knoxville.) 1 

_ Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies, and for the 
Alexandria, Atlanta, Baltimore and Knoxville Offices, two- 
copies each, of an LHM dated and captioned as above. 

bv WFO C?P7tt°c the enclosed LHM is being disseminated * D} WFO locally to U.S. Secret Service. 

■-- The informant-'.ref erred to in th 
I_|who furnished information to SAl 
and 12/10/73. I- 

2 - Bureau (Enel. Q) 
2 - Alexandria (Enel. 2) 
2 - AtLanta (157-466661) (Enel. 2) 
2 - Baltimore (157-4725) (Enel. 2) 

Knoxville (SncL„ 2) __-_ 

,s •• ■' 
U1-157-2396) CPIiSKoiS/'-*- — * Y , 
Wl57-2278\ Qm}_. ' A 
(1-157-4329) A1 

ire is 
on 12/3/73 b7D 

EKP:jen 
(15) ’ , 

- “ tv-. 

_-I -I'M 

AIL MPOP.MATrO?T COT-ri’AnTp^' it,A 
HEREIN .IS 1/UGLA8SIFXED ,, '/ -A 

J61- 

-33.1 

ADDroved: 
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Sent_ 

i t 

M Ppr I 
Special Agent in Charge 

S.Government Printing Office: 1972 — 455-574 ; 



WFO 100-34457 

Contacts with the U.S. Capitol Police and the 
Metropolitan Police Department, Washington, D.C., on 12/10/73 
were negative concerning activities of Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS 

, on 12/7 and 8/73. ? 

WFO j Indices are negative regarding! 

(FNU) (phonetic) and (mu) 
b6 
b7C 
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Washington, D. G. 20535 
December 13, 1973 * 

WILLIAM L. PIEBCS; 
NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 

Dr. William L. Pierce is Executive Director of 
the National Youth Alliance. 

D *" " . ' 1 

The National Youth Alliance (NYA) 
is an organization originally formed 
from a nucleus of Youth For ^George 
C.) Wallace supporters following 
the 1968 presidential election for , ‘ 
the purpose of countering radical . \ 

^ . V J leftist and anarchist influences „ 
. ; ■ on, the campuses of Americans colleges 

and universities* NYA currently is 
controlled by individuals who militantly 
promote White racialism and anti-Zionism 
and who suggest violent revolution 
ultimately as the means for implementing 
their racial and polit ical ideas in 
America. 

On December 12, 1973, a confidential informant, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, provided 
a copy of the November-December, 1973 (Number 29) , issue 
of MACTION”, internal bulletin of the NYA. This publication 
has been reproduced and a copy is attached herehOa 

”The Washington Post and Times Herald'*, a daily 
newspaper published at Washington, D. C* carried an article 
entitled ”Bight-Wing Organizations Increase Anti-Israel 
Campaign” by Paul Valentine/’Washington Post” Staff Writer* 
in its issue of December 13, 1973, at Page A-2. Eeceht 
activities of Pierce add NYA, as well as those of other 
‘'right-wing organizations” and activists are described therein. 

Q ^^tachinents ^ 5 . comn^ 

2-Alexandria7(l"l!^-l) (NSWPP) gMfglfed 
2-Atlanta (l~157,.AfififO ^ 
4^0 (157-2396)1 

EKP:mad 
(199 

Secret Service 
T 

b2 
b7D 
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* *> 

WILLIAM L. PIEBCE '; 

• A reproduction, of "The Washington Post1’ article, 
"Right-Wing Organizations Increase Anti-Israel Campaign^, 
is attached. 

This.document contains neither ' • , < 
rocoxami.nd^ttohs nor conclusions 61 ^ . , 

' the TBf. It is the property* of '• - • .** • - ' ., *- ; 
the f and is loaned to your agency 
it and its contents are not to be - ^ 
^distributed outside your agenfcy. ^ : 

- 2* -* 
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CLOSEOUT ON ikTTACK! BACK ISSUES. The National Of--, 

ice want<* to cleai' out ^jbout 40,000 copies o£ ATTACK! Nos. 7-15 
efore Ja- a'ry>l. Until;that date they are available free to any 
Aexnber, ^japp’orter, or*Subscriber who can use them for locai 
listributlc/ns. The National Office requests only that persons who 

vant these bach, issues pay shipping charges of $1.50 per 100 papers, 
^articular issues preferred may be specified, and the National Of- . 

ice will comply with your preferences until stocks are depleted. 
Back issues frpxn No. 16 on will still be available at the reg- 

slar-price of $2. 50 per!|100 papers. ' 

SUIT AGAINSTjjSCHLESINGER STILL IN COURT. Dr. Pierce 

las amended his suit against the Secretary of Defense with a request 
or a three-judge courtij Then, even if the first court refuses to 
>.cder Schlesinger to take, steps to recover the U.S. war materiel 
Ueg^fctransferred to^he government of Israel during the recent 

vliddSsast fighting, aii appeal can be made directly to the Supreme 
3ourt without having to'igo through an intermediate appeals court. 

Schlesinger now|has until January 7 to answer the suit. The 

:ime between now and tljen is being used.to prepare Dr. Pierce's 

nase as carefully as possible. An NYA Member in Ohio who recent¬ 

ly passed his bar examination is helping y/ith the legal research. 
The main hope, however, is that other plaintiffs will intervene in 
the suit, and there are indications that this may occur soon. 

i. 
. I. 

4 

No. 29 November-December 19 73 

ZIONISTS SEE NYA AS .MAIN THREAT. The New'York 
Zionist weekly, the JEWISH PRESS, carried a long article about 
NYA in its November 16 edition. The article quoted extensively ^ 
from several issues of ATTACK! and made the point that NYA is 
the only " radical right" organization which poses a potential threat 
to Jewish rule in America. Our militancy, as well as the serious', 

and mature tone of ATTACK!, worries the Zionists. They are a- 
fraid that NYA will refuse'to play the political game by the System's 
rules, but instead will use whatever means are necessary to win. 

The article claims that it is NYA's intention "to change the psycho¬ 

logical mood of the patriotic American who naturally shies away 
from thoughts of violence against his own government and to create 

a cadre of fascists which will be prepared and trained to use vio¬ 

lence to seize power." 
The real danger the Zionists see in NYAThowever, is our 

rejection of the economic materialism of both the capitalist right 

and the communist left and our call for a spiritual rebirth of the ^ 
American people. Says the JEWISH PRESS: "An interesting point 

to be considered is just what the reaction of youth, THE SAME 
YOUTH THAT TODAY MARCHES FOR THE LEFT (original capi- 

I EXPOSING THE HATERS 1 
gg By DAVJD EORAC g 

Among the various groups 0lc vloJcnt overthrow o( 
testifying before the Senate j^vtrament. (Indeed. NYA 
Foretgft Relations Committee (0 «ctpc the Right vring 
against the nomtoatlcrt of Henry ^bel b taring that the lermi 
Kissinger as Secretary of State, ,RJ hl. have Jest any 
was coe little known outfit known | . 
as the National Youth Alliance. 

Thi* organization, one of the NYA’s claim that It Is time for a 
more vitriolic and openly hating „,jjwi *nd revolutionary ap- 
gropps aro.ind, has two qualities preach to changing the United 
that distinguish U from ionic of states Into a fjucist, racist Stale, 
the other Haters they ultimately its boldest expression to the 
emulate. One, there la an effort on (oml of * regular column known as 
the part of NYA to take a more "Revolutionary Notes”. This is 
••Intelligent" or ‘Intellectual" ap- nothing less than a primer for 
preach to Kate. Tbelr efforts are nufcjfy ezploslrcs of all kind* and 
aimed at university or high school j.ow t0 handle weapons of ell 

studenU and their newspaper, *At- caliber. Thus, one cf the lessons 
tad:!’, carries articles that are a teaches us hovr to make Molotov 
cut above the pabrully etude ones cocktails. Not just the simple. 
Written down b the publications of kind consisting of a bottle 
|h "i,. an ’*k * 

men! and to create a cadre of 
fascists which will be prepared 
and trained to use violence to wire 
power. 

Natuarally, NYA’* great hate Is 
the Jew and this Is why their 
representative appeared before 
the Senate Committee to state that 
hh group represented "the majori¬ 
ty of America, the white, (fenllle 
America” and launched Into a 
tirade against Kissinger, tlte Jew 
and ZfoclaL 

A glance at some cf the Issues of 
Attack! learcs little room for 
doubt as to their feelings about 
Jews. Thus vie rend: 

•The Jews have always been In 
the raeguatd of revolutionary fef* 
rueat, la Europe tJ well as la 
America. As Glbhco and other 
writers have pointed out, the Jews 
played a major role In Instigating 
the series of revolutions which 
finally undermined the decaying 
Roman Empire. They starred 
again In the French ”*vokU«J 
' nro*1'* ** 

state. It N not surprising that here,, 
loo, the Jew comes b for a Hack by 
NYA: 
*T1 (technology) has made their 
lives longer Rad removed reach of 
the pa la Rad struggle of HvUg. And 
that's an they totoi about — |wto 
vs. pteiuore, toeoavealcuc* r*. 
convenience, straggle vs. tel sore, 
period, 

•This larellevrd materlallsra Is 
lot toterent la western fiua’i 
world Hew. It It imposed. It Is 
Jewish...” 

Art Interesting point to be eoo- 
slderrd Is Jxst what the reaction of 
youth, THE SAME YOUTH THAT 
TODAY MARCHES FOR THE 
LEFT, will be to this call. U to 
totally possible that the samt 
youth wit) find to this anil* 
materialism yet nationalistic call, 
a thing (hat will satisfy them more 
than tho left dll It li something 
tar Jetts to think stout. 

Flnati- NYA. again to «*•* 
mo- ** rrv>“ 



■»•—“** • 

for Jews'to think about." 

R Tj AC KM AIL! LEAFLETS BLANKETING U.S.A. The Na- 
B LAC KM Aiij i J-"-'-”- . ohiooedmore of the new, yel- . 

zrSTZXCix - --»^ - • 
ship many more in the next few days* pasaersby one at 

Although these leaflet, may he w^Mllgloo< ■ 

g| time, ^"“^-Lfwe'hee. driving through the Capitol are. 

* d o^,1^ “heavy 

— , -a . 

in the morning. . tena- 0f thousands of ieaf- 
Xt may seem extravagant to hoavejens oft^ ^ # ^ ^ 

lets,' at a cost of nearly a Pe^ broad cross section of citizens ' 
best way of getting our media is . 
in a hurry, when the use of^mo^ ^ ^ ^ fa3t people pick up : 

denied to us. It is really P „limbers of the eye-catching 
the leaflets. The presence of larg average person, 

- .hoot, fluttering around crime* '<=!“""*[• Z lot, »iU 
arriving for work or getting ou o * erfl see thig and do likewise, 
pick up one and begin reading x^ ° h o£ distributing-these 

maaot.Tr r urrqL ^ ■ 

—- 
to distribute as many leaflets as he possibly can. 

This is a critical moment in history. The America y 

that vast herd of generally contented 

with the System which of a .Ihstantial portion 
many years. Furthcrmor > the media monopolies, be- 
of the public is directed 8Pe^1|“jigt ^bby, because of the energy . 
cause of Watergate, an connection between these two things, 
crieia. They do not yet: see Urn^“merimnT <5 Jewish control of 
nor do they understand the ot e d aftd waiting for soma- 

rto^’su^SaS^o-r.^fr-lo— 

‘ 2 

bulk shipments. This means you 
in three days from the-time your order is «v.u*/eu _-a 

office, ship--;:ztxc:x 
eluding shipping, are $1 / , * P ^ titan NYA'a printing and 

' shipping co°8tmS^ributinS ^ ^— 
Send yonr order to the National Office tooayl 

czortoc a. oooouwa 

Congress o£ tTjt ©iiiW* 
gtomie o!3&s?rt5aiiatites 

• !2toS(nj!t!)K,sB.Cv 20315 

November 29, 1973 

C***v*r*0®* e>s. •>■** 

Kscicaal ¥outh AXl^ance 
Bax 3535 * • 
Washington, D.C, 20007 

*> whoa it May Concert*: 

Early thle morning I had oecj.lon *! the " 

"Blacksail" strew* all over the place. 

— vissJAJ do I propose to t.-d It. Any c w protect the environment 

MU°«celv« no conpWorntlon £roa on. 

I dhnll oxpset a reply etatlns ho« thl« occurred. 

smelly. £ ' 

G00K.ING 
Kcober of Congress 

THE NATIONAL OFFICE, in answering this letter from a 

concerned about the environra. , NYA does 

—’inteSrr^—-»-' 
ordinary .means. „ — ' * 

3 
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itig'M" 'w-Zfig.VrgGm%aU<Gm$ increase rAtili4srael 
.By Paul Valentine 

Washing oft Post StrJf Writer 

“I’ve never seen anything 
like it,says William Pierce, 

* rftrntwr 
* ,‘V ii % 

. k. . 

; Several right-wing organiza-j head of the Arlington-based 
tionsranging from the 20,000-JNational Youth Alliance. 
member Liberty Lobby to the 
American Nazis hav<i sharply 
increased their traditional 
a:.U-IsraeIi propaganda, blam¬ 
ing the current fuel shortage 
here on what they call Jewish 
or Zionist manipulation' of the 

crisis. 
t^^ws to Blame . „ . for Oil 

CTrlsis/' says a banner headline 
in the current issue of White 
Power, newspaper of the Na¬ 
tional Socialist White Peoples 
Party (Formerly 'American 
litazi Party). 
* '‘Oil Yes —Jews No,” reads 
k bumper sticker being ped¬ 
dled by the National States 
Bights Party. 
I “America is being black¬ 
mailed,” asserts* a leaflet dis¬ 
tributed in the thousands here 
tfy the National Youth Alii- 
■ance, founded by a former 
American Nazi Party leader. 

blackmailers are a 
tjHty, organized, interna 
tjoRal gang of Zionists.” 

, . The cause of this drum- 
-xned-up energy crisis,” says 
Curtis Dali, Liberty Lobbi1 
chairman, in an automatic re 
corded * telephone message 
here, “is the expensive aims of 
the state of Israel (with) world 
Zionist leaders and big money 
aiming to further regiment us 
by projected ration control.” 

These and other efforts at 
fpel,-crisis publicity have geiv 
^ratejd what organizers say is 
a general rejuvenation of the 
right yying. 

p)t toftsijinstmt Jtost 

“We've already, sold about 
250,000,. 'blackmail’ leaflets 
across the country, and wc 
can’t keep up with the or¬ 
ders.” * ^ * * - 

“There’s been a ' real resur¬ 
gence of the right wing over 
this oil crisis issue,” says" Ed¬ 
ward R. Fields, secretary of 
the Georgia-based ‘National 
States Rights Party, which de¬ 
scribes itself as as “white rac¬ 
ist political party ” 

Fields said his organization 
recently printed 10,0'00 “Oil 
Yes—Jews No” bumper stick¬ 
ers and already has sold more 
than 1,000 at four for §1. Cir¬ 
culation of the parly’s newspa¬ 
per, The Thunderbolt, has also 
jumped from 12,000 to 14,000 
in recent months, he £aid. 

. Spokesmen for all organiza¬ 
tions said their publicity ef¬ 
forts are self-supporting and 
they say receive they receive 
no support from Arab-or oil 
interests. 

“We’ve been watching this 
matter very closely,” says Ar¬ 
nold Forster, general counsel 
for the Anti-Defamation 
League of B’nai B’rith, which 
monitors organizations consid¬ 
ered by it to be anti-Jewish. 

A “kind of , empirically 
weighted study” by ADL of 
newspaper editorials across 
the country, he said, shows 
that only a “lunatic fringe” of 
‘extremist bigots” blame the 

'rt '.nd Oct,- 

At j. i iy 1( -dcr 
N. Frank]in \ a., * 
security r.uu i .vcrn l 
caliber ivVon * \ r*'c le 
can; ^err e; r\\y mica* 
ihe ocher h 
the paity's r 

* -The Washington Post 

A collection of rijht-wing: newspapers, . “end of blackmail by Zionists” and blames 
bumper stickers and pamphlets calls , for Israeli manipulations in the 

terests in Congress and the 

Mideast. \ 

Israel or oil shortage on 
American Jews. 

The shortage has provided a 
timely pretext to boost anti- 
Jewish propaganda, - Forster 
said. “It’s part of their lunatic 
thinking,” he said. 

The thrust of much of the 

Nixon administration has led 
to almost unlimited financial 
and military support oi’Tsrdel. 
This in turn triggered reduc¬ 
tions in oil supplies by the 
Arab nations to the United 
States, according to the litera¬ 
ture. 

At a minimum, the organiza¬ 
tions urge elimination of U.S. 
aid to Israel and withdrawal 
of Israeli troops to the 1967 
borders. 

“We can restore vthe oil im¬ 
ports we need to keep the 
country running if we refuse 
to knuckle under to; Zionist 

can money or weapons be sent 
to the Middle East and that 
the media monopolies in this 
country be broken up, we can 
put the Zionist blackmailers 
out of business.” , 

Pierce, of the youth alliance, 
would not reveal membership 
totals for the organization. lie 
said he has been steadily ship¬ 
ping 100-pound bundles of the 
leaflets across the country at 
1,000 copies for $12 or 10,000 
copies for $100. In addition, 
the oil crisis has been a load¬ 
ing subject in the organiza- 
jtion’s; 16,000-circulation news- 
r»ar>Ar» »A+f->Mrt ” _l.nn 

Capitol Hill recently with 
thousands of the “blackmail” 
leaflets printed on bright yel 
low paper. * 

In a similar action, Fields 
and several others from the 
National States Rights Party 
visited Washington last week, 
left comes of a protest letter 
at the offices of numerous sen* 
ators and representatives, 
then picketed the White 
House. ' 

Fields said in a telephone 
interview from his headquar¬ 
ters in suburban Atlanta that 
the current issue of the par- 

i*. _--1 - 1 ♦_HU_ 

Liberty Lohray, 
and ’most 
groups, with u 
300 Independence :vw 
says in its current new 

“Whether by ration!i 
pons or . . by, driv 
price of gas to $1 a gall 
effect is the same—the* 
of. a conceptual ban; 
that puts Israel ahead 
own country . . . Let 
our .national intern 
where the Israelis 
where we live. America) 

Lobby spokesmen 
ci their organization is 

and “constitutionalist.” 
tinct from “right wing. 

They also cmphas>: 
their opposition is t 
they call “Zionists,” 
sons who support the . 
Israel to the detriment 
United States, as disinc 

Jewish persons in gene: 
The Zionist “progra 

the United States, says 
Dali in. the current ; 
Line telephone message 
“gradual destruction of 
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AIKTEL 

FROMt 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

SAC, WO ^ 

WILLIAM L. PIERCE, aka 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA 
(00: WO) 
(Bufile 157-6353) ^ 
(WOf ile 157 -2396) (P). 

RATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA 
(00:UFO) 
(Bufile 157-12589) 
(WOf ile 157-2278) (P) 

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine copies, and for 
the Alexandria and Atlanta Offices, two copies each for 
information, of an LHM dated and captioned as above 

Copies are being furnished for Alexandria and 
Atlanta because of information relating to the National 

3- Bureau (Enc. 9) v • - 
2- Alexandria (Enc. 2)CxmF:o) 

(1- 157-1) (NSWPP) 
2- Atlanta (Enc. 2)(XM=c>) 
,~(1- 157-4666) (NSRP) 

EKP: mad _ VzpEKF: 

iearche-3 ^ 

Serialized J/Ykt , 
hl&BMd_L/iw 

*t.t. isrFomtA.TiOTsr coi^AlNJfiQrv 
HEHjafflriS UNCLASSIFIED 
ftATRg/r?(Q3 



WO 157-2396 
i 

Socialist White People1 s Party (formerly the American Nazi 
Party)yArlington, Virginia, and the National States Rights 
Party, white racist political party with headquarters at 
Marietta, Georgia, appearing in the enclosed article from 
"The Washington Post^ and '‘Times Herald"1 by PAUL VALENTINE. 

One copy of the enclosed LHM is being disseminated 
by UFO locally to United States Secret Service. 

The confidential informant referred to in the 
enclosed LHM is I who furnished information to 
SA|-^~~l-—1 

advised SA _ on 12/12/73 that, he is 
of the opinion the NYA "Blackmail"' leaflets were distributed 
on Capitol Hill, as noted in the enclosed issue of "ACTION", 
by PIERCE and| __ 
Informant noted that PIERCE [ 

an NYA supporter. The 

J 
_ I I was unable to identify the "NYA member 

I I(and) is 
helping (PIERCE) with the legal research" in connection 
with, the NYA suit "to recover United States war materiel 
illegally transferred to the government of Israel during 
the recent Middle East fighting . . . ", mentioned in the 
enclosed issue of "ACTION". 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1M2 EDITION 

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.0 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

* A 

to : 

FROM : 

subject: 

SAC, WFO (157-4616) 

SAC, ALEXANDRIA (157-852)(P) 

aka 
m - mk- 
(00: NEW YORK) 

date: 12/13/73 

b6 
b7C 

Re Alexandria letter to Bureau, 11/28/73. 

advised on 12/7/73 Dr. WILLIAM L. 
PIERCE, Executive Director, National Youth Alliance (NYA), 
an extremist white youth organization, was present at the 
office rented by the NYA in Room 2012, Monroe Mart Building, 
Arlington Towers Apartments. Arlington. Virginia. QH the- 
|_l He appeared to 

b2 
b7D 

& •4616)[ 

2 - 

WF0 
1 - 157- 

- 157- 
1 - 157-2278)(NYA) 
1 - 100-34457)(NSRP) 

Atlanta 
- 157-4666) (NSRP")_ 

157-5155)1 ~ 

•2396 ^PIERCE) 
b6 
b7C 

b2 
b7D 

- New York (157-7169)[ 
- Alexandria ,- 

'1 - 157-852) 
1 - 157-16' ' 
1 - 157-27 
1 - 157-50 
1 - 157-107 

PIERCE) 
NYA) 
NSRP') 

b6 
b7C 

WWHiptca 
(13) vs'i' z 3^ 

ALL INFORMATION CONSSAS® 
HEREIN IS UNCJ^ASSIPim , - 

Trsr 

b6 
b7C 

Buy IJ.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



PIERCE wanted I I- 
I to participate in some' sort of 
"demonstration" PTEFC.F, was believed putting on; however, 

_(___ I PIERCE furnished no more 
details about the demonstration. PIERCE also expressed 
concern about shortages occurring in the U. S. economy 
and the "Zionists,” which is the way he usually refers to 
the Jewish people. His dislike for Jews appears sincere. 

who reportedly recently arrived I 
I Iwas working on the NYA "mailing list" sending out 
literature and NYA publications. Apparently, this is quite 
important to the NYA as it provides a source of money and 
requests for contributions. 

|_| CHARLES 
MC GUIRE, an assistant of PIERCE. He Mentioned that 
Dr. EDWARD FIELDS of the National States Rights Party 
(NSRP) would be in "town" on 12/8/73 and was holding some 
type of rally or demonstration in Washington. Source 
stated he got the impression FIELDS was to be at the U. S. 
Capitol building and would try to "buttonhole" some 
senators and congressmen to oppose aid to Israel. MC GUIRE 
said FIELDS might open up a "storefront" or a bookstore 
operation of the NSRP in the Washington. D. C.. area but_ 
that | 

I MC GUIRE 
| indicating he would 

participate with FIELDS in the function at the Capitol or 
else might see him. However, he gave no additional details, 

The above being furnished for information and any 
investigative action deemed appropriate regarding the subjects 
involved. 

2 



Washington, D. C. 20535 
December 19, 1973 

RATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 

The National Youth Alliance (NYA) 
is an organization originally formed 
from a nucleus of Youth For (George 
C.) Wallace supporters following 
the 1968 presidential election for 
the purpose of countering Tadical 
leftist and anarchist influences 
on the campuses of American colleges 
and universities. NYA currently 

. is controlled by individuals, who 
militantly promote white racialism 
and anti-Zionism and who suggest; 
violent revolution ultimately as 
the means for implementing their 
racial and political ideas in America. 

On December 17, 1973* a confidential informant, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised 
that following publication of an article by Paul Valentine 
concerning anti-Zionist activities by right-wing extremist 
groups in the United States which appeared in "The Washington 
Post and Times Herald" , a daily newspaper published at 
Washington, D. CL* on December 13, 1973, considerable public 
interest in the NYA developed. According to the informant,: 

of the United-Arab Republic, was among those who had shown 
interest in the NYA. The informant learned that information 
concerning NYA policies was made available to I _ 

The 197^ nitv Direct 

Virginia, lists [___ 

8-Bureau (157-12589) 
2-Alexandria (Info) 
1-United States Secret Service 

,4-WFO (157-2278) 
w ^1,1 SZaZ&AlLBIESCEi 1 H - 1 ( 

EKPrmad 
(15) 

for suburban Alexandria, 

D 

)(EMBASSY OF THErUARpriyrf 

AIII lUFOBitA.TIOJJ' myftPA I 
KEREIfOS 
DATE_ 



;gnal youth alliance 

b6 
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12/19/73 

AIKTEL 

TO: 

FROM: 

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-12589) 

SAC, UFO (157-2278) (P) 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA 
(00: WFO) 

Re. UFO airtel and LHM dated 12/13/73. , . , 

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies, and 
for the Alexandria Office, two copies for information, 
of an LHM dated and cautioned as above*. 

• • V One copy Of the enclosed LHM is being disseminated^ 
by WO locally to United States Secret. Service. , - 

closure is 
* 

For the further informal ic 
"1 advised on 12/17/73 that 

2- Bureau (Enc. 8) 
2- Alexandria (Enc. 2) {Info) 
4* UFO 

^(1- 157-2396)^7™^- 

liked PAUL VALENTI 

6?' 

EKP:mad 
(8) 

ALL HTFOBMAnOU COUTA 
BERM IS WCLASSmEO, 

fZP&I'AJ 

Sesrcfa-i 
■ .,4 

R 5 
4 rt 



WO 157-2278 

article in "The Washington Post and Times Herald?1 on 12/13/73* 
| reportedly asked for further information for both. 

land stated that he would contact NYA 
again after reading NYA publications giving the position of 
NYA on the Arab-Israeli situation* 

On 12/18/73 the above source learned that Dr* W1111 AM 
1* PIEBSE* .Executive Director of NYA, had attempted to| 

WFQ files contain numerous references to contacts 

Among others named by I las haying 
expressed interest in NYA following the VALENTINE article 
in "The Washington Post" on 12/13/73 are: syndicated 
columnist JACK ANDERSON; | | CBS News * 
2020 H. Street, N.W., Washington, D* C.; | 
"long Island Newsday", .550 Stewart Avenue, Garden- City , 
long Island, New York* The source predicted that JACK 
ANDERSON would write a very critical article concerning the 
extreme right-wing, in general, and Dr. WIHIAM 1. PIERCE, 
in particular, in the very near future. 

- FOR THE INFORMATION OF THE BUREAU AND ALEXANDRIA, 

I I EXTREME CARE SHOU1D BE 
EXERCISED FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE SOURCE. IN DISSEMINATING 
THIS INFORMATION OUTSIDE THE BUREAU. 

- 2 - 



The Washington Mcrry-C^Hgaad 

Ex-Nazi’s Hate Group Is Tax Exempt 
By Jack Anderson 

J Pierce has headed the National 
Under President Nixon, pub- Youth Alliance, an offshoot of 

lie interest groups have found it the areh-conservativ£ Liberty 
increasingly difficult to obtain Lobby, The original NYA, which 
tax exemptions from the Inter- was based in Washington, went 
nal Revenue Service. . out of business and, in 1970, was 

Yet a former Nazi, who once reincorporated in Virginia by 
promised there wbuldbe “a Jew Pierce, 
hangingfrom every lamppost in The “new” NYA is largely a 
the country,” had no trouble paper organization which does 
breezing through the bureau- little more than publish hate lit¬ 
er atic morass at the IRS and get- erature and send out appeals 
ting his hate organization de- for funds, 
dared “exempt from federal in- Its main publication is a tab- 
come tax.” . * loid called “Attack,” which is 

He is William L. Pierce, who frequently festooned with 
runs the anti-Semitic, right- ghoulish P^tures of maimed 
wing National Youth Alliance and disfigured bodies. They are 
in Arlington, Va. Pierce, who described m rabid language as 

i has a PhD. in physics and pref- ^a^3 victim to Israeli 
j ers to be called “doctor,” was a attacks. 
I self-admitted “personal friend” fund-raising letter 
1 of George Lincoln Rockwell, the ass£rted tha* “only a well-aimed 
late iuhrer of the American buUet could have stopped the 
Nazi jParty. After Rockwell’s confirmation of Hemy Kis- 
death, Pierce became the Nazis’ 
“assistant executive officer” 
and “ideological officer.” 

This scurrilous literature is 
now produced tax free. For as of 

It was in this caDacitv that 0ctober’ 1973> Kerce’s organi- 
Pierce recorded a “dial-Siate” zatlon 1S no longer recluired to 

sz ssttrj: ^ 
and that isto kill them.” ““ SoMalSscunU 

T -_• (PICA) taxes” or for “the taxes 
In 1968, Pierce was found sell- imposed under the Federal Un- 

| ing “Negro control equipment” employment Tax Act (FUTA).” 
out of his Virginia home. His All "bequests, legacies, devises, 
“equipment’’ ranged from riot transfers or gifts" .to the .NYA 
gunsttf tndm&al mace. are also “deductible for federal 

For the past three years, estate gift tax purposes. . 

What’s more, Pierce took his 
tax-exempt credentials to the 
Postal Service and wangled the 
privilege of mailing hi's litera¬ 
ture at the reduced rates re¬ 
served for non-profit organiza¬ 
tions. 

Now, courtesy of the U.S. gov¬ 
ernment, Pierce saves $310 for 
every 10,000 pieces of hate mail 
he sends out. 

Pierce’s most recent issue of 
“Attack,” which he mailed at 
non-profit rates, contains a pic¬ 
ture of Kissinger in the cros¬ 
shairs of a rifle telescope. The 
same issue advertises Adolf Hit¬ 
ler’s “Mein Kampf” and several 
“how-to” books on the construc¬ 
tion of booby-traps, explosives 
and demolitions. 

Footnote: An IRS spokesman 
told us that tax exempt status is 
usually granted oh the pre¬ 
sumption that “the organization 
has acted in good faith and has 
told us the “truth” about its op¬ 
erations. There are over 600,000 
tax-exempt groups on record, 
the spokesman said, explaining 
it is impossible to .investigate' 
them aU. Nevertheless, the IRS 
found plenty of time to investi¬ 
gate the Center on Corporate 
Responsibility, a public interest 
group that struggled three years 
for a tax exemption and won it 
only after a federal judge de¬ 
tected “political” influence 
against it 

Washington Whirl—White 
House aides, who rejoiced over 

the departure of the domineer¬ 
ing H. R. Haldeman, are now 
complaining about his replace¬ 
ment The new staff chief, Gem 
Alexander *Haig, has been try* 
ing to bring military efficiency 
to the White House. Some aides 
find his military methods, how¬ 
ever, even more offensive than 
Haldeman’s. 

Small Business Administrator 
Tom Kleppe is using paddleball 
politics to counteract a House 
investigation of his agency. He 
has been slipping up to Capitol 
Hill to play paddleball with his 
former goHeagues in the House 
gym. He has also dispatched his 
aides to Capitol Hill to wine and 
dine congressional friends ... 
Intelligence reports claim a 
dozen Soviet warships, com¬ 
plete with support ships, are 
now operating in the Persian 
Gulf. Apparently, they are 
guarding the approaches to the 
rich Arabian qil fields .... A 
shoe-string citizens group is us^ 
ing a technicality in the new en-. 
vironmental Taws to block a 
deer hunt, which the Interior 
Department had permitted in 
the Great Swamp National Wild¬ 
life Refuge in New Jersey. The 
group claimed that the hunters9 
indiscriminate killing would 
weaken the herd by taking the 
strongest animals and thus 
would alter the balance of na¬ 
ture. 

* , y* 
' 2973, United Feature syndicate 
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Washington, D. C. 20535 
December 27, 1973 

WILLIAM L. PIERCE; 
NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 

Dr. William L. Pierce is Executive Director of the 
National Youth Alliance. 

The National Youth Alliance (NYA) is an 
organization originally formed from a 
nucleus of Youth For (George C.) Wallace 
supporters following the 1968 presidential 
election for the purpose of countering radical ~~ 
leftist and anarchist Influepces.on — 
campuses of AmerIcaja-colCegeB^aBd'’universlties. 

—NYA-eurrentTy Is controlled by individuals who 
militantly promote white racialism and anti-Zionism 
and who suggest violent revolution ultimately 

• as the means for Implementing their racial - ■ 
and political ideas in America. 

In his column, "The Washington Merry-Go-Round", 
published on December 26> 1973> in "The Washington Post and 
Times Herald", a daily newspaper published at Washington, D. C., 
columnist Jack Anderson wrote an article concerning Pierce and 
the,NYA captioned "Ex-Nazi’s Hate Group Is Tax Exempt". Anderson 
article states that NYA literature is produced tax free and is 
mailed at reduced postal rates as a non-profit orgainzatlon. 

. *• The’above described article by Jack Anderson has been 
reproduced and a copy is attached hereto. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
not conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and 
its contents are not to be distributed outside your 
agency. •: 
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THE WASHINGTON POST Wednesday, Dee. 26,2975 

' By Jack*Anderson 

m Under President Nixon, pub¬ 
lic interest groups have found it 
increasingly difficult to obtain 
tax exemptions from the Inter- 

• nal Revenue Service. 
Yet a former Nazi, who once 

. promised there would be “a Jew 
hanging from every lamppost in 
the country,” had no trouble 
breezing through the bureau¬ 
cratic morass at the IRS and get- 

‘ ting his hate organization de- 
dared “exempt from federal in- 

| come tax.” 

| He is William L. Pierce, who 
\ runs the anti-Semitic, right- 

. wing National Youth Alliance 
in Arlington, Va. Pierce, who 
has a PhD. in physics and pref¬ 
ers to be called “doctor,” was a 
self-admitted “personal friend” 
of George Lincoln Rockwell, the 
late fuhrer of the American 
Nazi Party. After Rockwell’s 
death, Pierce became the Nazis’ 
“assistant executive officer” 
and “ideological officer.” 

It was in this capacity that 
Pierce recorded a “dial-a-hate” 
message declaring “there is 
only one effective way to deal 
with rampaging blacks on our 
campuses — and in our cities — 
and that is to killthem ” 

In 1968, Pierce was found sell¬ 
ing “Negro control equipment” 

~ out of his Virginia home. His 
s “equipment” ranged from riot, 

1 guns to chemical mace. J 
] For the past three years, 

Pierce has headed the National 
Youth Alliance^ an offshoot of 
the arch-conservative Liberty 
Lobby. The original NYA, which 
was based in'Washington, went 
out of business and, in 1970, was 
reincorporated in Virginia by 
Pierce. * - 

The “new” NYA is largely a 
paper organization which does 
little more than publish hate lit¬ 
erature and send out appeals 
for funds. 

Its main publication is a tab¬ 
loid called “Attack,” which is 
frequently festooned with 
ghoulish pictures of maimed 
and disfigured bodies. They are 
described in rabid language as 
Arabs who fell victim to Israeli 
attacks. 

A recent fund-raising letter 
asserted that “only a well-aimed 
bullet could have stopped the 
confirmation of Henry Kis¬ 
singer. . .” 
' This scurrilous literature is 
now produced tax free. For qs of 
October, 1973, Pierce’s organi¬ 
zation is no longer required to 
pay federal taxes. 

A letter to Pierce from IRS 
District Director William D. 
Waters proclaims that the NYA 
is “not liable for Social Security 
(FICAj taxes” or for “the taxes 
imposed under the Federal Un¬ 
employment Tax Act (FUTA).” 
All “bequests, legacies, devises, 
transfers or gifts” to the NYA 
are also “deductible for federal 
estate gift tax purposes rrT- ” 

What’s more, Pierce took hi& i 
tax-exempt, credentials to the? 
Postal Service and wangled the 
privilege of mailing his litera¬ 
ture at the reduced rates re¬ 
served for non-profit organiza¬ 
tions. 

Now, courtesy of the U.S. gov¬ 
ernment, Pierce saves $310 for 
every 10,000 pieces of hate mail 
he sends out. 

Pierce’s most recent issue of 
“Attack,” which he mailed at 
non-profit rates, contains a pic¬ 
ture of Kissinger in the cros¬ 
shairs of a rifle telescope. The 
same issue advertises Adolf Hit¬ 
ler’s “Mein Kampf” and several 
“how-to” books on the construc¬ 
tion of booby-traps, explosives; 
and demolitions. 

Footnote: An IRS spokesman 
told us that tax exempt status is 
usually granted oh the pre¬ 
sumption that “the organization 
has acted in* good faith and has 
told us the “truth” about its op¬ 
erations. There are over 600,000: 
tax-exempt groups on record, j 
the spokesman said, explaining j 
it is impossible to investigate? 
them all. Nevertheless, the IRS; 
found plenty of time to investi-} 
gate the Center on Corporate ( 
Responsibility, a public interest; 
group that struggled three years - 
for a tax exemption and won it 
only after a federal judge de¬ 
tected “political” influence , 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM: SAC, WO 

WILLIAM L. PIERCE, aka 
EXTREMIST MATTER-NYA 
(00: WO) 
(Bufile: 157-6353) 

j^CWFO file: 157-2396) (P) 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 
EXTREMIST MATTER-NYA 
(00: WO) 
(Bufile: 157-12589) . 

(WFO file 157-2278) (P) 

, - '• ReWOairtel dated 12/19/73, bearing NATIONAL YOUTH 
ALLIANCE caption. ' 

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine copies, and for 
Alexandria Office, two copies for information, of an LHM 
dated and captioned as above. 

One copy of the enclosure Is being disseminated 
by WFO locally to Jf. S. Secret Service. .. 

As noted in re WFO airtel. 
the enclosed article by columnist JACK ANDERSON. 
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Washington, D.C. 20535 

January 3, 1974 

WILLIAM L.. PIERCE 
NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE 

Or. William L. Pierce is Executive Director of 
The National Youth Alliance. 

The,National Youth Alliance (NYA) is an 
organisation originally formed from a 
nucleus of YQuth For (George C.) Wallace 
supporters following the 1968 presidential 
election for the purpose of countering 
radical leftist and anarchist influences oh the 
campuses of American colleges and universities. 
NYA currently is Controlled by individuals who 
militantly promote white racialism and anti- 
Zionism and who suggest violent revolution 
ultimately as the means for implementing their 
racial and political ideas in America. 

On January 2, 1973, a confidential informant who has 
furnished reliable information in the past advised that in a 
recent broadcast by syndicate! columnist Jack Anderson, it was 
stated that a full-scale congressional investigation of Pierce 
and the National Youth Alliance would be conducted as a result 
of Anderson’s column on December 26, 1973. 

It is noted that Andersen wrote an article captioned 
“Ex-Nazi’s Hate Group Is Tax Exempt” in his syndicated column, 
“The Washington Merry-Go-Round”f on December 26, 1973, in 
which it was stated that National Youth Alliance literature 
is produced tax free and is mailed at reduced postal rates 
as a non-profit organization. 

™s document contains neither 
y - Bureau recommendations nor conclusions of 
2* - n . 1116 FEf. It is the property of 

~ Alexandria the FBI and is loaned to your agency* 

^u.s. Secret; Service 
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FD-376 (Rev. 7-9-73) 

January 3, 1973 

Director 
United States Secret Service 
Department of the Treasury 

Washington, D. C. 20220 RE: WILLIAM L. PIERCE 

Dear Sir: 

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual or organization believed 
to be covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning protective 
responsibilities, and to fall within the category or categories checked. 

1. □ Threats or actions against persons protected by Secret Service. 

2. □ Attempts or threats to redress grievances. 

3. □ Threatening or abusive statement about U. S. or foreign official. 

4- □ Participation in civil disturbances, anti-U. S. demonstrations or hostile 
incidents against foreign diplomatic establishments. 

5. □ Illegal bombing, bomb-making or other terrorist activity. 

6. □ Defector from U. S. or indicates desire to defect. 

7. S3 Potentially dangerous because of background, emotional instability or 
h activity in groups engaged in activities inimical to U. S. 

Photograph S3 has been furnished □enclosed □ is not available. 

Very truly yours, 

2 - Bureau 
1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosures))!) 

U. S.^'Saeret Service Washington Field Office (RM) 
WF071 - l57 - 2396) 

Eael6sure(iU^66-3029) 
EKP:jed 

t5' if • ALL mFORJjEATTOJT 
&ERBIFJS UNCLASSIFIED ..iA J 
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Searched 
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AIRTEL 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM: SAC, WFO . 

WILLIAM L. PIERCE, aka 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA 
(00:WF0) 
(Bufile 157-6353) 

' ‘ \Xt?FOfile 157-2396) (P) .. ' 

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE ! V ■ 
EXTREMIST MATTER - NYA :' » 
COO:WFO) 
(Bufile 157-12589) 
(WFOfile 157-2278) (P) ' 

• „ Re WFO airtel and LHM dated 12/27/73. ' - 

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine copies, and for 
the Alexandria Office, two copies for information, of an LHM 
dated and captioned as above. 

One copy of the enclosure is being disseminated by 
- t>2 WFO locally toTJ.S. Secret Service. 
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Washington, D. C. 20535 
January 7, 1974 

WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE 

Dr.1 William Luther. Pierce is Executive Director 
of the National Youth Alliance, Washington, D. C., and 
resides at 1703 Williams Street, Fredericksburg, Virginia. 

The National Youth Alliance (NYA) 
is an organization originally formed 
from a nucleus of Youth For (George 
C.) Wallace supporters following the 
1968 presidential election for the 
purpose of countering radical leftist 
and anarchist influences on the 
campuses of American colleges and \ .. . 
universities. NYA currently is 
controlled by individuals who militantly 

< ' promote white racialism and anti-Zionism 
and who suggest violent revolution 
ultimately as the means for implementing 
their racial and political ideas in 
America. \ ' 

A confidential informant who has furnished 
reliable information in the past advised on January 7, 
1974. that Fierce owns a .25 caliber Golt automatic pistol. 
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Pierce should be considered armed and dangerous 
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1/7/74 

AIKTEL 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-6353) 

FROM: SAC, WO (157-2396) (P) 

WILLIAM LUTHER FIERCE, aka 
EM - NYA 
(00: WO) 

m y; 

Attached for the Bureau are five copies, and for 
the Alexandria and Richmond Offices, two copies each, of an 
T.ftM dated and captioned as above. - •# 

One copy of the enclosed LHM is being disseminated 
by WO locally to. United States Secret Service. 

enclosure is 
saI ~ 

confidential informant referred to in the 
| who furnished information to 

•Records of NCIC as caused to be checked on 
1/7/74 by SaF were found to be negative relative to 
the Colt automatic 

2- Bureau (Enc. 5) 
2- Alexandria (157-16) (Enc. 2) 
2- Richmond (157-1673)(Enc. 2) 

WO 
(1- 157-2278) (NYA)___ 
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WO 157-2396 

For information, informant: ariviaarl t-haf- ha rananrly 

observed above weapon! IpiEKCE’sI I 

PlEKCE's ♦ 

Alexandria and Richmond advise appropriate law 
enforcement agencies; however, care should be exercised in 
order that the security of the source will not be jeopardized. 

The Metropolitan Police Department (Intelligence 
Division), Washington, D. C., and the United States Park 
Police, Washington, D. C., are cognizant of the information 
in the enclosed LHM. . - . 
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Washington, £>.C. 20535 

January 9, 1974 

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY 

A source has described the National States Bights 
Partyas an anti-Negro, anti-Sisaitic, white racistpolitical 
party composed of past members of klan-typa organizations 
and other right-wing group s« 

On January 7, 1974, a confidential informant who has 
furnished reliable informatics in the past advised that J.B. 
Stoner, National Chairman of the N5PP, is expected to visit 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, on January 21, 1974, and to appear 
on Canadian television on the following day, January 22, 1974* 
According to this source, Stoner will remain in Toronto for a 
small private meeting on January 23, 1974, Stoner* s activities 
in Toronto reportedly will be under the sponsorship of the 
Western Guard Party, right-wing extremist organ! ration at 
Toronto. / •*. ■ 

The above informant Arthur advised that an invitation 
would be extended to Sr* William 1. Pierce, Executive Director 
of the National Youth Alliance, to participate in the above 
activities in Toronto, January 21-23, 1974, including appearance 
withStoner on Canadian television. 

The National Youth Alliance (NYA) is an organisation 
originally formed from a nucleus of Youth For (George G,) 
Wallace supporters following the 1968 presidential election 
for the purpose of countering radical leftist and anarchist 
influence on the campuses of American colleges and universities* 
NYA currently is controlled by individuals who militantly promote 
white racialism and anti-2ioni sm and who suggest violent revolution 
ultimately as the means for implementing their racial- and political 
ideas in America. -• 
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im 100-34457 

Toronto* 1/21/74 - 1/23/74' 
The source said that; PTSBCS had, is fact. 

hepa invited by to he present on. any or ell of the 
three day# of SMSR* s visit and to participate is the appearance 
Of#Canadian television xm, 1/22/74. This itea was written for 
the 13®! is the suppoaitive for the protection of the source* 
Informant had so information as to whether or not PIEEC& planned 
to visit Toronto between 1/21/74 and 1/23/74. 



Washington, D.C. 20535 
February -4, 1974 

w 

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY 

The National Renaissance Party (NRP) was founded 
in 1949, by James H. Madole, National Director* 
The NRP is headquartered in Madole’s residence, 
10 West 90th Street, Apartment 8, New York, New 
York, This organization has been described as 
anti-Negro, anti-Semitic and neo-Fascist. 

A confidential informant who has furnished reliable 
information in the past advised on February 4, 1974, that 
the NRP is planning a rally to be held on Saturday, Febru¬ 
ary 16, 1974, at Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York. 
According to the source, the NRP rally is to be a protest 
against policies of the United States Government , which 
are believed to favor the government of Israel over the Arab 
countries to the detriment of the American people, - * - 

The source had no details concerning the proposed 
NRP rally on February 16, 1974. 

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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2- New York 
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WFG 100-30799 

Western Guard Party, right-wing extremist organization 
at Toronto, Ontario, Canada, which featured J'.B. STONER, 
Chairman of the National States Rights Party, a white 
racist political party with headquarters at Marietta, 
Georgia. 

According to[ indicated 
that Dr. WILLIAM L. PIERCE, Executive Director of the 
National louth Alliance (NYA), extremist white youth 
organization at WDC, is held In high regard by extreme 
right-wing activists in Canada I I 

I Ihrlnging PIERCE and ROBERT 
B. DE PUGH, leader Of the Minuteinen organization* together 
in a working relationship. I 
PIERCE and WILLIS A. CARTG, leader of Liberty Lobby which 
recently sponsored public appearances bv DE PUGH, are 
irreconcilable political enemies | ~ 

1 PIERCE would not be receptivef 
that the. 

relationship between DE PUGH and CARTO had cooled because 
of CARTO's efforts to take over the sale of DE PUGH ’ s 
recent book,; 

All offices are cautioned 
_ care 

should be exercised for his security with respect to any 
investigation or dissemination based upon this information* . 
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OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10 * * 

MAY 1962 EDITION * £ 

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.8 . I #* 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

t 

TO : SAC, WFO (157-2396) DATE: 2/1/74 

from : RICHMOND (157-1673) -RUC- 

subjech WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE, aka 

EM - NYA 

(00 - WFO) 

Re WFO airtel to the Bureau dated 1/7/74. 

On 1/24/74, Lt. Fredericksburg, 
Virginia, Police Department, was advised of the fact that 
WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE has beep known to be in possession 
of a Cn.lt automatic pistol 

Lt. 
£ 

caused a check to be made of the 
records of the Circuit Court, Fredericksburg, Virginia, 
and determined that WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE does not have 
authority from the Circuit Court Judge to carry a 
concealed weapon in Fredericksburg, Virginia. 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 

Investigative On 1/29/74, Deputy Sheriff . __ 
Section, Sheriff’s Office, Spotsylvania County, Virginia, 
was advised that WILLIAM LUTHER PIERCE has Upp.-p known t-n •  —-M—1 w JU 0—1.1. VJXJ 1J.U.U L 

be in possession of a Colt automatic pistol[ 

LEADS: 

ALEXANDRIA (INFORMATION) 

Info copy to Alexandria in view of their interest 
in this matter. 

armed and dangerous. 

(3j- WFO 
0J- 157-2396) 
(1 - 157-2278) (NYA) 

1 - Alexandria (157-16) (info.) 
1 - Richmond 
JWE: jbp 
(5) 
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he following: information. was furnished by 
on 2/4/74: 

~ I reportedly receives mail at 

Reportedly, one of Correspondent s 

aliened 
_| might have visited during b7c 
a trip to Europe in 1972. According to the source, b7D ">^ 

I is known to WILLIAM L.. PIERCE, Executive Director -v 
of the national Youth. Alliance (NYA), extremist white >■ ^ 
youth organization at Washington, D. C. i and has ordered 
hooks from NYA in the past. . .. - 

| maybe identical with an individual who visited 
National Socialist White People’s Party (Nazi Party) Headquarters 
Arlington. Virginia, on 12/17/69, as reported by former 

on 12/19/69 <WFO 157-1-7525)* 

I | further advised on 2/4/74 that 
| has in his possession a long-barrel ColtV.22 

caliber automatic pistol r 

- b2 
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2- Alexandria 
WFO 
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Alexandria is cautioned that|_|lts 
extremely suspicious since lie has learned that the FBI 
is aware he is living in Northern Virginia despite efforts 
to conceal his whereabouts. Since suspicions of PIESCS 
and the subject! 
__[Alexandria is 
requested to exercise care for the protection of the 
source in connection with anv investigation or dissemination 
of information from! 


